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resumo 
 

 

O objectivo principal deste trabalho foi o desenvolvimento de um programa de 

literacia musical, recorrendo a repertório expressamente escrito para este 

programa, que foi implementado no contexto de ensaios corais, construindo 

uma ligação entre a pedagogia e a performance.  

 

Em anteriores pesquisas, nomeadamente no projecto ‘Música no Meio’, foi 

realizado um inquérito nacional com maestros de coros em Portugal que 

demonstrou que, apesar de cerca de 80% dos coros usarem partituras, apenas 

15% dos cantores conseguem ler essas mesmas partituras de um modo 

autónomo. Num dos estudos presentes neste projeto (Hiney, 2015) foi possível 

ainda perceber que, na ausência de literacia musical, a aprendizagem por 

memorização (rote-learning) é a técnica mais frequentemente utilizada na 

transmissão do repertório.  

 

Esta tese concentra-se em dois dos problemas ligados à escassez de literacia 

musical, sendo o primeiro o impacto da aprendizagem por memorização na 

seleção de repertório, na eficiência do ensaio, e portanto, no nível de 

performance de um coro, e o segundo nas implicações para a criatividade 

artística, uma vez que os cantores que pertencem à zona da oralidade ao invés 

da zona da literacia (Williams, 1981) poderiam ser considerados artesãos, ao 

‘fazer’ arte sem participar nos processos criativos ou artísticos (Reimer, 1970).  

 

Foi assim concebido um programa de literacia musical, baseado em Kodály, 

que foi realizado com os cantores do coro comunitário Voz Nua em Aveiro, 

Portugal. Participaram ainda neste projecto seis compositores que escreveram 

obras com graus de dificuldade e objectivos específicos para cada uma das 

três fases do programa.  

 

Os dados qualitativos produzidos através de entrevistas e focus groups  com 

os cantores de Voz Nua e com os compositores, foram analisados tendo em 

vista uma melhor compreensão das experiências vividas pelos participantes no 

decorrer programa. Estes dados permitiram perceber que, após a 

desenvolvimento do programa de literacia musical, se verificou um aumento da 

eficiência nos ensaios e na aprendizagem de novo repertório, libertando mais 

tempo de ensaios para a componente interpretativa, com impacto positivo na 

qualidade da performance do coro.  
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abstract 

 
The primary objective of this research was to develop a musical literacy 

programme – with correlated repertoire written specifically for the programme – 

that was implemented during choral rehearsals, creating a bridge between 

pedagogy and performance.  

 

Data from the Música no Meio project’s survey of choral conductors in Portugal 

shows that although 80% of the surveyed choirs use scores, only 15% of the 

singers have developed the musical literacy skills required to autonomously 

read the score. Previous research (Hiney, 2012) has also shown that in the 

absence of musical literacy, rote-learning (imitating the conductor until the 

music is memorised) is the most common technique used to transmit repertoire.  

 

This thesis addressed two main problems associated with a lack of musical 

literacy skills; firstly the impact of rote-learning on repertoire selection, 

rehearsal efficiency and hence standards of performance and secondly the 

implications for artistic creativity, as the singers confined to the oral as opposed 

to the literate area (Williams, 1981) may be considered artisans, making art 

without any involvement in creative or artistic processes (Reimer, 1970).  

 

The musical literacy programme, based on Kodály’s Concept of Music 

Education, was developed with the members of the communitarian choir, Voz 

Nua in Aveiro, Portugal. Six composers participated in this project, writing 

pieces with progressive levels of difficulty that corresponded to each of the 

three phases of the literacy programme.  

 

Qualitative data produced through interviews and focus groups with the singers 

of Voz Nua and the composers was analysed in order to gain an understanding 

of their experience of participating in the musical literacy programme. This data 

showed that the development of musical literacy skills increased the efficiency 

with which the choir learns new repertoire, allowing more time for interpretation 

and impacting positively on the choir’s quality of performance.   
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INTRODUCTION  

 

This thesis presents a musical literacy programme for non-professional adult choirs. 

The primary aim of this research is to explore musical literacy in the context of non-

professional choral singing practices, focusing on the process of developing a literacy 

programme with specifically composed correlated repertoire for the choir Voz Nua in 

Aveiro, Portugal.  

 

This introductory section presents the problems, questions and motivations for the 

research before describing the research design and methods, which are of a 

qualitative nature. The section ends with an overview of the thesis structure.  

 

Research Problems, Questions and Motivations  

 

 The motivations for this research are largely based on my personal experiences as a 

choral singer and conductor, which have influenced my research interests, leading 

from choral music and the performance of contemporary choral music to rehearsal 

techniques and choral pedagogy.  

  

Non-professional choral singing is growing in popularity in Portugal, with 

approximately 1,3001 choirs currently active. I have had the opportunity to conduct a 

total of six non-professional choirs in Portugal over the past six years. Although the 

choirs varied in their objectives and demographic profiles2, the repertoire of all six 

choirs was predominantly western art music.  A common problem was identified – 

the choral singers were either entirely dependent on the conductor for the oral 

transmission of repertoire due to a lack of musical literacy skills, or there was a 

significant disparity between the choral singers  levels of musical literacy skills, with 
very few singers possessing the skills to read the score autonomously. My experience 

                                                        
1
 Data collected through INET-MD research regarding choral participation in Portugal, as part of the project 

2
 The choirs with whom I have worked or with whom I am currently working range from a choir that was 

designed as a hobby for retired people, to a male voice choir dedicated to the performance of sacred music in 

non-worship contexts.  
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correlated with the results of a national survey of choral conductors3, which 

displayed that although almost 80% of choirs use scores, only an average of 15% of 

choral singers have developed the skills to autonomously read the score.  

 

In my experience, this lack of musical literacy has a negative impact on rehearsal 

productivity, with the bulk of rehearsal time devoted to the oral transmission of 

repertoire, thus diminishing the time allocated to working on the finer details of 

performance, such as dynamics, articulation, diction and vocal technique and hence detracting from a choir s potential performance quality. Furthermore, a lack of 

literacy skills may limit the repertoire that a choir may perform, as some polyphonic 

pieces may be too complex to transmit orally without the use of written resources. 

Conversations with choral singers revealed that choral singing was often a long-term 

activity for them, with many singers explaining that they had been singing in choirs 

for over ten years. This led me to question why, after ten years of choral singing, 

these singers had not yet developed the skills to read music autonomously, and why 

based on the negative impact that a lack of music literacy can bear on the quality of a choir s performance – choral conductors had not invested in teaching their singers 

musical literacy skills.  

 

Informal interviews with choral conductors showed that although they unanimously agreed that developing their singers  musical literacy skills would have a positive 
impact on their level of performance and allow the choir to explore a wider range of 

repertoire regular performance commitments did not permit them to use rehearsal 

time for the teaching of musical literacy.  The paradox is that musical literacy skills 

would ultimately contribute towards more productive rehearsals and more efficient 

teaching and learning of repertoire, and therefore could be viewed as an investment 

of time. However, these comments were also corroborated by the results of the 

national survey of choral conductors, with the majority stating that there was not 

sufficient time in rehearsals to incorporate the teaching of musical literacy skills 

(figure 1.1). 

                                                        
3
 The survey was conducted through the Music in-between Project, financed by the FCT and co-ordinated by 

Maria do Rosário Pestana.  
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Figure 1. Reasons for not teaching musical literacy in rehearsals based on the result of the nationwide 
survey of choral conductors as part of the Música no Meio project, co-ordinated by Maria do Rosário 

Pestana and financed by the FCT. 

 

Although the majority of respondents cited time constraints as the main impediment 

to incorporating the teaching of musical literacy skills in rehearsals, it is interesting to 

note that a further 17% felt that the levels of musical literacy among the singers were 

too varied to permit group work, and 13% stated that there is a lack of material 

specific to teaching music literacy skills in the context of a choral rehearsal.   

 

This led me to reflect on how to address the problems relating to a lack of musical 

literacy skills – or a significant disparity in the level of musical literacy skills – in the 

context of a non-professional choir, addressing the problems of time constraints, 

varying levels of musical literacy skills, and a lack of teaching manuals and resources.  

 

As stated above, not teaching musical literacy skills due to a lack of time is 

paradoxical, given that musical literacy skills ultimately accelerate the learning 

process, hence investing time in the teaching of musical literacy skills also implies 

saving time on the transmission of repertoire in the future. It is, however, a real 

problem, cited by 70% of respondents as their reason for not teaching musical 

literacy skills in rehearsal. Therefore, a musical literacy programme should allow 

choirs simultaneously prepare repertoire for performance  respond to their 

performance commitments while developing musical literacy skills. The problem of 
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varied musical literacy skills within a choir could be addressed by a programme 

allowing for mixed level teaching and learning, in order to challenge singers of all 

levels. The lack of teaching manuals and resources could be addressed with the 

provision of lesson plans and correlated repertoire to be used in the context of a 

choral rehearsal.  My previous research (Hiney, 2012) focused on improving musical 

literacy in the context of choral rehearsals, but was limited in terms of the time scale, 

and also failed to connect improvements in general musical literacy with repertoire, 

as the majority of exercises and assessments were based on rhythmic and melodic 

drills and not on performance. Neither did this research take into account issues of 

mixed level teaching and learning or provide suggestions of repertoire of a difficulty 

level that would correlate with the earlier stages of the learning process.  

 

Therefore, the primary objective of this research is to develop and present a musical 

literacy programme with correlated repertoire and a teaching manual to support 

mixed level teaching and learning in the context of a choral rehearsal, creating a 

bridge between pedagogy and performance.  

 

Research Design and Methods  

 

The fundamental aim of this project was to implement a musical literacy programme 

for adult choral singers, without separating pedagogy from performance. Therefore, 

the musical literacy programme has two components, the lesson plans and the 

repertoire specifically composed to correlate with these lesson plans. Apart from 

these components, there are also three groups of people involved in the project – 

myself (in designing and participating in the programme as the conductor/teacher 

and as a researcher), the choir members (participating in the literacy programme, 

influencing its design and implementation and performing the specific repertoire), 

and the composers (accompanying the literacy programme and writing pieces according to the choir s progress .  
 

Whilst the type of literacy programme to design and its execution were selected 

based on my previous teaching experience and a review of music education literature, 
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selecting a methodology with which to best understand the overall project itself 

presented various issues. Which component(s) should be evaluated? The lesson plans? The repertoire? The singers  opinions of the programme and the repertoire? Or the composers  opinions? (ow to evaluate these components? Where do the 
participants belong in this research?  

 )t became increasingly clear that instead of focusing on the research products  
namely the teaching guide and the correlated repertoire what was, in fact, most 

important in this project was the process itself and the people involved. Instead of 

evaluating my lesson plans in accordance with criteria based on educational 

literature, or assessing the pieces composed through imposing artistic criteria 

according to Western music norms, I felt that it was more important to focus on 

accompanying the process itself, mapping the development of musical literacy skills 

amongst the participating singers based on their own opinions, learning about the composers  experiences in participating in this project and understanding the various 
artistic processes involved during the project instead of concentrating on the end 

result.  

  

This led me to qualitative research methods. However, qualitative research is, in itself, 

a field of research, in which no one method is privileged over another, and does not 

contain a discrete, limited number of research methods (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).  

 

I first considered practiing participatory action-research methodology, due to my 

intent to involve all the participants in the evaluation of the literacy programme. 

Furthermore, the cyclical structure of actionresearch (Cain, 2008) could correspond 

to different learning stages, allowing for on-going evaluation and any necessary 

modifications of the literacy programme.  

 

However, according to Greenwood and Levin (2000), action research should involve 

all participants in defining the research objectives and in choosing the means of 

intervention. Action research does not mean uniting participants for a project that 

serves to realise the objectives defined solely by the researcher. A true action 
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research project does not allow for pre-emptive decisions on the part of the 

researcher.  

 

Therefore, although this project may display similarities with research projects 

designed under the umbrella of action research (namely in terms of its cyclical nature 

to aid on-going evaluation and resulting modifications of the original plans), as I, the 

researcher, had previously designed the objectives, the means of intervention, and 

would also be identified as the sole author in the context of submitting this text as my 

doctoral thesis, the project could not be considered action-research.  

 

Within the paradigm of qualitative research, ethnographic research methods 

comprising qualitative data production (interviews with the composers, focus groups 

with the singers and my own notes), coupled with content analysis of the produced 

data, allowed me to accompany the process from the various perspectives of the composers and the singers. Ethnography is understood as the observation of and the 
description (or representation) of cultural practices (Cooley and Barz, 2008:4).  In the 

specific case of music, it is not a piece or performance that is the object of study, but pieces, performances, sounds or structures in the lived experience of social persons  
(Berger, 2008:70) This allowed for a more polyvocal study, integrating the singers  and the composers  opinions throughout the project.  

 

With regard to the methodological framework for this research and the analysis of 

the produced data, fourth generation evaluation (Lincoln and Guba, 1989) was 

considered most appropriate.  

 

I do not expect that this project can be replicated with similar results. I expect that 

the data produced during this project with this particular choir would be different to 

the data produced should I repeat the project with another choir.  The data produced 

is obviously highly subjective and inevitably influenced by the participants  including 
my own) values – our social, cultural and political beliefs, for example, that will inform our opinions Denzin and Lincoln, . Furthermore, people s opinions can 
change over time. The data produced during a focus group in 2016 might be entirely 
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different to the data produced with the same focus group in 2017. From the 

perspective of Jeff Todd Titon (2008) this study seeks to understand and not to explain. Understanding represents a different type of knowledge…directed toward people. Explanation is a type of knowledge that  whereas understanding is a type of knowledge of  (Titon, 2008: 28).  

 Fourth generation evaluation proposes that instead of producing facts about the way things really are , the findings are meaningful constructions …  created through an interactive process  Lincoln and Guba, : . These constructions are a reality in 
a specific context at a given time.  

 

This perspective of constructed realities, transient and context-specific, resonates 

with the nature of this research and was hence adopted as the underlying theoretical 

framework for the analysis of and subsequent reporting on the research project. The 

constructivist paradigm of inquiry – another term for fourth generation evaluation – 

does not seek universal truths or solutions, but rather aims to understand the various 

constructions of realities held by the participants, to reach the most comprehensive 

consensus for a particular issue, with specific participants, at a given time (Lincoln 

and Guba, 1989).  

 

In relation to data production, as the composers comprise a relatively small group 

(six people), interviews were considered the most appropriate means of data 

production.  

 

In the case of the singers, the fact that the singers form part of a choir, that they are 

accustomed to being together and talking to one another, means that there is a pre-

existing group dynamic. Conducting individual interviews with the singers would 

perhaps mask or diminish the importance of the group dynamic, as individual 
interviews strip away the critical interactional dynamics that constitute much of 

social practice and collective meaning-making  Kamberelis and Dimitriadis, : 
902). Therefore, focus groups were selected as the most appropriate form of 

producing data with the singers.  Focus groups privilege horizontal interaction  as 
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opposed to vertical interaction (Kamberelis and Dimitriadis, 2005: 898), promoting 

group discussions on a particular theme. A group of people discussing a common 

theme allows for a greater scope of debate, encompassing a greater potential for 

convergences and divergences. The focus group may be also considered more 

stimulating for the participants than individual interviews, resulting in a more fecund conversation, as the synergy and dynamism generated within homogenous collectives often reveal unarticulated norms and normative assumptions  
(Kamberelis and Dimitriadis, 2005: 903). These norms and assumptions may not 

arise in an individual interview situation – the researcher, for example, might not be 

aware of these norms, or the interviewee may not consider these aspects pertinent to 

the interview.  

 

This leads to another important aspect of focus groups, and indeed qualitative 

research itself, particularly in the context of relatively small-scale, local research. )nstead of searching for universal truths , or sweeping generalisations, very often 
qualitative research is concerned with everyday issues, and about learning how 

individuals feel, interpret, are affected by and react to a certain event or 

phenomenon. The group dynamic fosters social interactions, enabling the participants to [explore] collective memories and shared stocks of knowledge that 
might seem trivial and unimportant to individuals but that come to the fore as crucial 

when like-minded groups begin to revel in the everyday  Kamberelis and Dimitriadis, : . )t is this notion of revelling in the everyday , through 
collective memories and shared knowledge that may enable focus groups to weave a 

richer tapestry of their experiences.  What may be considered mundane according to 

the focus group participants, may in fact be most fundamental to the researcher in 

gaining a more comprehensive understanding of their experiences, particularly when 

the aim is to understand the process rather than the product, which may be described as an appreciation of how individuals and groups organise and perceive their activities at the local level  Finnegan, : .  We are interested in how people 

spontaneously express themselves and talk about what is important to them, and 

how they think about their actions and those of others.  
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The interview and focus group transcripts were subsequently analysed using the 

technique of content analysis. Content analysis may be understood as describing the symbols appearing at the focus of attention of a person or group  Lasswell, : , as according to Lasswell, we can only understand another human s experience by 
understanding what has come to his/her attention. Traditionally, content analysis 

was associated with the quantitative counting of frequencies of a given topic, 

according to predefined coding categories, with its reliability based on coding rules 

and interrater agreement (Ahuvia, 2008). 

 

However, for the purposes of this research, a qualitative content analysis was deemed most appropriate, as the aims of the analysis include exploring the range of opinions, the different representations of the issue  Gaskell, : , as opposed to providing statistical evidence  or facts about how many people shared the same opinion. 

Qualitative content analysis or non-frequency analysis according to George (2008) – 

is distinct from a quantitative content analysis as the researcher begins by reading 

the content in order to form hypotheses, whereas a familiar prerequisite of 
quantitative content analysis is that the investigator knows what he is looking for before beginning to count  George, : . )t was considered imperative not to 
approach the produced data with a predetermined coding system, as this may result in an imposition of the researcher s values and expectations, potentially jeopardising 
a more comprehensive analysis of the composers opinions. Although it is accepted 

that a reading of any given text will always be influenced by the reader s individual 
position and prejudices (Bauer, 2000), in qualitative content analysis, the initial 

coding procedure is as inclusive as possible (Gill, 2000).    

 

Preliminary readings of the interview and focus group transcripts led to the 

emergence of domains with references to specific issues falling within each domain. 

These statements were analysed separately under each domain, before the cross-

analysis of the domains, with the overall aim of understanding various constructions 

of realities.  

 

Thesis Structure 
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This thesis is broadly divided in two parts. 

 

Part One focuses on non-professional choral singing practices and musical literacy, 

presenting the problem and providing a framework for this research. Due to the 

ambiguity surrounding terms used to describe choirs, Chapter One is devoted to a 

discussion of how to categorise and label specific non-professional choral singing 

practices. Chapter Two explores musical literacy and musical notation in relation to 

choral singing. The oral transmission of repertoire is also examined as an alternative to musical literacy. The term functional musical literacy skills  is proposed to 
describe the difference between a broad musical education and the teaching of 

fundamental musical literacy skills. Chapter Three contains an overview of existing 

methods and systems currently used to promote musical literacy in the context of 

choral singing. This chapter also includes a discussion of teaching and learning music 

from a cognitive perspective.  

 

Part Two focuses on the project itself. Chapter Four contains information about the 

choir, Voz Nua, with whom this research was conducted, in addition to presenting 

other subject groups present in this research, namely conductors and composers. 

This chapter also explores the importance of the score in the performance process. 

Chapter Five presents the Kodály Concept and its application in the context of this 

project. Chapter Six comprises the musical literacy programme that was developed, 

with sequenced lesson plans and correlated repertoire. Chapter Seven presents and 

discusses the qualitative data produced during the project. The conclusion contains an overview of the results, the project s limitations and implications for future 
research.  
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CHAPTER ONE: TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING OF A SPECIFIC NON-

PROFESSIONAL CHORAL SINGING PRACTICE  

 

This section begins with a discussion of the problems relating to the classification of 

non-professional adult choirs within the tradition of Western art music, particularly 

the issues regarding the umbrella term community choir . The term, communitarian choir  is subsequently proposed in order to provide a clearer definition for this 
particular choral singing practice.     

 

1.1 What is in a name? Issues relating to non-professional choral singing 

practices in the Western art music tradition  

 

Projects or reflections relating to the practice of choral music express a very 

important concern about how to classify different profiles of choral ensembles. The 

VOICE4 project, a European pilot study conducted between 2013 and 2015 sought to 

investigate how many people are involved in collective singing on the European 

continent. The results show that there are 1 million choirs or ensembles currently 

active on the European continent, involving 37 million singers. The 4,000 choirs 

surveyed were asked to self-categorise their group among the options choir, chamber choir, a capella group, vocal ensemble, or other. Respondents choosing other  opted 
for the descriptions singing groups, folklore groups, vocal groups or vocal-

instrumental ensemble.  However, these labels are not very clear, as an a capella 

group could be a madrigal group or a barbershop quartet, for example, choral groups 

with very different repertoires and performance practices.  Neither does the report 

specify between choirs in academic or worship settings, which again influences both 

repertoire and performance practices. 

 

Bell (2008) explains that the ACDA5 distinguishes between children s, boy, church, men and women s choirs, with all other adult choirs being described as community 

choirs, while Chorus America uses four categories – professional, volunteer, 

                                                        
4
 The full report is available at http://www.singingeurope.org/ 

5
 The American Choral Directors’ Association, https://acda.org/ 
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children s/youth, and symphonic/opera choruses. Following the logic of Chorus 
America and by process of elimination, the choir I conduct would be described as a volunteer  choir, as it is a non-professional adult choir, and the repertoire is 

predominantly a cappella, and therefore neither symphonic nor operatic. However, the word volunteer a person who freely offers to take part in an enterprise or undertake a task 6) does not reflect the reciprocal nature of participating in a choir. 

The singers volunteer their time in order to engage in a musical activity.   

 

Why humans engage in musical activities is a topic that has received a great deal of 

attention, particularly in the literature relating to music philosophy (Elliot, 1995; 

Reimer 1970). Coffman (2002) identified three main categories of reasons for 

participating in musical experiences, namely personal, musical and social 

motivations, but reported that there was no consensus on which was most important. 

There is also a growing body of literature on the physical and psychological benefits 

of singing and choral singing (Stewart and Lonsdale, 2016; Einarsdottir and 

Gudmundsdottir, 2016; Johnson et al 2015; Clements-Cortés, 2014; Joseph and 

Southcott, 2014; Judd and Pooley, 2013; Clift and Hancox, 2010). Describing these choirs as volunteer  choirs focuses only on one aspect the individual singer 
volunteering their time and skills) of choral participation, and therefore ignores 

questions of personal motivations for choral singing. For this reason, I am reluctant to adopt the term voluntary .  
 ) also avoid the word amateur , as apart from being a rather ambiguous concept 

(Finnegan, 2007), the term amateur traditionally has negative connotations. The 

primary and more objective definition of the word concerns financial remuneration, an amateur is a person who engages in a pursuit …  on an unpaid basis 7. The BBC, 

for example, differentiated in the 1930s between those for whom music was their 

sole income, and those for whom music was a secondary income (Kalisch, 1932), 

without implying any difference in standard (Northern Amateur, 1936). Many 

amateur musicians perform to a very high standard, yet due to financial constraints, 

                                                        
6
 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/volunteer 

7
 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/amateur 
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they are obliged to work in other areas, thus qualifying as amateurs (Lima dos Santos, .  The negative connotations are concerned with the fact that amateur  can 
imply a musician of a considerably lower standard than a professional, someone who 

enjoys music making as a hobby, but who would rarely be able to produce anything of 

great artistic worth, or who had neither the training nor capacity to use technical 

terminology (Florio, 1879). This negative meaning is proffered as the secondary definition of the word, a person who is contemptibly inept at a particular activity8 .  
The negative connotation has become rather ingrained, particularly with the use of the adjective amateurish , to denote something done in a unskilful or inept way9 , hence the reluctance to describe a choir as amateur .  
 

1.1.1 – A Community Choir? 

 

I had always described Voz Nua, the chamber choir I founded in 2012, as a 

community choir, as the choir is open to all who wish to sing, with no audition 

process or prerequisites, and the vast majority of our performance activity is centred 

in the Aveiro region of Portugal, but particularly in the town centre. Also, following 

the logic of the ACDA, all mixed adult choirs that are not church choirs are 

automatically considered community choirs (Bell, 2008). 

 (owever, the term community choir  is not a straightforward definition, and thus 
requires some reflection. The term encompasses a myriad of issues primarily 

concerning what exactly constitutes a community and how or why certain people 

belong to a community. 

 The word community  has been described as contentious […] problematic and powerful  (iggins, : . The significance of the term is by no means constant 
or static, particularly as it is used in different disciplines, to the extent that it has been described as a hypothetical construction produced by each discipline according to 
                                                        
8
 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/amateur 

9
 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/amateurish 
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their purposes and assumptions  Brandão e Feijó, 1984: 489).10 The meaning of community  also varies between the fields of anthropology, sociology and history, for 
example, and within these fields its significance varies from author to author.   

 Communities of practice , a term coined by Etienne Wenger, have three basic 
components – the dominion, the community and the practice (Takimoto, 2012). Wenger defines communities of practice as groups of people who share a concern, a 
set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and 

expertise in this area by interacting on an on-going basis  Wenger, McDermott and , 
2002: 4). In applying this definition to a choir, initial comparisons may be drawn 

between non-professional adult choirs and communities of practice. Members of a 

choir share an interest or passion for music and choral singing, the factor that 

motivates them to participate in these choirs. As clarified by Takimoto, no one is 

forced to participate; everyone is there for pleasure, not obligation. Through regular rehearsals, they are effectively deepening their knowledge and expertise …  by 
interacting on an on-going basis  Wenger, McDermott and , 2002: 4). Furthermore, 

Wenger explains that over time, apart from developing common knowledge and 

practices within the group, personal relationships and social norms are formed, which may lead to the development of a common sense of identity  – a community of 

practice.  

 

Although this reasoning can contribute towards an argument for the use of the term community choir , the fact is that the term community choir  already exists in choral 
singing literature11, but its usage is almost arbitrary, an umbrella term instead of a clear definition.  McCoy  states that community choirs are often  non-

auditioned choirs that focus on performing and not on formal training. Mezey, Durkin 

and Krljes (2015) describe a community choir in South London as comprising 

forensic psychiatric inpatients, staff and members of the local community.  

Ethnographic research conducted with a community choir in Northwest England 

explained that the choir consisted of members from two charitable organisations 

                                                        
10

 My translation from Portuguese to English 
11

 A JSTOR search in August 2017 using the keywords ‘community choir’ displayed over 30,000 results.  
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(Hassan, 2017). An article that investigated the leadership of volunteer groups, in this case community choirs, stated that community choirs are composed of volunteers 
who make tremendous time commitments to put on performances  Piercy and 
Kramer, 2017:213). Research into promoting the health and well-being of older adults explained that community choirs typically draw members from the 
community at large and include individuals with a wide range of musical experience 

and ability (Johnson et al., 2015: 2).  These examples show the ambiguity of the term community choir , and the loose definitions that frequently surround it.  Following 
her extensive survey of choral activity in the USA, Bell concluded that there is no consensus on what, exactly, is meant by a community choir  Bell, : , with Diekhoff  explaining that the term community choir , according to the ACDA 
includes all adult choirs regardless of whether the singers pay to sing or are paid to 

sing, the size of the choir, how the choir is supported, or whether the choir is affiliated 

with any institution (apart from school and college choirs, which are not considered 

community choirs).  

 

1.1.2 – Towards a communitarian concept 

   

As stated above, members of a choir share an interest in choral singing, leading them 

to rehearse and perform with regularity and simultaneously develop common knowledge, social norms and a sense of identity. Weber s definition of a social relationship , namely the behaviour of a plurality of actors in so far as, in its 
meaningful context, the action of each takes account of that of the others and is oriented in these terms  Weber, :  could be compared to participating in a 

choir. The practice of singing in a choir is the behaviour of a plurality of actors in this 

case, choral singers the meaningful context is the context of the choir and the actual 

performance of choral music the action of each singer is communal singing and the 

orientation of these terms lies in the very existence of the choir.   

 The social relationship formed by the choir members can be described as communal , again according to Weber, if and so far as the orientation of the social action …  is 
based on subjective feeling of the parties, whether affectual or traditional, that they 
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belong together  Weber, : .  )n this specific context, communal social 
relationships are formed around a common practice, choral singing.  But this does not 

imply that singing in a particular choir should itself be considered a communal practice, as the word communal  is defined as shared by all members of a 
community, for common use12 . Apart from the aforementioned difficulties in 
defining a community and subsequently identifying its members, the idea of common 

use and of being shared by all is also difficult to define.  

 

The actual practice of choral singing is therefore not to be considered communal, 

although it is shared. The very act of choral singing is sharing, sharing one s voice with other choir members to create a unique sonority. As Zoltán Kodály wondered, is 
there anything more demonstrative of social solidarity than a choir? Many people 

unite to do something that cannot be done by a single person alone, however talented he or she may be  Kodály, :  The idea of social solidarity and of sharing is 

perpetuated in choral performances, as the choir presents their work and their 

interpretation of the music to an audience, sharing the performance they created 

together.  

 

In order to represent this idea of commonality, of sharing, the term communitarian is 

proposed to describe this non-professional choral singing practice in the context of 

this research.  A communitarian practice is understood as one in which a group of 

people join together to create a common good, something which can be shared. In this 

specific case – that which shall hereafter be referred to as a communitarian choir the 

choir members join together voluntarily, not for financial gain; membership is not 

restricted to any particular group and does not require affiliation with any other 

institution; the choir members function autonomously, consciously or unconsciously 

creating an internal code of conduct for self-regulation; the choir members work 

towards performances in which they share the common good they have created, 

which is the choral performance itself.   

 

                                                        
12

 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/communal 
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The communitarian concept is not to be considered as aligning with academic 

communitarianism, criticised in the 1980s for its focus on society and not individual 

rights, which was seen as opposing liberalism13.  

 

The concept of communitarianism adopted for the purposes of this study does, 

however, share common traits with responsive communitarianism, which takes into 

account individual rights and the common good (Etzioni, 2015). The idea of societies 

which communicate shared norms and values, which individuals can choose to 

embrace or leave (Etzioni, 2015can be compared to the shared norms and values 

active in a communitarian choir. An example of a shared norm and value in the 

context of a choir may be regular attendance  rehearsals and punctuality. In 

responsive communitarianism, shared norms and values must be accepted by the 

members of a particular group and respond to their needs (Etzioni, 2015).  In this way, new members can alter the society as they assimilate it  Taylor, : , and therefore avoid the rather stark embrace or leave  ultimatum.  
 

Another aim of responsive communitarianism is that of open participation (Etzioni, 

2015), which again can be compared to a communitarian choir in which membership 

is not restricted to any particular group or require affiliation with any other 

institution, or whereby a communitarian choir does not require prospective members 

to have previous choral singing experience or musical education. If we consider the 

idea of the common good, described as goods and institutions that are for everyone, 

that are shared and cherished (Etzioni, 2014), the choral performance, shared with 

the public, is a common good.  The members of a communitarian choir form 

communal social relationships, as they join together regularly to rehearse, to create a 

musical performance together, involving the development of shared norms and 

values. These shared norms and values how the choir rehearses, the repertoire that is 

chosen, the preparation that is required for a public performance, the construction of 

an interpretationcontribute toward the efficient functioning of the group, the 

                                                        
13

 Academic communitarianism is particularly associated with Michael Sandel and Charles Taylor (see 

Sandel, 1982). For a further reading on communitarianism, see Etzioni, Volmert and Rothschild (2004).  
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common good of the choir, and also toward the performance, shared with the public 

as a common good.  
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CHAPTER TWO: MUSICAL LITERACY AND CHORAL SINGING   

 

This chapter begins with a brief discussion of musical literacy and notation, viewed as 

a logocentric but necessary phenomenon for the production, transmission and 

reproduction of choral music in the Western art music tradition. Rote-learning – a 

means of transmitting repertoire to choirs when not all the singers have sufficient 

musical literacy skills to independently read the score – is debated. Finally, a 

distinction is made between music education and musical literacy, with the proposal of the term functional musical literacy skills  to describe the most fundamental skills 
required for choral singers performing Western art music.   

 

2.1 Musical Notation and Musical Literacy  

 Writing can be described as a separable material system of signification, devised for cultural significance  Williams, : . Therefore, musical notation may also be 
considered a separable material system of signification. Access to these systems of 

signification requires specific training, and problems arise when the ability to read 

develops more slowly than the growing importance of writing (Williams, 1981).  

Musical literacy is the ability to decode musical notation the graphic representation of musical phenomena, which can be described as visual information corresponding to a musical entity unfolding over a certain period of time  Cohen and Katz, :  – transforming the symbols into sound. Edwin Gordon proposed the term notational audiation  for the decoding process, which he describes as the ability to hear and 
comprehend what is seen in the notation without the experience of hearing the music either in one s own or someone else s performance  Gordon, : .  Zoltán Kodály referred to this process as inner hearing , being able to hear the sound of the 
music when reading the score, without any support (Nemes, 2017). Kodály explained we should read music in the same way that an educated adult will read a book: in silence, but imagining the sound  Kodály, : .   
 

Musical notation and therefore musical literacy are primarily associated with 

Western European art music, to the extent that Weber attributes the development of 
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Western European music, and particularly polyvocal music, to the invention of notation, stating that a notation of our kind is more fundamental importance for the 

existence of such music as we possess than is orthography for our linguistic art 

formations  Weber, : .  
 

Bennett (1983) criticises the importance to which musical notation has been 

elevated, explaining that the score is being mistaken for music, describing it as a pitfall characteristic of the visual emphasis in literary cultures  (Bennett, 1983: 220). 

Horton (2001) also objects to the reification of the musical score as a self-contained 

object, in his discussion of musical analysis as a logocentric practice. Kennaway 

(2011) draws an analogy between musical scores and instructional texts in general, 

describing how they have become more detailed and prescriptive over the centuries.  

 Returning to Weber, he believed that a somewhat complicated modern work …  is 
neither producible nor transmittable nor reproducible without the use of notation  
(Weber, 1958: 84). According to Collins (2011), the advent of music technology 

means that musical literacy is no longer a prerequisite for performing and producing music, unless one intends to play scored compositions on acoustic instruments  
(Collins, 2011: 5). As described by Collins, advances in music technology have made 

the production, transmission and reproduction of music possible, without the use of 

notation. Although to paraphrase Collins, musical literacy and musical notation are 

required for the performance of scored compositions on acoustic instruments, 

implicitly including the voice and hence compositions for choirs.  It is important to note that Weber s statement in this case is restricted to complicated modern works 
(although he also attributes the development of polyvocal writing – first associated 

with the Renaissance – to the development of notation), and therefore does not 

necessarily apply to repertoire in general. This suggests that some repertoire should 

be producible, transmittable and reproducible without the use of notation, whereas 

other repertoire requires musical notation and subsequently musical literacy for its 

production, transmission and reproduction. As this study focuses on the performance 

of choral music within the tradition of Western art musicmusic which is traditionally 
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scoredit is assumed that musical notation and therefore musical literacy are required 

for the performance of music within this genre.  

 

2.2 – Musical literacy and choral singing  

 

If musical literacy and musical notation are required for the performance of scored 

compositions, it would stand to reason that those performing scored compositions 

would possess musical literacy skills. However, in the context of non-professional 

choral singing practices, this is not always the case. In the Portuguese context, for 

example, a nationwide survey of choral conductors in Portugal was conducted in 

2015, and the data (n = 112) analysed using SPSS software, through the project 

Music-in-Between14. 78% of the choirs conducted by the respondents use scores, 

20% use the text only, and 1% do not use written resources (figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 2. Resources Used by Portuguese Choirs 

 

These figures show that the vast majority of the surveyed conductors use scores with 

their choirs. However, when asked how many of their singers are musically literate, 

the surveyed conductors responded that only a relatively small percentage of choral 

singers have the skills to read the score (figure 3).  

                                                        
14

 The Music-in-Between project (A Música no Meio) was funded by the FCT and co-ordinated by Maria do 

Rosário Pestana.  http://musicanomeio.web.ua.pt/ 
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Figure 3. Average Levels of Choral Singers  Musical Literacy Skills 

 

As displayed in figure 3, an average of 15% of choral singers can read music 

independently, whereas 28% do not read music. The remaining 57% of choral singers 

can either identify some symbols (26%) or follow the score (31%), neither of which 

can be compared to reading the score, to Gordon s definition of notational audition Gordon, , or to Kodály s description of inner-hearing (Kodály, 1974). The data 

displays that although the majority of the choirs use scores, the majority of the choral 

singers do not have the ability todecode the notation. 

 

Returning to Raymond Williams, access to material systems of signification requires 

specific training, and problems arise when the ability to read develops more slowly 

than the growing importance of writing (Williams, 1981).  In this specific case, 

problems arise when the ability to read music is not widespread, but the use of 

musical notation is widespread, as is the case here, whereby 78% of choirs use scores, 

but only an average of 15% of choral singers have had the specific training required 

to read the score. Williams  refers to this asymmetry  in the case of reading and writing, explaining that the point is soon reached when there is a qualitative 

difference between the oral area, which all share but to which most are confined, and 

the literate area, which is of increasing cultural importance but is at once minor and 
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dominant  Williams, : . The minor, but dominant musically literate area 

may be reduced to only the conductor, as teaching and learning by rote – the method 

commonly used in the absence of musical literacy among choral singers – constitutes 

confinement to the oral area.  

 

2.2.1 – Rote learning  

 

The method of rote-learning, i.e. oral transmission of the repertoire, is based on the 

following sequence: the conductor models a phrase, the singers repeat the phrase, 

and the process is repeated until the phrase is memorised by the singers. This 

learning process is often supplemented  the provision of recordings for the singers to 

practie at home15.  

 

Rote-learning is not effective as a long-term solution for two main reasons, namely 

that teaching and learning by rote is a slow, time-consuming process, and that 

teaching by rote denies the singers musical independence and may limit their 

engagement with music. This view is correlated by Hill (2009), focusing specifically 

on church choirs and describing rote-learning as limiting choir members from being more engaged musicians  (ill, : .  Gordon compares rote learning which he terms imitation  to learning to imitate sentences in a foreign language, without 
understanding the meaning of the sounds (Gordon, 1994). Observations of choral 

rehearsals show that teaching by rote frequently means that the bulk of rehearsal 

time is devoted to repertoire transmission. The most direct repercussions are that 

choirs subsequently have less time to work on the finer details of music-making 

(dynamics and articulation, for example), but also have less time to sing. If the 

conductor is teaching the altos their phrase, for example, the sopranos, tenors and 

basses must wait until the altos have learned their part before the others have a 

chance to sing, which can be frustrating for the singers. It can be a frustrating process 

for the conductor as well, especially when the conductor might spend ten minutes 

                                                        
15 Informal conversations with choral conductors show that many provide recordings of individual parts for 

the singers to practie between rehearsals. The provision of recordings to support learning was also mentioned 

by the composers in their interviews.  
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teaching a new phrase to each of the four voices, only to find that while busy teaching 

the altos and then the basses, for example, the tenors had forgotten their part. 

Furthermore, choirs that rely on rote learning may be restricted in both the type and 

the amount of repertoire they can perform.  

 

With regard to repertoire limitations related to rote-learning, conductors have 

reported being limited in their repertoire selection due to their dependency on 

teaching by rote, as they feel it is too difficult to teach polyphonic works in which the 

singers have independent melodic lines, for example16, favouring homorhythmic 

works. In terms of the amount of repertoire, Kodály explained that in a rehearsal they learned the soprano and tenor parts of the Szekely keserves/Transylvanian 
Lament in a single two-hour rehearsal …  simply by singing it after me. )f they could read, they would get the same result in ten minutes  Kodály, : .  Achieving 
the same results in 10 minutes as opposed to two hours is perhaps a slight 

exaggeration, but it stands to reason that the learning process would be more 

efficient if each singer w not dependent on the conductor to teach every note. 

Learning by rote means that the singers remain completely and perpetually 

dependent on the conductor. The skills acquired to sing the notes and rhythms of a 

certain piece of music are not transferrable skills, as the singers are not taught to 

equate the sounds they produce with the visual representation of these sounds. 

Although most choirs use scores17, the conductor may be the only person in the choir 

possessing the skills to de-codify the score. Again, this dependency has an impact on the choir s progress, as correlated by Kodály through his involvement with workers  choirs in (ungary, Progress was greatly impeded by the inability to read music. …  ) 
was always amazed at how an intelligent adult was willing without the 

slightestprotest to let himself be treated like a parrot. A choir which has even half an 

idea of reading will in a given period of time learn ten times as many works and 

itsperspectives will become ten times as broad as one which repeats like a parrot by ear  Kodály, : .  
                                                        
16

 Part of my participant observation included informal conversations with the conductors of local choirs.  
17

 A survey of choral conductors in Portugal, conducted in 2015 through the Project ‘Música no Meio’, 
showed that 78% of the surveyed conductors provide the score to their singers.   
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2.2.2 - The impact of musical literacy on choral singing practices in the Western 

art music tradition  

 

This problem of musical literacy is not as prominent among instrumental ensembles, 

as the non-professional instrumentalist s capabilities in terms of performance and 
musical literacy are often of a similar level, in that the quality of their instrumental 

performance can develop parallel to their sight-reading abilities and understanding of 

musical rudiments through formal training (Crouch, 2010). With non-professional 

singers, however, a person can have a wealth of theoretical knowledge yet have 

difficulty producing a good sound whereas another singer may have good vocal 

quality without being able to read music. Furthermore, sight-singing and sight-

reading (using an instrument) require different skills – when sight-singing, in 

addition to de-coding the notation and accurately performing the rhythmic pattern, 

the singer must have an internal concept of how to produce the sound, unlike many 

other instruments, such as piano, for example, whereby the sound can be accurately 

produced without the performer necessarily being able to inner-hear the pitch in advance.  Successful music reading on an instrument does not necessarily require 

internal representations of pitch as sight-singing does and fluency in one is neither necessary nor sufficient for fluency in the other  Gudmundsdottir, : .  
 

There is a difference between the accurate reproduction of notes and rhythms and 

the artistic process of interpreting and performing a musical work. Elliot (1995) attributes this difference to musicianship. Furthermore, he states, a person s 
performance of a given composition is a robust representation of his or her level of musical understanding of that work and the musical practice of which it is a piece  
(Elliot, 1995: 59). Without musicianship, without the skills to independently navigate 

a score and decode its information, it would appear difficult to achieve more than a 

rudimentary understanding of the mechanics of a given work, as rote-learning is little more than mindless drilling , which does not require any understanding of the task 
or the material (Lehmann and Davidson, 2002: 546).  Hence, apart from not providing 
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a meaningful learning activity, neither is rote-learning conducive to developing 

musical understanding.  

 

The development of musicianship leads to the development of an understanding of 

choral works and choral practice, helping individual singers to engage more fully in 

the creative and artistic processes involved in choral performance. Fuhrmann (2011), describes musical understanding as understanding the open choices inherent in a piece at any given moment  Fuhrmann, : . Musical literacy skills would allow choral singers to develop independence, to be capable of self-reliance, to be able to think and act on one s own, guided by one s own sense of rightness  Bowman, 
2002: 66), as opposed to repeating the musical patterns they have memorised. Whilst 

the conductor remains one of the few members – or the only member – of the group 

with the skills to decodify the score, the singers cannot be fully involved in the 

creative process, as instead the creative and artistic decisions are made for them. In this sense, the singers have been forced to be artisans, used for making art but permitted no involvement in artistic creation  Reimer, : .  Although a choir 
may require a conductor to coordinate the performance – as Greig (1995) explains, 

the more performers involved, the greater the need for a conductor – it is the singers 

who are responsible for the actual performance of these artistic and creative 

decisions.  

 

That choral singers should develop musical literacy skills and simultaneously develop 

their musical independence thus allowing for a greater input in creative and artistic 

decisions seems logical. Why many choirs still depend on rote-learning instead of developing the singers  literacy skills is a complex matter. )t does not appear to stem 

from one factor alone, but is rather rooted in musical ability is viewed, how music 

education is distributed and how music is taught in schools, to name but a few 

complex examples.     

 

A major problem is that music is frequently viewed as a talent nd talent is given to the few, not to the masses, as to call something a talent is to put it beyond the reach of most mortals  Elliot, : . Considering music a talent therefore means that 
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music education will primarily benefit the talented few. However, musical literacy is 

taught and learned it is not an innate skill or talent. Musical literacy is simply 

information. However, if musical literacy is simply information, why are some people 

remaining involved in music-making on a long-term basis without acquiring this information? Perhaps the idea of music as talent is directly linked to the entity theory  of intelligence Dweck, , a fixed trait that cannot be changed.  
 

Music has been identified as one of (oward Gardner s types of intelligence Gardner, 
1993), and it stands to reason that some people possess a greater level of musical 

intelligence than others but the same can be applied to linguistic skills. Some people 

have a greater numerical intelligence than others, but this does not mean that mathematics is only taught to students with a certain aptitude. Returning to Dweck s  intelligence theories, musical intelligence should be considered incremental , 
something that, with effort, can and will be cultivated. Elliot (1995) draws a 

comparison between musical literacy and linguistic literacy. Just as linguistic literacy 

is taught and learned – and some students may go on to be authors and poets, 

whereas more students will not – musical literacy is also taught and learned as 

similarly, some students may pursue a career in music, but more students will not. 

However, just as literacy may be considered imperative for students, musical literacy 

may be just as important, as building musical literacy skills builds musical 

independence and self-esteem (Demorest, 2003; Elliot, 1995).   

 

Another problem is that music is often regarded as a skill that must be learned as a 

child. However, adults do not lose the capacity to learn music as they age (Wristen, 

2006) ncreased commitment and concentration levels can help adults to learn quickly 

(Kontra, 1995) and progress can be made at any age (Bannan, 2000).  
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2.3 – Functional Musical Literacy Skills for Communitarian Choirs  

 

With regard to developing musical literacy skills with a communitarian choir, it is 

important to differentiate between the teaching of musical literacy skills to aid sight-

reading and the provision of a musical education. Musical literacy is not synonymous 

with music education, which according to Swanwick, for example, should include 

composing, performing and audience-listening (Swanwick, 1988; Swanwick 1994). 

However, focusing specifically on one of the main problems faced by choirs – not 

possessing the information to decipher the score (although choirs and their 

conductors use scores)the development of literacy skills may be considered a 

primary objective. Therefore, this research concentrates mainly on musical literacy 

and specifically on developing functional musical literacy skills for choral singers.  

 Functional musical literacy skills are understood as the ability to apply sign encoding 
and decoding skills at high enough levels that composing and performing can be aided significantly by those skills  Reimer, : 76).  In this context, functional 

musical literacy skills for choral singers mean that the singers develop the skills to 

decode the score at a high enough level to be able to read their part, and hear the music, according to Gordon s concept of audiation Gordon, , and Kodály s 
concept of inner hearing (Kodály, 1974). These skills would allow the singers to learn 

and practise independently, without relying on the conductor to teach them each 

melodic and rhythmic feature of the music.  

 

Having reached a definition of functional musical literacy, it is worthwhile 

considering what this means in practice for teaching choral singers. While it may be 

argued that no one teaching method is superior to another (Demorest, 2003), it may 

also be argued that the teaching of functional literacy to an adult choir requires the 

identification of specific teaching and learning objectives and the subsequent 

selection of teaching methods to encourage the development of functional musical 

literacy. Only through the thoughtful consideration of educational philosophies, 

methods and systems in relation to the characteristics of the learners can we begin to 

organise reaching the goal of functional musical literacy.  
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Before exploring philosophies and systems related to the teaching of functional musical literacy, it is important to define what is meant by a teaching philosophy . 
Swanwick (1988) describes philosophy as a theoretical perspective that determines a 

curriculum. An educational philosophy is the why  of teaching, while the what  and how  are not philosophies, but rather curricula, methods and systems. The 
philosophy of music education is in itself a field of study therefore this research 

concentrates on systems which are applicable in the case of adult choral singers, 

within the overall philosophy of sounds before symbols and of practice before theory, 

synonymous with the teachings of Pestalozzi (Abeles, Hoffer and Klotman, 1994; 

Jorgensen, 2008) Lowell Mason (Choksy et al, 1986; Abeles, Hoffer and Koltman, 

1994, Demorest, 2003) and Kodály (Kodály, 1974).  

 

Following this logic of sounds before symbols and practice before theory, it may be argued that instead of teaching declarative knowledge knowing about , i.e. knowing 
that the first line on the treble clef is E, and the second G), procedural knowledge should be promoted knowing how , i.e. being able to sing and recognise the sound of 
an ascending minor third (E – G, for example)) as in practice this is the knowledge 

that choral singers primarily need.  The difference between declarative and 

procedural knowledge may be defined as follows: Declarative knowledge …  is 
something to which one has conscious verbal access, whereas procedural knowledge 

is a matter of knowing how  (DeBellis, 1995:44). Music teaching and learning should be authentic, another way of stating that knowing how  procedural knowledge  should be considered more important than knowing that  Gruhn and Rauscher, 
2002). Thus the practice of music-making should not be divided from performance 

practice, but rather integrated to performing – music should be taught through music, 

not through contrived exercises (Demorest, 2003). When musical rudiments are separated from musical experience, they have become separated from that which provides their reason for existence  Reimer, : . This focus on procedural 
rather than declarative knowledge does not imply that singers should not be taught 

theory, or that their musical education should be of a lesser quality, but instead 

serves as a primary learning objective, an overall guiding philosophy. Although both 
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skills should be taught, the ability to decodify a score into sound is hereby considered 

more important than the ability to decodify a score into nomenclatures.  
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CHAPTER THREE: TEACHING FUNCTIONAL MUSICAL LITERACY SKILLS  

 

This chapter begins with a comparison of three systems currently used to teach sight-

reading in choral contexts – relative solfa and the numbers system, identified as the 

most popular systems in Demorest s survey (Demorest, 2003) and the fixed do 

system, the system that is traditionally used in Portugal. Understanding how we learn 

is crucial to understanding how we should teach, and therefore this chapter includes 

a discussion of teaching and learning from a cognitive perspective. A review of 

existing material for the teaching of choral sight-singing is followed by the 

identification of key elements for a successful functional musical literacy programme 

for communitarian choirs.  

 

3.1 – Research relating to sight-reading teaching philosophies and methods  

 

Literature relating to teaching philosophies and sight-singing methods focuses almost exclusively on children s or second-level choirs, frequently in academic contexts, such 

as Demorest (2003), McClung (2001), Kuehne (2003), Buford (2010) and Conrad 

(2007). The main difference between an academic and the context of a 

communitarian choir – aside from the difference in age ranges and hence a difference 

in systems, methods and materials that may be considered age appropriate – is 

perhaps the assessment procedure, which in an academic context requires frequent 

testing of both aural and written skills. In the context of a communitarian choir, 

written tests and the systematic grading of singers  individual progress are not 
considered necessary. However, these studies are useful in understanding the most 

common and popular teaching and learning methods. McClung (2001) identified the 

following seven melodic pitch systems that were most frequently used in a survey of 

All-State Choristers: 

 

Melodic pitch systems:  

i) Interval names 

ii) Inflected letter names  

iii) Non-inflected letter names  
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iv) Fixed do 

v) Scale degree numbers 

vi) Moveable do 

vii) Neutral syllable  

 

The internet survey conducted by Demorest (2003) found that the most popular pitch 

systems used are moveable do (58%), numbers (21%), neutral syllables (9%) and 

fixed do (4%), with the remaining % specifying other , as displayed in figure 4.  

 

 

Figure 4. Most Popular Pitch Systems as identified by Demorest (2003) 

 

 As the most frequently used systems are moveable do and numbers (79% of respondents to Demorest s  survey selected these methods , the following is an 
overview of their strengths and weaknesses in relation to the development of 

functional musical literacy skills for adult singers. The fixed do system, although not 

statistically relevant (4%) according to the results of this survey, was also included as 

it is the most predominant system used in Portugal at present.  
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3.1.1 – The Relative Solfa/Moveable Do System 

 

Relative solfa, or moveable do, focuses on establishing tonality and the consistency of 

pitch relationships (Demorest, 2003). The tonic is do, the supertonic re, and so on. In 

C major, C is do, D is re, while in G major, G is do and A is re. Therefore, the interval 

relations remain the same between scale steps, regardless of key. The relative solfa 

system helps the learner to consolidate intervallic relations as, instead of teaching 

notes in isolation, it is the interval and its context that are experienced by the student. 

Furthermore, the relative solfa system, through transposition, can be applied to any 

tonality whilst the properties and perceived qualities of each functional tone and 

interval are maintained. Relative solfa means that, instead of teaching notes in 

isolation, the interval and its context are also learned. For example, do – so is always a 

fifth, whether the absolute notes are C – G or E – B, in C and E major, respectively. 

Thus, the interval can be transferred to any tonality or tonal centre.  

 

Literature regarding the psychology of music explains that we do not hear music as a 

series of discrete sounds, but rather as whole phrases or melodies, as we have the 

ability to perceive overall patterns and structures (Tenney and Polansky, 1980; Booth 

Davies, 1978; Swanwick, 1988; Krumhansl, 1990). Similarly, we can hear the same 

melody performed in various keys, and, even though the pitches are different, the 

intervals remain the same; thus we recognise the intervallic patterns as opposed to the individual pitches. For example, we are able to sing along to (appy Birthday to You , regardless of its tonality, as it is the melodic pattern we remember, not the 

individual tones. As Krumhansl (1990) points out, this phenomenon corresponds to one of the rules of Gestalt psychology, that we perceive a whole  as opposed to individual elements. Furthermore, the Gestalt approach may be considered the most helpful in describing the way in which music is structured and perceived  Swanwick, 
1988: 31).  

 Gestalt dates to Christian von Ehren s  article, "Uber Gestaltqualitaten". Gestalt is defined as a phenomenon, an event, a thing that, although consisting of discrete and not necessarily coherent, connected, or related elements, we perceive as a whole  
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(Kittler, 2008: 82). Gestalt psychology, associated with Kohler, Wertheimer and 

Koffka, views learning as perceptual organisation whereby the quality of present 

organisation depends on the clarity of past organisation (Radocy and Boyle, 1988). Booth Davies explains that organising, in this sense, is nothing more than a person s ability to see patterns Gestalten  in strings of separate tonal events  Booth Davies, 

1978: 83).  

 According to Krumhansl, Gestalt means that the entire stimulus is organized into a unified whole with specifiable subwholes …  the properties of the whole are explained in terms of the properties of the elementary parts  Krumhansl, 1990: 139). 

Thus, a diatonic C major scale, for example, is a whole, whereas the degrees of the scale constitute the elementary parts. Krumhansl considers tonality to be a property of the whole , a Gestaltqualität, and this Gestaltqualität governs the perceptual effects of the component tones  Krumhansl, : . (ence, how we perceive 
each individual element is due to its role in the tonal hierarchy. Therefore, in the key 

of D major we hear A as the dominant, or as so in moveable do, whereas in the key of 

G major we hear A as the supertonic, or in moveable do as re. Each tone functions in 

accordance with the tonality, as opposed to functioning as an individual note. As we 

recognise intervals according to their particular functions in a given tonality, 

moveable do allows us to teach and learn intervals in terms of tonal function, 

maintaining these properties in transposition, aiding pattern recognition, just as 

when we read text we read whole words or phrases, not individual letters (Wolf, 

1976).   

 

In investigating tonality in accordance with Gestalt principles, Krumhansl describes the effects of the presence of pitches that are distant  from the tonality in question. These unstable elements within the prevailing key will be poorly recognised and 
frequently confused with more stable elements  Krumhansl, : . (owever, 
the moveable do system allows for in two manners. The first is to employ the 

chromatic solfa syllables; thus, when sharpened by a semitone, do becomes di, re 

becomes ri etc., whereas a flattened ti becomes ta and a flattened mi becomes maw. 

The second is to modulate using pivot notes, whereby for a modulation to the 
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dominant, the raised subdominant, for example, is simultaneously fi (raised 

subdominant) and ti (leading note for the new  tonal centre . )n general, if the 
modulation or tonal instability is prolonged, the second method is advocated, so as to 

avoid frequent accidentals, and to create stability. Apart from stabilising non-singular 

elements so that they correspond to a norm, the process may also be related to 

another Gestalt law, that of Prägnanz, which states a natural tendency for …  the simplest and most stable figure  Booth Davies : . Prägnanz is achieved when 

non-singular elements are normalised (Krumhansl, 1990). The most frequent 

criticism of moveable do is that it becomes rather unwieldy in situations that are not strictly major or minor Demorest, . (owever, the ability to normalise  and stabilise  non-singular elements through the use of chromatic alterations and/or 

temporary modulations may prove the efficiency of moveable do in these contexts.   

 

3.1.2 – The Numbers System  

 

This system is associated with the German method of teaching sight-singing and was 

used within the Galin-Paris-Chevé method (Demorest, 2003). The numbers system is 

similar to relative solfa, but, instead of using solfa syllables, numbers are used to 

denote the scale steps. The benefits of the numbers system are similar to the benefits 

of relative solfa, primarily the fact that it is the interval relationships which are taught 

and they remain the same regardless of key. Another benefit is related to the teaching 

of harmony, as it may be easier to explain the relationship between scales and chords 

(Demorest, 2003). For example, a supertonic triad (chord ii) begins on note 2 and 

uses even numbers (2, 4, 6).  

 

There are, however, two disadvantages with the numbers system in comparison with 

relative solfa. The first is singability – solfa syllables are all single syllables with open 

vowel sounds, whereas singing to numbers in English, for example, is more difficult, 

the vowel-consonants of four and five are more difficult than fa and so, while the 

number seven, with its two syllables, is more difficult to sing (Demorest, 2003) than 

ti. This problem would also be present in a Portuguese context, as numbers four and 

five (quatro and cinco) each have two syllables.  The second problem is that numbers 
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do not allow for chromatic alterations. This system would work well in a major tonal 

context, but even a relatively straightforward minor melody would cause problems, 

as there is no way of differentiating between chromatic alterations with this system. 

As shown in Figure 5, the sequence E – G – A in C major is 3 – 5 – 6, as is the sequence 

E - G#- A in A minor; hence the difference in sound is not reflected, as it would be in a 

moveable solfa system, using mi-so-la, and mi-si-la.   

 

 

Figure 5. The Numbers System and Chromatic Alterations 

 

3.1.3 – The Fixed Do or Fixed Solmization System 

 

The use of solfa syllables to denote absolute pitches began in France in the 

seventeenth century, and fixed do was institutionalised at the Paris Conservatoire by 

the late eighteenth century (Demorest, 2003). Fixed do means that instead of calling 

notes A, B, C, etc., they are denoted la, si/ti do. C is always do, regardless of tonality.  

 

Supporters of the fixed do system often profess that fixed do helps to develop 

absolute pitch, although at this point there is insufficient evidence to support this. 

Furthermore, this would imply that all absolute systems promote the development of 

absolute pitch.  

 

One clear advantage of the fixed do system is that in countries such as France, Spain 

and Portugal, the same system is used by all, for all musical activities. The relative 

solfa system implies learning two systems and being able to use both interchangeably 
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– relative and absolute18. Another advantage is that this system is not based on a 

major or minor tonality, therefore it is suitable for music without a clear tonal centre.  

 

There are, however, two disadvantages. The first is that in a traditional fixed do 

system there is no differentiation between chromatically altered notes. Therefore, do 

– mi could mean C – E; C#E, C – Eb, Cb – Eb, all of which differ dramatically in sound, 

but in the fixed do system have an identical nomenclature.  

 

The second disadvantage is in relation to building intervallic relations that can be 

easily transferred to other contexts, including the teaching of harmonic context. A 

perfect cadence, for example, so - do, is easier to hear and recognise using the same 

names for the sounds in any key in moveable do, whereas it can be more difficult to 

sing and recognise a perfect cadence in A major singing mi – la in fixed do, for 

example.  Similarly, using a tuning fork is often easier if the A can be related to a triad, 

for example, hearing A as the mediant of an F major chord, or as the dominant of a D 

major chord is a systematic means of finding and inner-hearing the right pitch.  

 

3.2 - Teaching and learning music from a cognitive perspective  

 

Information-processing may be described as the study of how the human brain 
perceives and structures information about the world, how such information is 

represented in memory, and how it is retrieved when needed for behaviour  
(Harwood, 1976: 531). The information-processing model of perception and memory 

considers that our brains function in a similar manner to computers, in that 

information is received, organised and stored, but may also be recalled and 

restructured (Butler, 1992).   

 

Information-processing is affected by the tasks that we are required to perform with 

regard to the stored information, and the level of complexity of the stored material, 

                                                        
18

 In the context of teaching music in an Irish school system, for example, absolute names (A, B, C) are 

taught in conjunction with relative solfa, firstly because students must be able to discern the key of the music 

in order to attribute the correct solfa, but also because instrumental teaching generally focuses exclusively on 

absolute names.   
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which also corresponds to our familiarity with the material and how it was taught 

and subsequently stored.  We form internal frameworks, which allow us to 

understand, remember and reproduce musical knowledge (Dowling and Harwood, 

1986).  

 

However, our memory – just like a computer s memory – is limited, in that we are 

unable to process large amounts of information. When presented with large amounts 

of information, there is a risk that we will not be able properly process and remember 

the information for later recall. In the case of sound, our echoic memory (a 

precognitive state, i.e. information which has not yet been processed) is estimated to 

be of two-second duration (Brower, 1993), after which we process information using 

our short-term memories, using chunking procedures. Miller (1955) explained our capacity to organise information into groups, called chunks , as opposed to singular bits  of information. (owever, our short-term memory span is limited, therefore we 

can only process a fixed number of chunks at a given time. Miller explained that due 

to this limitation, we could instead increase the amount of information in each chunk, 

building increasingly larger chunks of information (Miller, 1955). The limitations of 

our short-term memory mean that we are capable of forgetting the chunked 

information before it is processed by our long-term memories. Peterson and Peterson s research  demonstrated that we have a greater probability of 
retaining information if it is recalled and practised, so that it enters our long-term 

memories. Peterson and Peterson also learned that the perceived importance of the 

information may also influence its transmission thus the practising of the material 

should be meaningful.  

 

Therefore, our capacity to perceive and remember information depends on the 

organisation of the material presented, which can influence efficient chunking 

(Brower, 1993) and the meaningful practising of the new information, to ensure that 

it becomes part of our long-term memories instead of being forgotten once our short-

term memories have become saturated.  
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Based on the above research regarding cognitive processes related to the teaching 

and learning of music, the organisation of the material is highly important (Brower, 

1993). It is considered crucial that material is meaningfully practised (Peterson and 

Peterson, 1959) until the stored representation of the musical phenomenon is secure 

(Butler, 1992) as the information-processing model of memory and perception 

depends on the familiarity of the stored information in order for us to retrieve and 

restructure the stored representation accurately according to the perceptual input 

(Dowling and Harwood, 1986). As we have the capacity to organise individual notes 

into a type of Gestalt (Krumhansl, 1990), making it easier for us to store and retrieve 

the information, it may therefore be considered more efficient to teach in a way that 

promotes this sequence of cognitive function (DeBellis, 1995). Thus, the information 

should first be presented in small, manageable segments, which are consolidated and 

later augmented by more complex information (Swanwick, 1994), again correlating 

with Gestalt, as the quality of the present organisation depends on the clarity of past 

organisation (Radocy and Boyle, 1988).  

 

In terms of systems for the teaching of functional musical literacy, moveable solfa 

responds to these criteria.  As the patterns (the intervals themselves) remain the 

same regardless of the key, this allows for a Gestalt organisation of the intervals, or 

the creation of patterns. The intervals themselves are learned according to their tonal 

function, and this information (these patterns) can be recognised, retrieved and 

applied in any key. Once this information is secure, more complex information can be 

added, such as chromatic alterations.  

 

The Kodály Concept of Music Education is one of the systems most synonymous with 

moveable solfa.  As the organisation, sequencing and practising of moveable solfa is 

crucial to ensuring that the information is stored in the long-term memory, the 

Kodály Concept, which is structured and sequenced, promotes learning by doing and 

meaningful practice, and could be considered the most relevant teaching philosophy 

on which to base a programme of functional musical literacy for adult choral singers.  

3.3 – Choral Literacy Programmes for Choirs 
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The aim of this study is to identify a musical literacy programme that will help singers 

to develop functional literacy skills, that is age-appropriate, sequential, that includes 

exercises in both the treble and bass clefs, and that uses real  music as opposed to 
exercises, so as not to create a divide between pedagogy and performance.  

 

As chapter two details, problems surrounding choral singers and literacy skills are 

not new phenomena. Similarly, programmes and methods designed to teach musical 

literacy to choirs are not recent developments in the 11th century, for example, Guido 

of Arezzo developed solmisation with the aim of helping his choirs to sing at sight 

(Mishra, 2014). The bulk of existing sight-singing programmes are aimed at primary 

or second level students. Similarly, the bulk of research that examines how these 

programmes are practised and their results also focus on primary and second level 

teaching. Sanders (2015) and Kuehne (2003) both focused on choral sight-singing 

practices in their doctoral dissertations, and the majority of the textbooks cited were 

specifically aimed at primary and second level students.  

 

Sanders (2015) conducted a series of focus groups with choral conductors, the 

analysis of which led to the identification of problems with previous sight-singing 

programmes for choirs. The most relevant issues – those that recurred frequently, 

and which were cited in the guidelines for future resources – were the lack of 

material written in the bass clef, and within a comfortable tessitura for lower voices 

(it was reported that most exercises are in the treble clef, and written for soprano/tenor tessitura , and the lack of real  music. The issue of real  music 
included concerns about the quality of the music itself, the quality of the text, and the 

fact that music written to teach sight-singing should not focus solely on pitches and 

rhythms, but should encompass all the musical elements inherent in a choral 

performance, such as phrasing, articulation and dynamics.   

 

Demorest (2003) reviewed 21 sets of sight-singing methods. Although this research 

also focused mainly on second-level students, some specific criteria are certainly 

applicable for adult choirs. Similar to Sanders (2015), one of the major issues noted 

by Demorest was the predominant use of the treble clef in materials aimed at second-
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level students and above. Another common issue dealt with the exercises – which 

often did not include any musical features apart from pitches and rhythms, and thus 

did not correspond to real music-music making, which would include expressive and 

dynamic indications. Text was also an issue, as some collections did not include any 

exercises with text. Finally, departing from the principle that music should be taught 

through music (Demorest, 2003; Reimer, 1970), the inclusion of correlated literature 

was considered important, so as to link pedagogy with performance.  

 

Various choral literacy programmes are currently available for choirs. For the 

purposes of this research, programmes aimed exclusively at primary or second-level 

students were not included.  

 

Sight-singing methods that exclusively used the fixed-do or the number system were 

also not included.  

 

The most important criteria for consideration were:  

i) a sequenced approach, from the absolute beginner to a confident reader 

ii) a balance of exercises in the treble and bass clef  

iii) the early introduction of 4-part singing as opposed to exclusively unison 

melodies19 

iv) the inclusion of minor melodies  

v) the inclusion of correlated literature suitable for performance  

vi) the avoidance of contrived drills, i.e. exercises without any link to choral 

literature and/or exercises that do not contain elements other than pitch 

and rhythm, such as tempo, dynamics, phrasing  

vii) Suitability for use with adults (i.e. not specifically designed for use in an 

academic context). 

 

Based on these criteria, of the 21 collections reviewed by Demorest (2003), only one 

was considered relevant for the purposes of this study. An internet search was 

                                                        
19

 Although canons are frequently recommended as an introduction to part-singing, in this case it is assumed 

that the participants have already been singing together in parts for some time.  
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conducted in order to find sight-singing collections aimed specifically at choirs that 

had not been included in either the Demorest (2003) or the Sanders (2015) studies. 

This search included the Association of British Choral Directors (ABCD) online forum, the American Choral Director s Association online forum choralnet , blog posts by 
choral conductors that recommended or featured literacy programmes specifically 

for choirs, and lists of materials available at music publishing companies, including 

GIA, Masterworks Press, Kevin Mayhew Publishers, McGraw-Hill Education and Hal 

Leonard.  A further five programmes were identified and reviewed.    

 

1. Evoking Sound Solfège Editions, by James Jordan and Marilyn Shenenberger 

 

These solfège editions of works by composers from Tallis to Stravinksy were chosen 

principally for their pedagogical features (focusing specifically on the teaching of 

modes). The scores are prepared using relative solfa. This collection is undoubtedly 

extremely useful for choirs who have learned to sing comfortably and accurately in 

solfa. Although these pieces are not suitable for the adult beginner – the collection 

assumes that the singers already possess a certain level of music literacy – they could 

certainly be considered excellent resources for the continuation of a musical literacy 

programme that uses relative solfa.   

 

2. Solfège and Sonority – Teaching Music Reading in the Choral Classroom, by 

David J. Xiques 

 

This Kodály-based method is well structured with sequential teaching and learning 

material. Apart from folksongs, the author has also provided examples of correlated 

literature, although some of these examples are short (3 – 8 bar) excerpts containing 

familiar material. Although the author has given examples of how to pace lessons for 

young children and for older beginners, the book is clearly intended for an equal-

voiced choir as there are no examples or exercises featuring the bass clef, thus 

making it unsuitable for use in a mixed-voice choral context.   
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3. Sing at First Sight: Foundations in Choral Singing, Level 1 by Andy Beck, Karen 

Farnum Surmani and Brian Lewis  

 

This book is described as suitable for all choirs and contains bass clef exercises and 

pieces, although the bass clef is not introduced until unit 4. Although the system used 

is relative solfa, with some inclusion of the number system, the first chapter uses only 

two do-positions (C and F), and the emphasis is on teaching scales in these keys, as 

opposed to teaching intervals. The introduction to Unit , Getting ready for Unit , for example, states that the major scale is comprised of eight consecutive tones from Do to Do , and a C major scale is written on the staff. A scale of F major is also 
presented. This idea of teaching scale by scale does not necessarily help students 

build strong intervallic relations, particularly as the pace is very fast. By the end of 

Unit 1, students should be able to sing any combination of the notes in C major or F 

major scales. Following the logic of moveable do, or relative solfa, or even the 

numbers system, this should mean that students would be able to sing any 

combination of notes in any scale, once the do position was made clear, rendering 

unnecessary the following units, which each present two scales at a time.     

 The structure of the book, with its Getting Ready  section at the beginning of each 
unit, unfortunately appears to perpetuate the idea of presenting the visual 

representation of the phenomenon before its sound, as opposed to promoting the concept of sound before sight. Getting ready for Unit , for example, states that the key signature of F major has one flat: Bb . At no point in Unit  is there any reference 
as to why the key signature of F has one flat; also, there is no explanation of what 

constitutes a flat (or a sharp). Providing information with no explication, providing 

visuals without attempting to ellicit the sound, cannot be considered sound pedagogy.  

 

In terms of linking performance with pedagogy, there are two performance pieces included, with the indication that once students complete the book, they will be able 
to sight-read and perform these selections . There is other correlated literature 
provided, but these pieces are predominatly unison, with only one two-part (treble) piece included. Of all the correlated literature, only Donald Moore s Alleluia Madrigal 
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and one of the performance pieces (I Am a Small Part of the World, by Sally K. 

Albrecht and Jay Althouse) are written for mixed voices.  

 

4. Music Theory for Choirs, Vol. 1, by Laurel Larsen  

 

This publication is very much aimed at teaching in schools and being able to provide 

objective (i.e. written) assessments for students in a school system.  One of the 

recommendations given is if the student does not follow the rules, mark the measure 

wrong. Losing points on an assignment is sometimes the only way a student will learn the correct method , which is hard to imagine applying in a non-academic context or 

in the context of a communitarian choir.  

 

The learning objectives appear almost entirely concentrated on being able to write 

down information, to learn the theory but not necessarily the sound. At no point does 

the author suggest singing any of the intervals; the activities are restricted to naming 

notes (presented all at once, on a stave) and circling which is higher (based on stave 

position, not on sound). The objective of this book is clearly to teach theory, without 

providing a single exercise to link theory to practice. Although the students should be 

able to complete dictation exercises (according to the assessments and exercises), at 

no point are students encouraged to reproduce any sound.  

 

5. Advance…Your Choir with a Cure for Musical Illiteracy – Five-Minute Lessons 

for the Choral Classroom, Volume 1, by Ted Reid and Allan Petker  

 

Although designed primarily for use in school systems, the introduction states that 

this method could easily be used for church or community choirs. There is, however, 

a strong emphasis on writing, and the overall teaching and learning method involves 

very little music-making. Suggestions for teachers include introducing a concept by 

telling the students what you are going to talk about; talking about it; then telling 

them what you just told them. It is often recommended to introduce notes by pointing 

to them on the stave or on the piano – pointing, not playing or singing. There are a 

few activities that involve sound, such as singing a C and then singing a C# to 
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demonstrate the interval of a semitone; but overall, this is more a collection of 

worksheets and teaching suggestions which focus entirely on being able to memorise 

facts about music theory as opposed to learning actually understand and perform 

musical notation. By completing volume 1, singers should be able easily to identify 

note names, but not intervals, as they are not introduced until Volume 3. Rhythm is 

not taught until Volume 2.  

 Apart from the heavy emphasis on show and tell  as opposed to experience-based 

learning, the three-volume structure is not practical, as three fundamentally 

connected elements of sound (pitch, intervallic relations and rhythm) are completely separate. Furthermore, the method s concentration on written theory without correlating this knowledge to sound cannot develop choral singers  functional literacy 

skills.   

 

6. The University Sight-Singer by Anna Hamre  

 )nformation from the publisher states that The University Sight-Singer  was 

originally written to bring new, non-reading members quickly up to speed in a   choir 

that could already sight-sing, but that it may move too quickly to serve as an initial 

method for a non-reading choir.  

 

The first issue is that this programme is divided into five volumes: pitch, rhythm, key 

signatures, minor modes, and a supplement that combines the material introduced in 

volumes 1 and 2 (pitch and rhythm).   

 

The pitch volume does have some interesting and useful exercises, such as singing 

exercise a, then exercise b, then singing both exercises simultaneously, now written 

in closed score. However, the sequencing of the first unit is a little haphazard. The 

first instruction is memorize the major scale up and down .  
 

The following exercises use only stepwise movement before introducing leaps to and 

from various degrees of the scale. The volume would actually work better by focusing 
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on intervals and building the scale, as opposed to a vague instruction to memorize the major scale up and down . All the exercises are  bars long, have no text, no tempo 
markings and no expression markings.  

 

The second volume, focusing entirely on rhythm, is interesting as it begins with 

semiquavers and crotchets and works upwards to longer note values, a count system 

(1-e-and-a) to teach semiquavers, and, although there is some written work involved, 

there are also instructions to clap or tap the rhythm.  

 

The ideal would be to work on volumes 1, 2 and 4 simultaneously, as volume 4 

contains exercises that combine the elements learned in volumes 1 and 2, lesson by 

lesson. However, volumes 1 and 2 do not always match. For example, dotted minims 

are used in lesson 7 of volume 1. Dotted minims are not mentioned until lesson 9 of 

volume 2 (although a dotted minim appears in lesson 8, but this would appear to be 

an error, as the following lesson introduces this note value as a new element).  Apart 

from the lack of correlated repertoire, the exercises in volume 4 are not particularly 

interesting, with neither text, tempo, expression nor dynamic markings. Furthermore, 

although volume 1 contains a balanced mixture of exercises in the treble and bass 

clef, of the 20 lessons in Volume 4, 12 of those exclusively feature exercises in the 

treble clef, making this volume largely unsuitable for mixed choirs.   
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3.4 – A functional musical literacy programme for choirs 

 Based on Sanders  , Demorest s  and the above reviews of choral 
literacy programmes, although there is a vast amount of resources, there is a lack of 

programmes that combine pedagogy and performance. All too often, sight-reading 

exercises are not suitable for mixed voices, or do not contain elements apart from 

pitch and rhythm. When correlated literature is included, it is not always suitable for 

performance – either the excerpt that the choir is able to read is too short, or the 

choir must complete the programme before being able to perform a piece of real  
music. Another problem with the existing resources is the emphasis on reading and 

writing. Apart from serving to prioritise declarative knowledge over procedural 

(knowing that the first line in the treble clef is E, and the second G, as opposed to 

knowing how to sing a minor third), this also implies a certain financial outlay: in 

order to complete the exercises, choir members must all have books.  

 

The overall objective is to teach functional literacy skills to choral singers; but, apart 

from pitch, rhythm and rudiments such as key signatures, singers should also learn 

how to read and understand dynamic, expression, tempo and articulation markings. This means using real  music whenever possible, and avoiding contrived exercises.  

 

Pitch and rhythm should be taught simultaneously, but for the purposes of clarity, 

shall be dealt with separately in this overview. 

 

Pitch should be taught using a moveable do system, beginning with pentatonic music, 

before progressing to diatonic music and music with chromatic alterations, leading to 

music that is not traditionally tonally bound. Learning activities could include the use 

of handsigns (singing from sight by following handsigns that correspond to degrees of 

the scale20), aural dictation (singing back a melody in solfa), singing at sight from 

                                                        
20 Using handsigns has the dual benefit of not only demonstrating the melodic pattern, but also the rhythmic 

patterns, without the singers having to count or be conscious of the rhythmic pattern.  They can focus solely 

on the handsigns, and on maintaining good intonation, but provided that the hand-signs are shown to them 

with a steady pulse, the singers can already have assimilated the rhythmic movement before ever having seen 

a score, or without consciously considering the rhythmic values. Therefore, using handsigns to teach new 
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stick notation, singing from sight using a tone-ladder, improvising, composing and 

singing at sight from staff notation. Written activities should use both treble and bass 

clef.   

 

Rhythm could be taught using rhythmic mnemonics, beginning with crotchets and 

quavers and their corresponding rests before progressing to other note values. Learning activities could include clapping back rhythms, speaking  back rhythms 
using mnemonics, rhythmic improvisation, reading at sight using stick notation, 

reading at sight using staff notation and composing. The inclusion of rhythmic 

exercises that contain text is also important. In terms of repertoire preparation, 

rhythmic patterns which may be difficult for the singers to read may be isolated and 

prepared separately, through clapping canons, improvisation games, aural dictation 

and kinaesthetic activities, without asking singers to sing the pitches until the rhythm 

is secure. This approach corresponds to how our musical perception functions, for 

apart from the fact that rhythm and pitch are separately coded in western staff 

notation, it is worthwhile to note that research on perception has shown that pitch 

and rhythmic information are separately processed (Gudmundsdottir, 2010), and 

consequently it makes good pedagogical sense to extract the rhythm from the pitches, 

particularly if the rhythmic information is complex, to practie it separately, and once 

secure, to reunite the rhythmic pattern with the corresponding pitches, as 

recommended by Kodály in his foreword to 333 Reading Exercises (Kodály, 1972).  

 

The teaching of these and other musical elements – dynamics, articulation, expression – should correlate to repertoire, and ideally to repertoire that is also suitable for 

performance.  

 

In terms of materials, the majority of the teaching and learning activities described 

above do not require much more than a tuning fork and a board to write the symbols 

and reading exercises. Using a board means avoiding the purchase of books or 

                                                                                                                                                                        
melodic patterns removes a layer of complexity in sight-reading, as the singers do not have the added task of 

simultaneously decoding the rhythmic pattern.   
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workbooks for the choir members. A keyboard instrument could be particularly 

useful for some activities (in providing visual support for some concepts, and for 

developing some exercises, such as playing and singing), but it is not essential.  

 

The use of songs that are familiar to the singers is one of the most effective means of 

teaching new musical phenomena, going from the known to the unknown. There are 

excellent resources (such as the American Folk Song Collection of the Kodály Centre 

at Holy Names University), which include graded material according to teaching 

objectives and instructions for games with children. However, applying this principle 

in the context of a literacy programme for adult choirs may not be very practical.  

Firstly, some songs are not age-appropriate for adults, and neither are the 

accompanying games. Secondly, folk songs differ greatly from culture to culture, thus 

not all folksong material corresponds to the recommended sequencing of Kodály-

based programmes – pentatonic folk songs are not common to all cultures, for 

example. Thirdly, in a multicultural society, it cannot be assumed that the majority of 

singers have a shared song heritage. Teaching a mostly (or entirely) unfamiliar folk 

song in another language may not be the most efficient use of rehearsal time. 

However, an alternative to using songs for the purpose of introducing new melodic 

and/or rhythmic concepts is adapting warm-up exercises that include the material to 

be presented.  

 

The idea of a functional literacy programme with correlated literature suitable for 

performance has three main advantages. It has been established that literacy 

programmes should teach more than just pitches and rhythms, but should also 

include elements such as dynamics and expression. Therefore, the correlated repertoire should be real music , and the prospect of presenting this repertoire in a 
concert context should also provide singers with added motivation not just to execute 

the pitches and rhythms, but also to actually interpret and perform the music. Time 

constraints are frequently cited as an impediment to teaching literacy skills in 

rehearsal, as more time is needed to prepare repertoire. However, if teaching literacy 

skills is simultaneously teaching repertoire, and if there is sequential repertoire 

available throughout the programme (not just when the singers have completed the 
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programme), it should make it easier to justify the time spent on developing literacy 

skills. Finally, the use of correlated repertoire avoids a division between pedagogy 

and performance. Instead of being separate activities – now we read these exercises, 

now we go back to learning by rote – sight-reading can be continued throughout the 

rehearsal, as little by little, rote-learning is slowly phased out, until the singers are 

able to read choral repertoire independently.   
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CHAPTER FOUR –VOZ NUA 

 

This section presents the groups involved in a communitarian choir in Aveiro, 

Portugal – the members of the communitarian choir, Voz Nua; the role of composers 

and of the conductor and also discusses the importance of the score.  

 

4.1Voz Nua  

 

I founded the chamber choir, Voz Nua, in Aveiro in February 2012 as part of my 

masters research. It was intended as a short-term project, specifically for research 

purposes, but on concluding the term of work, the participants and I decided to 

continue with the choir. The first public performance took place in December 2012. 

Over the past five years, the choir has participated in two international choral 

competitions and released two albums in addition to maintaining an average of over 

twenty performances annually.   

 

Voz Nua is a communitarian choir. The choir members join together voluntarily, not 

for financial gain or in fulfilment of any obligation. Membership is not restricted to 

any particular group and does not require affiliation with any other institution, nor is 

previous experience or musical education necessary. Voz Nua was formally 

established as a non-profit cultural association in 2015, which required the 

identification of statutes and internal regulations, reflecting our internal codes of 

conduct and shared norms and values, which were democratically designed and 

approved by the choir members. The choir members work together towards 

performances in which they share the common good we have created, which is the 

choral performance itself. The choir members also frequently develop communal 

social relationships with one another, evidenced not only by the camaraderie during 

rehearsals and performances, but in the other social interactions and willingness to 

organise extra opportunities to spend time together – dinners, sectional rehearsals in each others  homes, etc.  
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At present, Voz Nua is comprised of 32 singers, and the breakdown between women 

and men is relatively balanced (56% are women, 44% are men). The singers 

currently range from 15 to 65 years of age.  However, the demographic profile of the 

choir tends to fluctuate from year to year, in part because we always have at least 

some university students who often decide to spend a year studying abroad, interning 

in another city, and there are students that simply do not stay in Aveiro when they 

finish their university course.  Although the majority are Portuguese, singers from 

Brazil, Russia, Spain, Germany, Italy, Angola, China, Serbia, France, Latvia and Chile 

have sung with Voz Nua over the past five years.    

 

The choir has a non-audition policy, and does not require prospective members to 

have any previous musical experience or training. As we rehearse in the Department 

of Communication and Art of the University of Aveiro, which houses the music 

department, since the beginning the choir has always included at least one under-

graduate or post-graduate music student. These factors have contributed towards a 

tradition of a mixed level choir, with people who are experimenting with choral music for the first time to masters  level singing students, all tackling the same repertoire 
with the same amount of rehearsal time. Although mixed levels of musical literacy can 

be considered common in choirs, particularly those without audition policies21, in the case of Voz Nua, there are often significant differences between individual singers  
vocal experience and literacy skills.  

 

The singers in Voz Nua have commented on the differences in levels of musical 

literacy and choral experience, as in focus group sessions they referred to a sub-group of singers within the choir that they referred to as the bengalinhas22 . These 
singers are those who enjoy high levels of musical literacy skills and vocal technique, 

and it is understood that their role is to support others in their learning. Furthermore, 

due to their high levels of musical training, the singers feel that the bengalinhas are 

                                                        
21

 I have conducted seven choirs with no audition policy or entry requirements, and have observed varying 

levels of musical education and literacy in each choir. I have also sung with and conducted auditioned choirs, 

and the differences between the singers’ levels of musical literacy in auditioned choirs tend not to be so 
acute.  
22

 The word ‘bengala’ in Portuguese means ‘walking stick’. The singers use the word in its diminutive form, 
bengalinha, which apart from its literal meaning (i.e. ‘little walking stick’) also confers a degree of affection.  
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also capable of contributing to the interpretation of a work, whereas those with no musical education are not. Although there is a clear sense of us  and them , there 
would appear to be no animosity or jealousy, but rather a sense of gratitude for the 

support of the bengalinhas, as the singers feel they learn faster and feel more secure 

when they can follow the bengalinhas.    

 

The image below (figure 6) demonstrates the wide range of previous experience held 

by the singers in the choir. Primary school music levels differ greatly between singers, 

with some remembering having been taught to recognise rhythmic notation and 

others remembering that it was enjoyable, without recalling exactly what material 

was taught.  Those who have completed the 1st or 2nd grade at the Conservatory have 

a rudimentary knowledge of musical notation and have the ability to recognise 

symbols, although they frequently have difficulty in relating the symbol to the sound. 

The singers with 4th grade or higher at the Conservatory have developed the skills to 

independently read the notation, with varying levels of fluency.    

 

Figure 6. Levels of formal music education among the members of Voz Nua 
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4.2  The Conductor  

 

The role of the choral conductor is multi-faceted and successful performances are 

dependent on the convergence of a variety of factors. When choirs are comprised of 

highly skilled singers who enjoy excellent vocal technique and read music fluently, 

the role of the conductor is most concerned with interpretation, without necessarily 

having to explain how to produce the required sound.  the other end of the scale, in 

some communitarian choirs, the conductor is the only member of the group who is 

musically literate and has had vocal training, and is therefore responsible for teaching 

every aspect of the musical performance.  

 

Thus, the role of the choral conductor may not be exclusively that of a performer, but 

comprises a strong pedagogical aspect. James Jordan refers to the conductor as the conductor/teacher  Jordan, : , whereas Garnett  observed that in 
the majority of texts regarding choral conducting, there tends to be considerably less 

emphasis on beat patterns and the technical elements of physical gesture – common 

in texts about orchestral conducting in comparison to the wealth of information provided on rehearsal techniques and strategies for improving the singers  accuracy 
and sound quality. James Jordan also remarked that the most successful conductors – 

and specifically choral conductors tend to employ a definite teaching strategy in their 

rehearsals in order to achieve the best results.  (e observed that dogged adherence 
to a set of pedagogical principles achieves long-term and dramatic vocal growth.  
(Jordan, 2007:76).  

 

A challenge for choral conductors is present regular concerts and balanc pedagogical 

aims with preparation of repertoire. Hence, choral conductors may be faced with the 

dilemma of whether to prioritise teaching the singers to sing correctly, or teaching 

them to perform the repertoire. In addition to preparing the most fundamental 

aspects of the repertoire singing the correct pitches and rhythmic patterns the 

conductor must also consider factors such as the enunciation of text, the colour and 

balance of the ensemble, the style of the repertoire and how it should be interpreted in terms of dynamic contrasts, focal points and the vocal style required. The 
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taxonomy of choral craft centres on a handful of key categories: vocal production 

(posture, breathing, placement); diction (vowel shape, enunciation of consonants, 

accent); choral ensemble (blend, intonation, precision); interpretation (style, dynamics, articulation ; and performance visual presentation; stage decorum  
(Garnett, 2005:253).   Thus, one of the major challenges of the choral rehearsal is 

develop a rehearsal technique which will  the choral conductor comprehensively 

prepare the repertoire to a performance standard within a given time period, whilst 

also helping the singers to develop their musical literacy skills and individual vocal 

technique. One of the most important aspects of planning a masterful and artistic 
rehearsal is for the conductor/teacher to have a broad pedagogical overview of what 

is most important in any choral rehearsal.  This becomes the over-riding framework within which various rehearsal techniques can be employed . Jordan, : .  
 

 

With regard to conducting Voz Nua, figure 6 (above) displays the wide range of 

literacy levels. This difference leads to mixed-level teaching and learning in the choral 

rehearsal, and the balance between making the rehearsal sufficiently challenging for 

the 29% of singers who have completed their musical studies at a Conservatory, 

without making the rehearsal too challenging for the 29% who have not had any access to formal music education since primary school. Mantyjarvi s  advice of 
aiming for slightly above the level of achievement that the choir is used to is perhaps 

the best general guideline, at least as a temporary measure, as it considers the choir 

itself as an entity. Based on this logic, as conductor, I should aim to choose 

increasingly challenging repertoire or projects. The problem, however, is that the 

choir is not static, as membership fluctuates from year to year, as explained above. 

New members joining who may or may not have previous experience of choral 

singing – and other members leaving, mean that the planned repertoire might 

suddenly be too challenging for the majority of the singers, or the performance 

commitments too ambitious in relation to the pace at which the singers can assimilate 

new repertoire.  
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Repertoire selection, rehearsal techniques and the management of performance 

commitments are factors that conductors of communitarian choirs need to take into 

account, and decisions are predominately based on the people singing in a particular 

choir at a given time, their current levels of ability and the aims and expectations of 

the choir.  

 

4.3 – The Composer and the Score  

 

Some historical views of the composer were considered relevant in reaching an 

understanding of the role of the composer and of composer-performer interaction in 

the context of this research.  Furthermore, the performance of works by living 

composers is a theme that is important to this research, which led to the inclusion of 

a brief description of the primary issues involved in writing choral music.   

 

During the 19th century in Europe, the composer was seen as a gifted artist 

(Jorgensen, 2008; Botstein, 2005), with contemporary writings depicting the tortured  artist, with his soul singing  its melodious fantasies , and the incomprehensible creative power  that is marvellous and godlike  Wackenroder 
1799/1998).  According to this perspective the gifted artist with his/her creative power is inspired and creates music, while the performer s role is to interpret the composer s intent expressed in as complete a form as possible in the score  
(Jorgensen, 2008: 162).  This created a hierarchy between the composer and the 

performer. With the composer s supremacy as the creative artist, the performer s role was to transmit the composer s intentions. Dalagna  describes how the ideal musician was viewed as someone who would play what s on the page  and how 
higher level institutions and conservatories further promoted this view through their 

teaching strategies.  Dalagna also discusses how this focus on training musicians to 

accurately reproduce the score does not aid the performer in creating his or her own 

interpretation of a musical work and hence achieve their desired artistic outcomes 

(Dalagna, 2016). Viewing the performer as no more than a means of transmitting the composer s intentions also serves to maintain the composer s supremacy over the 
performer, creating a hierarchy as shown in figure 7.    
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Figure 7. The hierarchy resulting from the image of the western composer in the 19th century and the performer s corresponding role of accurately reproducing the score. 
 

Returning to Raymond Williams and remembering that many choirs learn by rote, the 

score does not necessarily reach all the performers. The score is in what may be 

described as the literate area (Williams, 1981), whereas singers  learn by rote are in 

the oral area, relying on the conductor to transmit the information encoded in the 

score. This means that the composer creates the score, which is understood by the 

conductor, who transmits the information to the singers, as shown in figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 8. The process of transmission through rote-learning 
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As discussed in Chapter 2, musical literacy skills allow singers a greater involvement 

in the creative and artistic processes relating to choral performance. Without these literacy skills, the singers  performance of the music is based on their memorization of the conductor s interpretation. )f we consider the definition of music as a social activity as according to (argreaves, Miell and MacDonald , it is something we 
do along with and for others, either as listeners or co-creators  : , co-creating 

should mean that those participating are involved in the creative process. When the 

creative process involves the performance of Western art music, participation in the 

creative process requires musical literacy skills.  In this way, the composer transmits 

the music through the score, and the interpretation of the score is a process of co-

creation between the conductor and the singers, as shown in figure 9.  

 

 

Figure 9. The interpretation of the score as a process of co-creation 

 

The top levels of diagrams 7, 8 and 9 have thus far remained the same. The composer 

creates the score, which is then transmitted by the performers, with no contact 

between the composer and the performers. However, this paradigm has been 

changing, as a new relationship between composers and performers has developed, which can perhaps be traced to Lukas Foss   article entitled The Changing 
Composer-Performer Relationship: A Monologue and a Dialogue  Domenici, .  
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Composer-performer collaboration is now common, and can have a significant 
impact on both the composition and the performance of a work23  Domenici, : 
1144) although Domenici also states that the relatively little research that has been 

conducted on these collaborations is evidence of the permanency of the composer-

performer hierarchy.   

 

There is another important factor that has emerged in recent years that could have a 

strong impact on the composer-performer relationship although very little research 

on this phenomenon currently exists which is the increased level of composer-

performer contact due to the rise in self-publishing composes. As technology allows 

composers to create scores of a professional visual standard, many composers are 

now opting to sell their music directly to the performers instead of the more 

traditional use of publishing companies. This promotes direct contact between 

composers and performers, but also increases the need for composers to consider the 

performers in their writing, from both technical and aesthetic perspectives. If we consider Beethoven s supposed reaction to a performer s complaints about the 
technical difficulties of his quartets o you think that I care about your damn fiddle when the spirit moves me?  Klorman, :  – the idea of composers needing 

their music to appeal to performers is very different reality. 

 

4.3.1 Composing for Choirs  

 

With regard to writing choral music, the literature revealed that the same issues that 

were identified in the early twentieth century, following the emancipation of tonality, 

remain problematic a century later. Regarding the most crucial issues pertaining to 

composers in writing for choirs, three main points were identified: 

 

i) tessitura and colour: a common difficulty is achieving a balance, 

understanding the characteristics of each voice according to tessitura, 

                                                        
23

 My translation from Portuguese to English 
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impacting on tone colour and dynamic levels (Doran and Bingham (2004); 

Mäntyjärvi (2002); Rootham (1928); Schoenberg (1967)). 

ii) In the absence of a clearly defined tonal centre, voice-leading must provide 

pitch references (Gudmundsdottir (2010); Mäntyjärvi (2002); Evans 

(1944); Schoenberg (1967)).  

iii) Choral writing is best understood through singing in a choir, taking voice 

lessons, or collaborating with a singer/conductor (Rootham (1928); Judd 

(1935); Hoffman, Maneri and Schuller (1986)).  

  

Composers may underestimate the level of performance which communitarian choirs can achieve, and impose unnecessary limitations, such as Shore s scathing comment that composers should note the importance of considering the capabilities of a large body of unskilled singers, and not expect them to trip along too fast  Shore, 
1919:406). This attitude may ultimately impact negatively on non-professional choral 

music-making. A balance should be achieved, so that the music can be successfully 

performed by non-professional choirs without compromising artistic merit.  A great 

deal of contemporary choral music requires the singers to have an excellent sense of 

relative pitch and excellent vocal technique. Fernandes and Kayama (2011) stated 

that contemporary works are considerably more demanding to perform in terms of 

intonation, and subsequently vocal technique, whereas Drakeford felt that only highly trained singers preferably with perfect pitch  Drakeford, :  would 
be able to successfully perform certain contemporary choral works, and White 

lamented that composers seemed to be of the opinion that all singers have perfect 

pitch (White, 1909).   

 

Although choral music is perhaps more restrictive for the composer than 

instrumental music, accessibility and artistic freedom are not mutually exclusive. 

Writing music which may be performed by a communitarian choir implies that 

composers must take into consideration both the strengths and weaknesses of this 

medium, thus ensuring that contemporary choral music continues to find performers 

and audiences.  
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CHAPTER FIVE – A KODÁLY-BASED FUNCTIONAL MUSICAL LITERACY 

PROGRAMME FOR CHOIRS 

 Based on Sanders  , Demorest s  and my own reviews of choral literacy 
programmes as detailed in chapter 3, although there is a vast amount of resources, 

there is a lack of programmes that combine pedagogy and performance. All too often, 

sight-reading exercises are not suitable for mixed voices, or do not contain elements 

apart from pitch and rhythm. When correlated literature is included, it is not always 

suitable for performance – either the excerpt that the choir is able to read is too short, 

or the choir must complete the programme before being able to perform a piece of real  music.  
 

Another problem with the existing resources is the emphasis on reading and writing. 

Apart from serving to prioritise declarative knowledge (DeBellis, 1995) over 

procedural knowledge (knowing that the first line in the bass clef is G, and the second 

B, as opposed to knowing how to sing a major third), this also implies a certain 

financial outlay: in order to complete the exercises, choir members must all have 

books. Based on the overall philosophy of sounds before symbols and of practice 

before theory, synonymous with the teachings of Pestalozzi (Abeles, Hoffer and 

Klotman, 1994; Jorgensen, 2008) Lowell Mason (Choksy et al, 1986; Abeles, Hoffer 

and Koltman, 1994, Demorest, 2003) and Kodály (Kodály, 1974), and the benefits 

associated with the use of relative solfa as a system, the following is an overview of a 

functional musical literacy programme for choirs based on the Kodály Concept. The 

Kodály Concept advocates sound before sight and the use of relative solfa, and the 

concept and its adaptation for use with a communitarian choir are discussed in this 

chapter.   

 

5.1  The Kodály Concept of Music Education 

 

In order to present the Kodály Concept in a holistic manner, this section begins with a 

brief biography of Zoltán Kodály, followed by a synopsis of the origins of the 

individual components that inspired the Kodály Concept of Music Education. 
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5.1.1  Zoltán Kodály 

 

Zoltán Kodály was born in Kecskemét, Hungary, in 1882.  He was revered in Hungary 

for his teaching, composition and his promotion of Hungarian folk music and culture, described as master and model  Szabolcsi, 1964: 4), of his people. Apart from his 

compositions, he endeavoured to revive ancient Hungarian traditions, to make the 

Hungarian people aware and proud of their heritage, eager to provide access to 

culture and the arts for all, not just the upper echelons of society.    

 

Kodály taught at the Franz Liszt Music Academy of Budapest for over fifty years, 

continuing to teach even into his seventies. In addition to teaching composition, 

music theory and solfège, he also lectured on ethnomusicology, even after his official 

retirement.  From 1952 until 1957, Kodály led the training programme for 

musicologists at the newly established Department of Musicology at the Budapest 

Music Academy, in addition to being the Head of the Folk Music Research Group of 

the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, a position he held until his death (Ittzés, 2004).  

 

Kodály combined composition, teaching and writing, especially in relation to his 

pedagogical compositions, frequently based on Hungarian folk music. Due to his love 

of his native folk music, Kodály not only worked to preserve the tradition by 

collecting folk music which may otherwise have been lost, but also incorporated the 

indigenous folk music into his teaching, so that children would be introduced to 

Hungarian folk music at a young age and thus keep the tradition alive for future 

generations. 

   

Disillusioned by the structure of musical life in Budapest – which he felt was based on 

a top-down, elitist approach, as opposed to a bottom-up, inclusive philosophy, and 

the low esteem in which he felt his native Hungarian folk music was held amongst its 

people – Kodály devoted himself to laying the foundations of a new system of musical 

education in Hungary. He hoped that this system would result in a new musical 

culture with indigenous, ancient folk tunes at its crux, as opposed to imitations of 
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Western music (Földes, . )n , he published his A (undred Year Plan  in 
which he described his aims for the development of a Hungarian musical culture, which entailed making the reading and writing of music general  Kodály, : , so as to make the masterpieces of world literature public property, to convey them to people of every kind and rank  Kodály, : .  
 

Thus, the Kodály philosophy of music education focused on the establishment of singing primary schools  Bowyer, . These schools were largely responsible for the development of teaching methods corresponding to Kodály s philosophies. The 

first music primary school (which ensured daily music lessons – primarily choral 

singing – for all pupils  was opened with Kodály s support in Kecskemét in 1950, led 

by Márta Nemesszeghy. Based on the success of this first school, music primary 

schools were gradually established nationwide (Hooker, 2013). 

 

Today, although music is compulsory for all students, the European Network for 

Communication and Knowledge Management of Music Education reports that 

students have only one music lesson per week in the past, pupils of the singing primary schools  had five music lessons per week, plus choir rehearsals . While 
institutions within the local schools programme provide an extra hour of the activity 

of their choice per week, the current priority tends to be the provision of information 

technology and language classes24. In an interview in , Kodály s widow, Sarolta 
Kodály explained Although singing on a daily basis had beneficial effects on pupils  
performance in other subjects, the number of such schools has unfortunately 

dwindled.25  However, in an aim to reverse this trend and to investigate including 

more modern teaching methods within the Kodály Concept, in 2014, the Liszt Ferenc 

Academy of Music entered a strategic partnership with two primary schools and one secondary school in Budapest in order to develop the Városmajor Model Programme.  The key elements of this programme include continuous, integrated 

                                                        
24

 Further data on this is available from the European Network for Communication and Knowledge 

Management in the field of Music Education, 

(http://menet.mdw.ac.at/menetsite/english/t_content3_1_1_hu.html 
25

 The full article is available at http://budapesttimes.hu/2015/10/11/widow-sings-praises-of-Kodály -method-

revival/ 

http://menet.mdw.ac.at/menetsite/english/t_content3_1_1_hu.html
http://budapesttimes.hu/2015/10/11/widow-sings-praises-of-kodaly-method-revival/
http://budapesttimes.hu/2015/10/11/widow-sings-praises-of-kodaly-method-revival/
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music education from the nursery to matriculation and the rejuvenation of the Kodály 

Concept with music teaching software and applications. At present, the findings and 

future application of the model programme are unavailable.  However, such 

initiatives demonstrate that the Kodály Philosophy is still considered the most 

appropriate educational concept for the teaching of music in Hungary, and that there 

is scope and interest in developing the concept for use in 21st century classrooms, 

particularly through the incorporation of information technology.    

 

Furthermore, the International Kodály Society, founded in 1975 to promote the musical, educational and cultural concepts associated with Zoltán Kodály , is 
currently active in 34 countries26. In addition, the steady popularity of the degree and 

diploma programmes and the bi-annual summer course offered by the Kodály 

Institute at Kecskemét show that interest in the Kodály Concept of Education is 

growing and reaching an increasingly international audience.   

 

5.1.2  What is the Kodály Concept? 

 

The Kodály Concept is a progressive, systematic approach to learning and 

internalising discrete musical elements through experience-based learning, gradually 

building on these simpler elements in order to progress to increasingly complex 

music. The most fundamental aspects of the Kodály Concept include sound before 

sight, or practice before theory, that all children should receive daily instruction in 

singing and that children should learn music by singing before touching an instrument. )n a  address, Kodály explained that to teach a child an instrument 

without first giving him preparatory training and without developing singing, reading and dictating to the highest level along with the playing is to build on sand  Kodály, 
1974: 196).    

 

Teaching aids associated with the Kodály Concept include the employment of the 

pentatonic scale for beginners, the use of relative solfa, the use of hand signs and the 

                                                        
26

 A complete list of IKS member countries is available at http://www.iks.hu/index.php/home1 
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use of rhythmic mnemonics. (owever, there is no absolute method  Kodály did not 

develop an infallible method for teaching music. However, his writings reveal a basic educational train of thought …  [there were] certain fundamental ideas, fundamental 
value-experiences that mobilised his intelligence and emotions in the direction of education and all his practical advice stemmed from these  Dobszay, 1972: 16).  

 

The basic principles on which Kodály based his educational philosoph are drawn 

from many sources. Kodály greatly admired the English system of relative solfa, which itself was adapted from Guido of Arezzo s system of notation by Sarah Glover 

and later by John Curwen (Bowyer, 2015); also, his rhythmic mnemonics can be 

traced back to the Galin-Paris-Chevé system, first published in 1818 (Gordon, 2009). 

Elements of activities associated with the Dalcroze Method are frequently used – 

indeed, Kodály advocated that song and movement should be united – (Szönyi, 1973), 

whereas the use of the pentatonic scale is also an important element of the Orff Method Winters, . Comparisons may also be drawn between Kodály s 
philosophies and those of Rousseau and Pestalozzi (Benedict, 2009), as Rousseau 

believed that the experience should always precede the symbol, whilst Pestalozzi 

advocated perfecting the simple before progressing to the complex.  

 

Thus far, we have established that relative solfa, handsigns, rhythmic mnemonics, the 

use of pentatonic music – in the beginning stages – and elements of eurhythmics form 

part of the teaching materials used under the auspices of the Kodály Concept. There 

are, however, important philosophies that guide the use of these materials. Perhaps 

the most important tenet of the Kodály Concept is the insistence of sound before 

sight, the idea that practice must go before theory. 

  

According to the Kodály Concept, the learner must first experience the new musical 

phenomena, understand it on an aural and on a kinaesthetic level, and only then be taught  the theory behind the sound. Zsuzsanna Kontra, who wrote the companion to Kodály s book Let Us Sing Correctly  explained that Kodály s idea regarding the 
correct order for teaching musical knowledge was just the same: first we should 
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provide the experience in sound by singing, and only then should its theoretical explanation follow, making the knowledge conscious  Kontra, : .     
 

5.1.3  Relative Solfa and Rhythmic Mnemonics– From Arezzo and Paris to 

Norfolk and London   

 

Sarah Glover (1786 -1867) developed a musical education programme which may be 

considered as the first example of a systematic practical musicianship programme 

comprising unaccompanied singing and relative solfa (Waterhouse, 2009), often 

referred to as Norfolk Sol-fa. 

 

Guido of Arezzo is believed to have developed the original solfa system and also the 

first form of staff notation. Although there are no absolute certainties, it has been 

suggested that he was born circa 990 and died in 1050 (Rockstro, 1889); thus his 

period of activity occurred during the first half of the 11th century. As McNaught 

(1893) explained, notation at the time was intended as a reminder to the singers of 

the music they had already learned by ear, and consisted of a graphic representation to show very indefinitely  McNaught, :  the contours of the melody.  Guido 
apparently wished to explain the sound relation between the various intervals, and 

thus used a Latin hymn, Ut queant laxis  with which to demonstrate the intervallic patterns in regular ascending order. Ut queant laxis  dates back to the eighthcentury, 

although it is considered that Guido either reworked an existing melody or created a 

new melody to suit his teaching purposes (Harbison, 1971, Grout and Palisca, 1988).  

 

Excerpt 1. Ut queant laxis 
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Therefore, using the hymn text and the corresponding notes, the second note, re  is one degree higher than the first, ut ; then mi’ is one degree higher than re  and so on, from ut  to la .  Guido of Arezzo is also credited with the development of the 
Guidonian hand, a device to teach intervals, in which the joints of the left hand 

corresponded to different pitches; thus, pupils would follow the teacher as he pointed 

to the different joints, singing the corresponding pitches (Grout and Palisca, 1988).  

At that time, music was based on the tetra and hexachordal systems, thus Guido did not develop his solfa to encompass today s diatonic scale, but merely the first six 

degrees, using a system of transposition, in which the do position could change, 

through the use of pivot notes, to create other hexachords. In the seventeenth 

century, Giovanni Battista Doni (1590 – 1647), who was interested in the music 

theory of antiquity, is credited with substituting ut  with do , possibly after his own 
name (MacClintock, 1982).  Guido also stated in his letters27 that he devised a system of music notation, presented in such a way that any intelligent or studious person 
may easily learn to sing  Rockstro, : . The letter described how each note 
written on the same line, or within the same space, had the same sound, and that the 

inverse logic was also correct, that each line or space had a discrete sound.   

 Glover s aim was to promote hymn singing during worship through the teaching of 

musical literacy, and she believed that theory should be deduced from practice: in 

other words, that children should learn to sing the music, and then be taught to 

recognise the symbols (Rainbow, 1980). Her Scheme for Rendering Psalmody 

Congregational – which was published anonymously in 1835 – adapted and extended Guido of Arezzo s system to a comprehensive relative solfa system. According to 
Waterhouse (2009), Glover identified how reading solfa was more accessible than 

reading from the traditional staff, although she also emphasised the fact that, once 

solfa reading was mastered, this skill could easily be transferred to staff reading. The 

problems with staff reading for beginners, as stated by Glover, include:  

i) a lack of differentiation between tones and semitones 

ii) a change of clef turns the same symbol into a different note 

                                                        
27

 Guido of Arezzo’s letters to Brother Michael, of the Benedictine Monastery, Pomposo.  See Rockstro, 
1889.    
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iii) the construction of the scale is always the same, but different key 

signatures make this confusing  

 Glover s innovations included the substitution of si  with ti , to avoid confusion with 
so , when using just the first letter of each syllable, the use of a vertical chart tone 

ladder) to display the vertical disposition of each note, and a system of writing 

rhythm (using a series of punctuation marks), which would also allow solfa to be 

printed in common type, reducing reproduction costs and thus making music more 

accessible. She promoted singing in two-parts from the early stages, using various 

canons and rounds (Rainbow, 1980). Glover also invented a musical instrument to 

give the keynote and starting pitch, called the Solfa Harmonicon, with specially 

devised charts and cards, so as to enable teachers without musical training to find the 

starting note of each piece, and therefore use the scheme with their pupils 

(Waterhouse, 2009). However, despite the success of Glover s scheme, England s first 
national school music teaching programme was based on the fixed-do method.  

 

John Curwen (1816 – 1880), a Congregational Minister, was keenly interested in 

education, and was frequently invited to write and lecture on education and teaching. 

In 1841, a conference of Sunday School teachers invited him to find the best method 

to teach music. Curwen was recommended to read Glover s Scheme for Rendering 

Psalmody Congregational that he subsequently explained enabled him to read a tune from the page for the first time . (e also proved to himself that the scheme was 
suitable for the youngest learner by experimenting in teaching a child to read solfa 

through the scheme (Rainbow, 1980: 235).  

 (owever, Curwen decided to alter some aspects of Glover s original scheme. Whereas 
Glover had devised a column code to link solfa notation with the use of her didactical 

instrument, the Solfa Harmonicon, Curwen decided to state the actual key. Glover 

always wrote the solfa initials as capitals, whereas Curwen used small letters. Curwen also made changes to Glover s punctuation system of notation, for example by 
separating beats by colons (Rainbow, 1980).  
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Curwen believed that rhythm should be taught according to relative durations, instead of focusing solely on arithmetical values. This led him to explore Aimé Paris  
system of teaching and naming rhythm, which he adapted for use with his own version of Glover s solfa, publishing the Standard Course of Lessons on the Tonic Sol-fa 

Method, in 1858 (Watkins Shaw, 1951).  

 

The system developed by Aimé Paris is known as the Galin-Paris-Chevé system. This 

system is considered to have been initiated by Jean-Jacques Rousseau s promotion of 
solfa, accompanied by figure notation for teaching vocal music. In 1818, Galin published the Nouvelle Methode pour l enseignement de la Musique , which developed Rousseau s ideas. Aimé Paris continued Galin s work, alongside his sister 

and her husband, Emile Chevé (Bullen, 1878). The Galin-Paris-Chevé system 

employed sets of figures to convey notation. Whilst Bullen (1878) praised the system with regard to facilitating modulations as the temporary  tonic assumes the qualities of do , thus eliminating the need for constant chromatic alterations , he also criticised it, saying that it presented many needless difficulties to the beginner in vocal music  
(Bullen, 1878: 69). Indeed, the numerical system would require the student to learn 

the sounds (according to solfa) and also the numbers that correspond to the solfa, 

thus complicating and prolonging the process of introducing staff notation. However, 

John Curwen pointed out that the rationale of his system was in many ways identical 

to that of the Galin-Paris-Chevé system, such as in the treatment of la as the tonic of 

the minor mode (Curwen, 1872). With regard to rhythm, according to Galin-Paris-

Chevé system, vowels indicate beats whilst consonants indicate sequences, as rhythm syllables are based on combinations of beat functions, time values of notes, and positions of notes in a measure  Gordon, : . Curwen adopted the time names 
used in the Galin-Paris-Chevé system and adapted them for use in England.    

 

With the exception of these alterations, Curwen embraced Glover s Scheme, and 
shared her philosophy of making musical literacy available to all, as Curwen explained: [Music notation] must be taught. For the works of all the great masters 
are printed in it. We must give our pupils access to them  Curwen apud Watkins-Shaw, : . Apart from using Glover s system of solfa, he incorporated elements 
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such as her vertical chart, which he called a modulator  in his teaching. Curwen also 
aligned with Glover in treating the minor as an evolvement of the Aeolian mode, thus 

beginning on la, in order to correspond with staff notation, whereby the major and 

relative minor share the same key signatures (Watkins-Shaw, 1951).  Thus, the Curwen method comprises Glover s Scheme with some minor alterations, coupled with Aime Paris  time-names that he adapted to the English language, with Curwen always openly acknowledging his sources. Curwen s original contribution to his 
method was his invention of handsigns in 1870 (Waterhouse, 2009).   

 Curwen s handsigns figure  provided a visual and kinaesthetic aid in 
understanding intervallic relations. Apart from demonstrating the relative position of 

each note through their graduated vertical positioning, they can also develop inner-

hearing skills and provide a link to written forms of the vertical disposition of the notes, either through a tone ladder modulator  or by staff notation. 
 

 

Figure 10. Curwen s (andsigns28 

 

 

5.1.4  Kodály’s Philosophies and his Concept of Music Education  

 

                                                        
28
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It is important to note that the teaching methods associated with the Kodály Concept 

were in fact developed by Hungarian music teachers – particularly the faculty at the 

first singing primary school in Kecskemét in the 1940s and 50s, inspired by Kodály s 
vision and philosoph (Bowyer, 2015).  Thus, Kodály had the desire to provide a 

comprehensive music education for all, and developed his educational principles, 

philosoph and aims based on his studies and observations. However, the actual 

teaching and the development of teaching methods were mostly conducted by the 

music teachers in the primary schools. Apart from his writings on music education 

philosophy, Kodály also provided a wealth of materials with which to teach, from his 

333 Reading Exercises and Let Us Sing Correctly to his Tricinia, in addition to co-editing two singing books for young children, considered the most significant early 
attempts at singing texts for young children published in Hungarian, Iskolai 

énekgyűjtemény School collection of songs  -44, with György Kerényi) and 

Énekeskönyv az általános iskolák számára Songbook for Primary Schools  –8, with Jenő Ádám  (ooker, : . Jenő Ádám also played an important role in the 
development of the Kodály Concept, with his 1944 publication, Systematic Instruction 

of Singing on the Basis of Relative Solmization 29 . Ádám provided methodical instructions for teaching music at primary school level, describing it as a 
transposition of the tonic-solfa method into the mother-tongue of (ungarian music  
(Ádám, 1965: 16).    

 

Apart from the consistency of each scale step retaining its intervallic relationship 

regardless of key, w the relative solfa system, chromatic tones have their own names 

(do becomes di, re becomes ri, etc.), a differentiation which the fixed do system does 

not allow (do means C, but also C# and Cb, thus the interval do – so could be a fifth, a 

diminished fifth, or a minor sixth, although in this example, there is of course no 

guarantee, under the fixed do system that the so in question is a G natural (it could 

just as easily be a G# or Gb), opening another set of possible intervals. Although 

relative solfa is usually associated with diatonic tonal systems, once a tonal centre (or 

even various tonal centres throughout a passage) can be identified, relative solfa may 
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 Original title: Módszeres énektanítás a relatív szolmizáció alapján 
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be applied to aid reading and intonation. This duality between the establishment of a 

strong association with diatonic scalic functions and the possibility of transforming 

this skill for use in non-diatonic contexts is perhaps one of the most interesting facets of the relative solfa system. )ndeed, it is possible that Guido d Arezzo already used 
solfa in such a way, in allowing mutations of the hexachord, turning fa into the tonal 

centre in the presence of a Bb. Kodály recommended the simultaneous use of two 

systems (Kite, 1990), relative solfa (do, re, mi etc.) and absolute, staff notation letter 

names (C, D, E etc), so as to distinguish between the syllables that indicate the tonal 

function, and the discrete pitches. Ádám clarified that the introduction of letter names 

should only occur in the higher primary school grades (Ádám, 1965).      

 

Brought with Kodály via Curwen, Hungarian music educators simplified the Galin-

Paris-Chevé system. In contrast with the Galin-Paris-Chevé system, beat function is 

not taken into account (Gordon, 2009). Rhythm is taught by assigning syllables 

(mnemonics) according to the time value of each note. For example, a crotchet 

(quarter note/1 beat  is called ta  thus a minim (half-note/2 beats) is called ta-ah, whereas a quaver is referred to as ti . Szönyi explained that the sounds for indicating rhythm should only be used in the early stages, as an assistance to overcome 
difficulties at the start  Szönyi, 1973: 23). Furthermore, a system of writing rhythmic 

figures using stick notation was developed and is associated with the Kodály Concept.  

 

 

Figure 11. Example of stick notation 

 

The stick notation is often used in conjunction with solfa as a precursor to staff 

notation, although Kodály advocated the simultaneous use of stick and staff notation 

to the extent that in 1961 he republished his 333 Reading Exercises (1943) in order to 

present stick and staff notation in parallel. In his instructions for executing sight-

reading exercises, Kodály advised that teachers should first concentrate only on the 
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rhythm – tapping, clapping and drumming the rhythm, in addition to singing the 

rhythm on a monotone – before introducing the solfa. Kodály believed that the correct teaching of rhythm was fundamental, explaining bad reading is mainly 
caused by rhythmic clumsiness and hesitation. Thus, rhythm is always of the greatest importance  Kodály, , preface .        
 

The Kodály Concept also advocates the incorporation of elements that are more 

readily associated with other systems of music education, such as the kinaesthetic 

experiences associated with the Dalcroze system. Activities that form part of a 

Kodály-inspired music education, such as walking to the pulse, and children s games 
merging sound and movement, are synonymous with the Dalcroze method. For instance, eurhythmics, or musical training through rhythmic movement, was 
developed by Emile Jacques-Dalcroze of the Geneva Conservatoire, and elements of this are incorporated into the (ungarian method  Szönyi, 1973:24).  

 

Kodály believed in avoiding semitones in the initial stages, as he maintained that 

semitones are more difficult to pitch accurately; hence, he advocated the use of the 

pentatonic scale for beginners. Thus, the 333 Reading Exercises are exclusively pentatonic, and he subsequently published a further four Pentatonic Music  books.  
This pentatonic approach to the initial stages of music education can also be 

compared to the Orff method of music education. Orff, however, provided a different 

rationale, suggesting that the absence of the tonic-dominant hierarchy and the 

absence of semitones and dissonant intervals allowed for freer – and ultimately more 

pleasant-sounding – improvisation, particularly for beginners (Winters, 1970). Thus, 

the 333 Reading Exercises, in addition to being used to train sight-reading, also 

provide a wealth of material for improvisation.  Due to the absence of the tritone in 

the pentatonic scale, there is no tonic-dominant attraction to influence and 

predetermine harmonic motion or melodic patterns.  This means, for example, that the exercises from Kodály s 333 Reading Exercises may also be performed as canons 

at various intervals, or as more complex two-part reading exercises with one group 

reading the exercise backwards. This may be particularly useful for mixed-level 

teaching, as this type of exercise can provide a new challenge for stronger students, 
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whilst students who need more time to work on the initial exercise can continue 

practising until they are more secure.  

 

In identifying its main components, we can see that the Kodály Concept  a method 

first established in the Middle Ages, namely the solfa syllables assigned by Guido d Arezzo, adopted by Sarah Glover, and further developed by John Curwen, including 
his addition of handsigns and his adaptation of the Galin-Paris-Chevé system in order 

to teach rhythm. The Kodály Concept also contains elements more readily associated 

with the Dalcroze Method (kinaesthetic activities) and the Orff Method (pentatony). 

However, Kodály was the philosopher who decided to combine these elements, 

creating a unified, comprehensive approach.  

 

5.1.5  Some Criticisms of the Kodály Concept 

 

Thus far, this chapter has shown positive correlations between the Kodály Concept 

and literature relating to memory, learning and the psychology of music. However, there are elements of the Kodály s philosophies that may be considered old-fashioned 

and somewhat irrelevant in the 21st century.   

 

Firstly, in a multicultural environment, the use of indigenous folk material is not 

straightforward, given that there is no one culture or heritage. Kodály himself 

referred to this issue in the case of American folk songs (Hooker, 2013).  Similarly, the use of songs entirely in the students  first language is not practical, again due to today s multi-cultural society, which is very different to Hungarian society in the early 

20th century.    

 

Another aspect of the Kodály philosophy that does not ring true nowadays is defining 

ages by which children should have a certain mastery of music. Again, Kodály was 

particularly focused on children as he believed that the Hungarian musical education 

system was built from the top down, and did not cater sufficiently for children. This 

may have been one of his motives in insisting that fifteen years of age was a cut-off  point, below the age of fifteen, everybody is more talented than above it; only 
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exceptional geniuses continue to develop. )t is a crime to miss that talented age  
(Kodály, 1974: 122) although in other writings he identified an even shorter period, stating that between three and seven [the children s musical] fates have already been decided  Kodály, : .  (owever, in intervening years, a body of research 
into adult education has developed, which clearly states that adults do not lose the capacity to learn music as they age Wristen, . Furthermore, despite Kodály s 
imposition of age limits, on the contrary he did, in fact, believe in teaching adults to read music, as demonstrated in his writings about the workers  choirs.  He explained that he was always amazed at how an intelligent adult was willing without the slightest protest to let himself be treated like a parrot  Kodály, : , and encouraged his pupils to spend time with workers  choirs  Kodály, : 157). Therefore, ) believe that Kodály s prescription of age limits may be interpreted more 
as a means of promoting music in primary schools, as opposed to displaying a lack of 

interest in adult music education.   

  

With regard to teaching methods relating to the Kodály Concept, the teaching of 

rhythm has perhaps been the most heavily criticised, particularly by Edwin Gordon, 

as he maintained that the mnemonics associated with the Kodály Concept do not take 

into account the beat function (Gordon, 2009).  Another criticism was the fact that 

different patterns become enrhythmic when the Kodály mnemonics are used. These 

are valid arguments, but firstly, it is worth remembering that the mnemonics were 

designed for use in the initial stages of music education and that many manuals that 

are used as teaching aids describe how to incorporate elements such as the downbeat 

into the mnemonic rhythmic exercises. Furthermore, I would view the capacity to 

create enrhythmic patterns as a positive aspect of these mnemonics. Gordon 

specifically criticises the fact that 3 crotchets in simple time (ta, ta, ta) sounds the 

same as three quavers in compound (specifically 3/8) time30. This is true, just as a 

minim can be described as enharmonic to two tied crotchets. However, if we consider 

very complex rhythmic patterns with multiple beat divisions, I find in my own 

practice that it can be useful to present more complex rhythm patterns by sounding 
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 See Gordon (2009: 102 – 103) for a more comprehensive account of how the Kodály mnemonics do not 

allow the understanding of beat function.    
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them enrhythmically, using longer note values but maintaining the ratios of the beat 

division, as shown in figure 12.  

 

Figure 12. An example of enharmonic rhythmic patterns 

 A familiar criticism of the Kodály Concept is that it only works  with tonal music. )t is 
true that relative solfa implies a tonal hierarchy. However, the fact that position in a 

relative solfa system means that, in the presence of even temporary tonal centres, 

relative solfa can be successfully employed. Although a great deal of contemporary 

music denies tonal hierarchies, it can also be argued that even contemporary music 

complies with some principle of tonality, as pitch materials often centre around a 

particular tone (Krumhansl, 1990).   

 

5.2   The Kodály Concept and learning functional musical literacy skills  

 Why choose to follow Kodály s educational philosophies? In fact, why choose to 

follow any educational philosophy in particular? Both Demorest (1993) and Jordan 

(2005), referring specifically to working with choirs, recommend consistency with 

regard to the employment of teaching methods. Quite apart from the music itself, 

there are, of course, many aspects relating to choral performances to be 

communicated during the average choral rehearsal – from healthy vocal production 

to historically informed performance practices – but for the purposes of this research, 

I will concentrate solely on the Kodály Concept in the teaching of functional music 

literacy skills in the choral rehearsal and correlations with learning behaviours 

amongst adults. 

 

The Kodály Concept advocates the teaching of the sound immediately followed by the 

teaching of the symbol, making the knowledge conscious.  A graded, systematic 

approach is also recommended, leading students from the familiar to the unfamiliar. 
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This approach can also be supported from a cognitive perspective, as teaching new 

musical phenomena gradually, ensuring that the sound has been internalised and 

then labelled so that the singers have a conscious awareness of what it is they are 

performing corresponds to the information-processing model of perception and 

memory.  

 Kodály s instructions for teaching sight-reading, first by teaching the rhythm, then 

adding the melody, followed by the solfa and finally reading from the score (Kodály, 

1972), mean that information is presented in gradually larger chunks and practised 

frequently. This approach corresponds to how our musical perception functions, for 

apart from the fact that rhythm and pitch are separately coded in western staff 

notation, research on perception has shown that pitch and rhythmic information are 

separately processed (Gudmundsdottir, 2010). The use of relative solfa may also be 

considered important in terms of the information-processing model, as the consistent 

use of solfa builds a cognitive representation in which the solfa syllable evokes the 

sound of the note, and the sound evokes the syllable (Kodály, 1974 . Kodály s 
philosophy of always beginning with the familiar is also in keeping with the 

information-processing model, as, from a cognitive perspective, new musical 
behaviour always borrows from what has come before, since prior experience is a highly salient body of knowledge for environmental and social adaptation  (arwood, 
1976: 529). 

 Research has shown that musicians rely on internal mental representations of 
musical metre as they perform temporal events in music  Gudmunsdottir, :  
335). For those beginning to read music, the memorisation of rhythmic phenomena can be facilitated by the use of mnemonics. This means that the internal mental representations  are created by the recoding of the information as a verbal description. Mnemonics may be considered lexically meaningless , but once their logic is understood they make eminent sense  (ughes, : . For example, in 
the specific case of the rhythmic mnemonics associated with the Kodály Concept, the sound of a crotchet beat is recoded in language, using the word ta . Therefore, when 
we remember the mnemonic (the verbal description) we have used for a particular 
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rhythmic phenomenon, the word evokes the sound: upon recall we recreate by 

secondary elaboration the details that seem consistent with the particular verbal recoding we happen to have made  Miller, : .  
 

According to Grunow (1991/2011), the majority of music teachers believe that the 

employment of rhythmic syllables leads to more efficient and effective learning.  

Mnemonics are used across a variety of musical genres. For example, the Japanese Shogo system is based on mnemonics, as they help the learner internalize the sound 
of the desired musical output and often its technique of production  (ughes, : 
96), whilst mnemonics are also used by traditional African drummers and in the 

Indian Sargol and bol systems (Kwami, 1998). The rhythmic mnemonics associated 

with the Kodály Concept share these characteristics, in that the verbal description is 

the sound itself, and the production of the sound, in this case, refers to the accurate 

decoding of a written rhythmic pattern and its recoding as mnemonics in the 

beginning stages of the development of musical literacy.  

 

Correlations between the Gestalt principle and relative solfa may be observed, 

namely with regard to considering a tonality as a whole, whereby: the quality of the 

intervals is perceived, as opposed to the individual pitches, allowing for 

transposition; through the relation between the Gestalt law of Prägnanz and the Kodály Concept s advocacy of transposition through pivot notes to avoid frequent 
chromaticism; and in learning through recognising patterns, which may also 

correspond to the information-processing model of memory and perception, given 

that both schools of thought agree that learning is a matter of perceptual 

organisation. 

      

Apart from the correlations between the Kodály Concept and literature on memory and perception, my Master s research, conducted in 2012, displayed positive results following choral singers  participation in a short-term literacy programme based on 

the Kodály Concept (Hiney, 2012). The results showed a definite improvement in the singers  musical competence. The average score in the initial sight-singing test was 

56%, which increased to 81% in the final test, an improvement of 25%.  In terms of 
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the singers  qualitative self-assessments, 52.5% of the participants described their 

level of sight-reading as fair or better in the initial assessments, which increased to 

81% in the final assessments.  

 Although not all of Kodály s philosophies may be considered absolute truths, particularly in today s multicultural society, on balance the Kodály Concept has many 
positive aspects. The Kodály Concept promotes a progressive, systematic approach to 

learning and internalising discrete musical elements, through experience-based 

learning, and gradually building on these simpler elements in order to progress to 

increasingly complex music. The teaching aids employed within the Kodály Concept – 

namely rhythmic mnemonics and the use of relative solfa – correlate with Miller s 
(1955) advocacy of recoding and Gestalt psychology respectively. The guiding 

philosophies of the Kodály Concept correspond to the tenets of the information-

processing model of memory and perception. The Kodály Concept may also be 

considered advantageous due to the low financial outlay required.  

 

The overall objective is to teach functional literacy skills to choral singers; but, apart 

from pitch, rhythm and rudiments such as key signatures, singers should also learn 

how to read and understand dynamic, expression, tempo and articulation markings. This means using real  music whenever possible, and avoiding contrived exercises.  

5.2.1  The Development of the Functional Musical Literacy Programme for 

Communitarian Choirs  

 

Based on my study of the Kodály Concept, I identified the key components that I 

would use as teaching and learning methods while also deciding which elements 

associated with the Concept would not be appropriate in this setting. These elements 

were mainly the use of folk-material, as I could not guarantee a common knowledge 

base for all the singers to allow the teaching of new elements through familiar folk 

music. Furthermore, I was reluctant to assume a particular cultural location for this 

study, in order to enable others to implement this programme in other countries.  
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The components I decided to employ were the focus on sound before sight, the use of 

moveable do and rhythmic mnemonics.   

 

The focus on sound before sight through the use of folk material under the general 

assumption that these songs would be familiar had to be adapted thus I rarely used 

songs to teach new material, but instead modelled new  intervals and rhythmic 

patterns through warm-up exercises, or by singing and signing.  

 

Although there are existing studies that describe the adaptation of the Kodály 

Concept for other countries (Szirányi, 201431, Torres 1998), they are exclusively 

focused on implementing programmes for children and very often are mostly 

concerned with how to substitute Hungarian folk music with the music of the host 

nation.  

  

The decision to use moveable do in the fixed do context of Portugal was perhaps the 

most difficult element to incorporate, as I feared that it would be very confusing. In 

order to try  separate fixed and moveable do, I decided to use uppercase letters when 

referring to fixed pitches and lowercase letters when referring to relative note names. 

This is also the method suggested by Rosa Maria Torres in her study of adaptation of 

the Kodály Concept for use in a Portuguese context (Torres, 1998).  

 

Kodály practitioners often include many kinaesthetic activities in their teaching, 

particularly to reinforce rhythmic concepts. Although these activities are extremely helpful in helping learners to feel  the rhythm, many of these exercises require a 
certain amount of physical mobility. In order to ensure that this programme is as 

inclusive as possible, kinaesthetic activities are mostly restricted to clapping 

exercises and some stepping in time to the beat, which could be substituted with 

tapping the beat for learners with more limited mobility.  
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 Szirányi, Borbála (2014). ‘Experiences of adapting the Kodály concept’, presented at the International 

Symposium on Singing in Music Education, Budapest, Hungary, 2014.  
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Six composers participated in this project in order to produce correlated repertoire. 

Two of these composers offered to write for my choir and were subsequently invited 

to participate in the project, and the other four were approached and invited, as I was 

familiar with their compositions. Each composer had experience in writing for voices, although there are fundamental differences between each composer s experience 
(one has written predominantly for non-professional choirs, whilst one had never 

written for non-professional singers) and style, in order to promote a diverse 

selection of repertoire. The following is a brief introduction to each of the six 

composers, organised in alphabetical order.  

 

Eurico Carrapatoso, Portugal 

 

Born in Mirandela, Portugal, Eurico Carrapatoso is a composer of mostly orchestral, 

chamber, choral and vocal works that have been widely performed, in Portugal, 

France, China and the USA.  

 

Eurico Carrapatoso holds a degree in History from the University of Porto. He studied 

composition with José Luís Borges Coelho and fugue with Cândido Lima at the Lisbon 

Conservatory of Music. At the Superior School of Music of Lisbon, he studied 

composition under Constança Capdeville and later with Jorge Peixinho, graduating 

with the highest honours.  

 

An award-winning composer, he has won the Cantonigròs Prize (Barcelona, 1995), 

the Lopes-Graça Prize (Tomar, 1998-1999), and the Francisco de Lacerda Prize 

(1999, for Mare nostrum et mare vostrum and Raios de Extinta Luz). His works have 

twice represented Portugal at the UNESCO International Rostrum of Composers 

(1998, 1999). 

 

Receiving regular commissions, Eurico Carrapatoso has written a musical drama in one scene and one act, A morte de Luís )) da Baviera  , on the text of Bernardo 
Soares (adapted by João Botelho), commissioned by ArDeFilmes and included in The Film of Disquiet .    
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He has taught composition (and also social and economic history) at several third-

level institutions, including the Escola Superior de Música de Lisboa. He has taught 

analysis and compositional techniques at the Academia de Amadores de Msica and 

the Conservatório de Música since 1989 and analysis at the Academia Nacional 

Superior de Orquestra in Lisbon from 1998.  

 

In 2001, the Historic Society of Portuguese Independence distinguished Eurico 

Carrapatoso with the Award of National Identity. In 2004, the President of Portugal 

decorated him with the Order of Prince Henry the Navigator. He has also been 

awarded the Árvore da Vida – Padre Manuel Antunes Award from the Secretariado 

Nacional da Pastoral da Cultura. In 2017, he was commissioned, alongside James 

MacMillan, to compose new music to celebrate the centenary year of the Catholic 

pilgrimage site of Fátima, and in March 2017, his Magnificat em Talha Dourada was 

awarded Best Classical Work by the Portuguese Author s Society SPA .  
 

Michael Holohan, Ireland  

 Born in Dublin in , Michael (olohan was educated at O Connell Schools CBS, University College Dublin, the Dublin College of Music and Queen s University, Belfast. 
As a student, he studied composition with Jane O Leary, Eric Sweeney and Seóirse 
Bodley. He has won numerous prizes for his compositions and has attended 

masterclasses with Messiaen, Boulez, Xenakis, Berio and Lachenmann in France. 

 

His music has been performed and broadcast both in Ireland and abroad. His orchestral works Cromwell  , Building Bridges  , Leaves of Glass   and The Lost Land   have all been premièred by the RTÉ Concert 
Orchestra. He has collaborated regularly with wellknown Irish poets such as Seamus 

Heaney, Richard Murphy, Dermot Healy and Susan Connolly. In 2002, with the poet, Paul Durcan, he won the Celtic Music Prize as RTÉ s entry at the Celtic Film and Radio 
Festival in Brittany. 
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His commissions include the AXA Dublin International Piano Competition, RTÉ, Cork 

International Choral Festival, The National Concert Hall, RTÉ yric  and The Dept. of 

Arts, Sports and Tourism. A former chairman of The Association of Irish Composers 

and the Droichead Arts Centre, Drogheda, he was elected to Aosdána, Ireland s state-

sponsored academy of creative artists in 1999.  

 

Ivan Moody, United Kingdom/Portugal 

 

Ivan Moody studied music and theology at the Universities of London, Joensuu and 

York (where he took his Ph.D). He studied composition with Brian Dennis, Sir John 

Tavener and William Brooks and his music has been performed and broadcast all 

over the world, and recorded on labels such as Hyperion, ECM, Telarc, Warner 

Classics, Sony, Linn, Orange Mountain and Challenge. He has been commissioned and 

performed by many of the world s outstanding performers, including the (illiard 
Ensemble, the Tallis Scholars, Chanticleer, the BBC Singers, the English Chamber 

Choir, Raphael Wallfisch, Paul Barnes, Suzie LeBlanc, Cappella Romana, the Coro 

Nacional de España, the Norwegian Soloists  Choir, Trio Mediaeval, Singer Pur, the 
Goeyvaerts Trio and the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir. 

 

His largest works to date are Passion and Resurrection (1992), the Akathistos Hymn 

(1998) and Qohelet (2013). Other significant works include The Dormition of the 

Virgin (2003), the double-bass concerto The Morning Star (2003), the piano concerto 

Linnunlaulu (2003), Passione Popolare (2005), Ossetian Requiem (2005), the tuba 

concerto Pipistrello (2007), Stabat Mater (2008), Moons and Suns (2008), the piano 

quintet Nocturne of Light (2009), the bass clarinet concerto Dragonfly (2013), 

Simeron (2013) for vocal trio and string trio, and the Dante Trilogy (2014) for choir 

and ensemble. He has recently completed works for the pianist Artur Pizarro and for 

soprano Suzie Leblanc, and is currently working on new commissions for the vocal 

ensemble Stimmwerck and the brass ensemble Septura.  

 

As a conductor he works regularly with professional choirs and ensembles in both 

Europe and America, and has paid special attention to contemporary music and 
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Orthodox church music. He is also very active as a musicologist, and is a researcher at 

CESEM – Universidade Nova, Lisbon. He is a protopresbyter of the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate of Constantinople, in the Diocese of Spain and Portugal. 

 

Gráinne Mulvey, Ireland  

 

Gráinne Mulvey was born in Dublin. She studied under Professor Nicola LeFanu and 

gained a DPhil in Composition at the University of York. She also holds an MA in 

Composition from Queens University, Belfast and a BA (Hons) Degree from Waterford 

Institute of Technology, under Dr. Eric Sweeney. She was appointed Head of 

Composition at Dublin Institute of Technology Conservatory of Music and Drama in 

2001 and has wide experience of teaching from beginners to doctoral level. She has 

also been involved with composition outreach educational workshops. In 2001 and in  she was on the adjudicator s panel for the Guido d Arezzo Composers  
Composition Competition in Italy. 

 

Her music has been widely performed both in Ireland and abroad and she has 

received many broadcasts of her work by radio stations across the globe. One of her 

earliest works Étude for piano (1994) was selected for that year s )nternational 
Rostrum of Composers in Paris, an honour that was to be repeated with s 
orchestral work Scorched Earth. She was a featured composer in the 2007 Horizons 

concert series, with the RTÉ National Symphony Orchestra, conductor Robert 

Houlihan, performing three of her orchestral works. She was a featured composer in 

the 2015 Horizons series, with two new orchestral works, including a concerto for the NSO s principal cellist, Martin Johnson. She has the distinction of being selected for 
the ISCM World Music Days in consecutive years with Akanos, for orchestra 

(Lithuania, 2008) and Stabat Mater, for 17 voices a cappella (Växjö,Sweden, 2009).  

She has won various prestigious competitions, and received many awards, 

commissions and performances. She has attended many composition courses over 

the years, studying with Peter Maxwell Davies, Jonathan Harvey, Louis Andriessen, 

Kaija Saariaho and Boguslaw Schaeffer to name but a few. She was recently the 

subject of an in-depth profile on Swiss Radio and a programme of her major 
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orchestral pieces was aired by Slovenian Radio in 2009. 

 

A CD dedicated to her recent work, Akanos and other works was issued on the Navona label in February . She is a member of Aosdána, )reland s organisation of creative 
artists. 

 

 

Sheena Phillips, United Kingdom  

 
Sheena Phillips is a choral practitioner and composer with diverse interests including 

folk music, early music, jazz, music for theatre, community music and electronic 

music. 

 

A native of the UK, she graduated with honours in mathematics from Cambridge 

University and worked for several years in campaigning organizations before turning 

to a career in music.  In Edinburgh, Scotland, she was founding director of Rudsambee 

Company of Singers.  In 2000 she moved to Columbus, Ohio, where she directed and 

composed for community, college, and church choirs and was Repertoire & Standards 

Chair of Community Choirs in the Ohio Choral Directors Association.  After brief spells 

in New Jersey and California she moved back to London in 2014, where she continues 

to teach, direct and compose. 

 

Recent awards for composition include finalist in the 2014 American Prize for Choral 

Composition, 3rd prize in the 2013 Sorel Medallion Choral Composing Competition 

(NYC) and winner of the 2012 Welcome Christmas Carol Competition sponsored by 

the American Composers Forum and VocalEssence.  Sheena is published by Boosey & 

Hawkes, Earthsongs, Lorenz, the National Youth Choir of Scotland and Santa Barbara 

Music Press, and self-published at Canasg Music (of which she is a partner). 

 

Jean-Christophe Rosaz, France 
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Jean-Christophe Rosaz is of French-Swiss nationality, but credits his interest in travel 

and in other cultures to his Argentine grandmother and Italian grandfather. He is 

both a composer and an author, and a member of Sacem, the French society for 

composers and authors.  

 

Jean-Christophe holds a diploma in Composition from the National Superior 

Conservatory of Lyon and in film music from the Ecole Normale de Musique – Alfred 

Cortot, Paris.  

 

He has studied under Gilbert Amy, Raffi Ourgandijan, Christian Accaoui (composition 

and orchestration), Robert Pascal (music analysis), Yvette Grimaud 

(ethnomusicology) and Patrice Mestral (film music), and had what he describes as a decisive encounter  with Luigi Nono at the Acanthes Centre in .  
 

As a singer, Jean-Christophe writes very frequently for voice. He has been widely 

commissioned by various choirs, singers and instrumentalists from across the globe. 

His works have also won various awards, from the reaching the semi-final of the 

Fribourg Sacred Choral Music competition and winning with his composition for 

Swiss Festival of Youth and Childrens Choirs in 2008 to winning the International 

Society of Basses Solo Composition prize at Eastman School of Music, New York, in 

2013. 
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CHAPTER SIX: A MUSICAL LITERACY PROGRAMME FOR COMMUNITARIAN 
CHOIRS BASED ON THE KODÁLY CONCEPT  
 

This chapter is divided in three sections, each of which contain the analysis of the 

pieces composed for each stage of the literacy programme, based on the learning objectives and the composers  directives for each phase, alongside the corresponding 

lesson plans. The analyses for each stage are organised in alphabetical order 

according to the title of each piece.  

As the composers were simultaneously writing whilst I progressed with the literacy 

programme, it was not possible for me to use the first pieces as learning aids for the 

programme, which brought its disadvantages. For example, I had difficulties relating 

the pentatonic exercises to the repertoire that the choir was singing at the time; 

hence ) could not make a connection between the exercises ) used and the real  
choral music that the choir was learning and performing. However, based on the 

teaching methods and specific exercises I used with the choir at the beginning of this 

project, I integrated the pieces into my lesson plans so as not to separate the 

pedagogy from the performance. I later revised this learning stage with the choir, 

following the sequence of the lesson plans and incorporating the correlated 

repertoire.  

The lesson plans were designed to be integrated into a regular rehearsal, envisaging a 

reality in which some time could be dedicated to literacy development, in between continuing with the choir s regular activities. Thus, instead of rigid lesson plans, ) 
have developed a series of activities.  

6.1  The Musical Literacy Programme, Phase One  

Based on Kodály s philosoph, I identified the following melodic and rhythmic learning 

objectives for the choir for the first phase of the programme: 
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Melodic Objectives:  

Singers will be able to read melodies using  pentatonic scale (do, re, mi, so, la) fluently, 

beginning on any note, in four parts (soprano, alto, tenor, bass). 

Rhythmic Objectives:  

Singers will be able to read, and accurately perform, rhythmic patterns containing the 

following note values and their corresponding rest values in simple time signatures: 

crotchet, quaver, minim, semibreve, dotted minim.    

Once the learning objectives were defined, the composers were asked to write a piece 

according to the following directives:  

Composers’ Directives:  

Melodic material: Each piece must be limited to a pentatonic (do, re, mi, so, la) scale, 

which may begin on any note.  

Rhythmic material: Each piece must use simple time signatures. It is possible to 

change time signatures throughout the piece (between 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4, for 

example), but please avoid compound time signatures. The rhythmic patterns used 

must only contain combinations of the rhythmic values (and corresponding rests) 

that the singers have learned during this phase (crotchet, quaver, minim, semibreve, 

dotted minim and their corresponding rests).  

Text: You are free to choose any text in any language, or choose to write without text, 

using sounds.  

Range: I would ask that no notes should be very high or very low for any part. As this 

project is aimed at communitarian choirs, it is better to imagine untrained voices 

singing your music.  

Duration: I would like a minimum duration of 1m30 (approx.), and a maximum 

duration of 4 minutes (approx.). 
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6.1.1  Analysis of Phase One Repertoire  

The following is a descriptive analysis of the pieces submitted by the composers for 

the first stage of the programme. There were some slight deviations from the material 

identified in the directives. Revisions were requested for some pieces (in which the 

melodic and/or rhythmic material was considered too complex for this first stage), 

whereas other rhythmic elements were considered feasible to be taught successfully 

during this phase without affecting the overall sequencing of the musical material. In 

these cases, revisions were made to the lesson plans.   

Arqueros, Ivan Moody  

)van Moody s first piece for this project is a setting of the poem Arqueros by the 

Spanish poet, Federico García Lorca (1898 – 1936). Arqueros is the first of eight sections which comprise the Poema de la Saeta .  A saeta may be described as an Easter passion song  Stanton, : .   
Arqueros begins with a tonic pedal held by the basses and altos, over which the 

soprano voice presents the opening melody (excerpt 2), which serves almost as an introduction, presenting the dark archers  and creating a feeling of mystery as 
thearchers approach Seville. These archers  are the pilgrims that come to Seville to 
sing the saetas, shooting their arrowlike songs into the night  Stanton, : .    

 
Excerpt 2. Arqueros, bars 1 – 3: opening melody 
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The suspense develops as the piece opens with a four voice texture, first with an open 

fifth that is darkened with clusters resulting from stepwise movement as the text 

speaks of the Guadalquivr River, closing on a long fourth with a diminuendo (excerpt 

3).  

 
Excerpt 3. Arqueros, bars 7 – 10: four voice texture The rhythmic figures convey the text, describing the archers  grey broad-rimmed hats , and the long, slow capes  with triplet figures adding to the sense of drama, whilst long notes are used to communicate the word slow .  

The second section sees a return to the tonic pedal, while the tenor takes the melody, 

declaiming the next portion of text, which speaks of the archers  coming from remote lands of sorrow  Stanton : . The four voice texture again acts as a 
bridge, with an inversion of the tenor triplet melody. A rising melodic figure, 

interspersed with rests, describes how the archers go to the labyrinth of love, glass 

and stone. The final, climatic section of the piece the triplet figure passing between the soprano and tenor excerpt , as the text repeats Guadalquivr , the river that 
flows through Seville  can be interpreted as the antedote to the earlier forebodings, 

the Gualdalquivr River flows through the city to the sea, giving Seville her life, fertility and beauty  Stanton, : . 
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Excerpt 4. Arqueros, bars 38-41:  final section 

Arqueros s simplicity belies its richness. The mystery and suspense of the text are 

conveyed through melodic figures and rhythmic activity. The pedal notes are almost reminiscent of Kodály s Bicinia training exercises, as the maintenance of their 
intonation requires attention to tuning and breathing.  

The work also contains interesting details in relation to dynamics, articulation and 

phrasing. From a pedagogical perspective, Arqueros also helps develop rhythmic 

independence, in addition to introducing triplet figures. As the motives are repeated 

and a tonic pedal is maintained by the altos and basses at these points, the tenors and 

sopranos are free to focus on rhythmic accuracy.    

As quatro últimas palavras de Ofélia na água, Eurico Carrapatoso 

The Portuguese composer Eurico Carrapatoso wrote a piece in the Portuguese 

language for this first phase of the programme, entitled As quatro últimas palavras de 

Ofélia na água, which may be translated as Ophelia s Four Last Words in the Water .  
With a tonal centre of C, the piece takes a broad ternary form.  

The A section (bars 1 – 13) begins with staggered entries with very careful voice-

leading (excerpt 5).  This voice-leading allows the singers to hear and prepare their 

entry note, or the approach to their entry note. The first phrase, of 8 bars, acts as an 

introduction. The music unfolds in bars 9 to 13, with a rising soprano melody 
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accompanied almost in parallel by the altos and supported by tenor and bass 

harmonies.  

 
Excerpt 5. As quatro últimas palavras de Ofélia na água, bars 1- 5: Voice-leading of opening figure 

The B section – from bars 14 to 22 – sees a slight increase in rhythmic activity with 

some light syncopation; but overall the piece has a flowing, peaceful quality.     

At bar 22, the A section re-enters, with different dynamic levels. In this reprisal, the 

second part of the A section is now set to text, reiterating the four last words.  

The piece ends with a 5 bar coda, which uses divisi in order to achieve the vertical 

sonority of the pentatonic scale (excerpt 6).  

 
Excerpt 6. As quatro últimas palavras de Ofélia na água, bars 35- 39: Vertical disposition of the 

pentatonic scale 
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The piece avoids rhythmic complexity, allowing the choir to focus primarily on 

pitching and intonation. There is a wealth of material here for a choir, particularly 

with regard to articulation, dynamics and such technical elements as breath control. 

The voice-leading of the opening section can be used in developing the singers  
awareness of the other voices in order to pitch their entry notes.  

Evening Star, Gráinne Mulvey  

Gráinne Mulvey s Evening Star is based on the poem by Edgar Allan Poe, using fragments of the poem s text.  
The opening oscillating figure creates a flowing quality and, with its steady crotchet 

beats, helps to establish a strong sense of pulse. The voice-leading at the beginning of 

the piece (excerpt 7), with the oscillating figure passing through each of the four 

voices, aids intonation, and the use of this pattern throughout the music also lends 

unity to the piece. The opening section (bars 1 – 21) does not have text, the choir begins with humming which then opens to an ah  sound.  

 
Excerpt 7. Evening Star, bars 1 – 7: voice-leading in opening section 

Evening Star is very much written horizontally, with each voice carrying an 

independent melody; but from bar 26 the vertical sonorities become more prominent 

due to a homo-rhythmic texture and the use of simultaneous declamation of the text. 
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The writing is almost parallel, with the voices moving predominantly in similar 

motion. This results in cluster chords, forming vertical sonorities such as C#, F#, G#, 

B (excerpt 8). In diatonic contexts, these chords could possibly be more difficult to 

pitch accurately, but in this pentatonic context, the chords result from elegant lines 

which avoid large leaps.  

 
Excerpt 8. Evening Star, bars 24-31: Cluster Chords Bar  brings one of the more characteristic features of this piece, a kind of sigh  motif on the words star  and light , highlighting these words excerpt . A contrast 

comes at bar 37, where the light is described as cold, in which each voice sings at the 

lower extremity of their range, with a tight cluster chord (E, F#, G#, B).  
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Excerpt 9. Evening Star, bars 32 – 38: sigh motif The falling motif used for the word star  in bar 34 is inverted from bar 41, and 

replaced by a rising figure accompanied by a crescendo. The texture also changes at 

this point, with staggering between the voices, stretching and extending the music.  

From bar 50, another texture change sees the tenors and basses in dialogue with the 

sopranos and altos (excerpt 10). The tenor and bass and (although to a lesser extent) 

the soprano and alto melodies are frequently at an interval of a major second, 

creating a sense of suspense whilst the careful control of the dynamic levels, with 

sharp crescendi and diminuendi within the two-bar phrases add a dramatic element 

to this section. 
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Excerpt 10. Evening Star bars 48 – 55: dialogue between the voices 

Suddenly, the oscillating between the male and female voices ends with an 

interruption from the sopranos and altos; and a sudden crescendo, followed by a loud  rest, prepares the final sonority, the same cluster chord but with a different 
spacing.  

Although the melodic and rhythmic material is very straightforward, due to its 

harmonic language, Evening Star is perhaps the most complex of these pieces, with 

the frequent use of close intervals – the voices often move in parallel seconds. The 

accurate pitching of these intervals requires the singers to be well taught and very 

secure in their pentatonic singing to maintain intonation.   

 

Song of Praise, Sheena Phillips  

This pentatonic song of praise is sung to the syllables lu, le and lo – reminiscent of 

the syllables of the word alleluia (which derives from the Hebrew for praise the Lord  but without being explicitly religious. The song could just as well be a secular 
expression of joy, reverence or love  (Phillips, 2016).   

Song of Praise, by Sheena Phillips, is built on two motifs which are alternated, and at 

times intertwined, creating a modified binary form.  
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The piece begins with a section for soloists – any voices – which is repeated by the 

choir in unison. With a range of a 9th, it falls comfortably within the range of most 

voices, stretching perhaps the altos and basses a little in reaching the E; but, in 

general, this section swirls around the middle range. There is a natural flow to the 

music, emphasised by the text setting with its modest melismas, punctuated by some 

more syllabic singing. The syncopationthe quaver-crotchet-quaver patternsdo not 

sound as syncopated patterns, as the second quaver functions as an upbeat to the 

next phrase (excerpt 11).  

 
Excerpt 11. Song of Praise, bars 1 – 3: opening phrase 

The middle section (b 12 - 17) begins with an open fifth sonority. The sopranos and 

tenors are in unison, as are the altos and basses, which lends a greater sense of 

security to beginning choirs (particularly if the piece is to open a concert). This 

section is to be sung twice, first mezzoforte and repeated piano.  

As indicated in preliminary research (conversations and interviews with other 

conductors), dynamics and articulation often suffer due to the need to concentrate on 

notes and rhythms. The construction of this piece (with devices such as unison 

between upper and lower male and female voices; rhythmic ostinati; repetition) 

allows the conductor time to show these details to the singers in order for them to 

grow accustomed to reading and responding to performance directions.  

The third section (bars 18 – 27) is a reprise of the opening A section, with sopranos 

and tenors singing the melody, while the altos and basses provide harmonic support 

with a rhythmic ostinato (excerpt 12).      
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Excerpt 12. Song of Praise, bars 18-22: beginning of section 3 

The fourth section (bars 28 – 32) sees the basses holding the melodic interest 

(excerpt 13), while the soprano and tenor voices sing a countermelody in unison, and 

the independent alto melody brings a new level of rhythmic interest to the piece.  

 
Excerpt 13. Song of Praise bars 28 – 32: section 4 

 

In the fifth section (bars 34 – 43), the sopranos have the melody, and although the 

altos and basses have the same accompanying part, this time the tenor voice 

interjects the melody before entering in imitation of the soprano at a 4bar distance. 

The sixth section (44 – 49) is a repetition of the 4th section. In the seventh section, the 

tenors and basses sing the 4th/6th melody again, whereas the sopranos and altos 
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have new melodic material. The piece ends as it began, with all voices singing the 

opening melody in unison, lending an organic feel to the work. 

From a pedagogical perspective, the repetitions and modifications of the A and B 

sections mean that whilst the listener is constantly introduced to new material, for 

the singers, the musical phenomena are familiar. Unison singing is challenging, and 

rehearsing these unison sections will promote accurate intonation, particularly as the 

text comprises vowel sounds. Furthermore, the gradual increase in rhythmic activity 

throughout the work helps to develop rhythmic independence in each of the voices, 

as the activity is progressive rather than sudden, allowing for a strong sense of pulse 

to be established before the voices move independently. Song of Praise, in its relative 

melodic simplicity, allows choirs and conductors to focus on sound production and 

quality, accuracy of intonation and rhythmic execution, whilst also promoting 

attention to dynamic levels. 

The Sea, Michael Holohan   

Written for SATB choir, The Sea is a setting of a visual poem by the Irish poet, Susan 

Connolly.  The composer explained how, when turned on its side, the poem resembles a wave, or musically a crescendo or diminuendo shape . Michael (olohan s )rish 
heritage also emerges in the music, with the use of ornamentation associated with 

traditional Irish music – grace notes and turns (mordents).  

, which is established by the sopranos  opening figure, echoed by the altos in canon.  
There are various examples of word-painting, for example the word miles  is both 
rhythmically and melodically stretched, with the range of a 7th in the soprano part; 

and the phrase is further extended with the use of pause marks (excerpt 14). The 

composer also used a pun, with the word see  sea , and suggested that the singers should exaggerate the s  sounds, to conjure up the sound of the waves.  
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Excerpt 14. The Sea, bars 1 - 4: opening figure and example of word-painting 

The second section (bar 9) is has a faster metronome marking and the composer has given the direction turbulent , as this section depicts a storm. )n an echo of the 
opening phrase of the piece, a canonic style entry is also used, with the tenors 

following the basses in this instance. The male voices diverge after 2 beats of canon. 

Interestingly, there is a slight clash on the strong beats of the bar at this point – 

intervals of a 7th or a 9th (excerpt 15) are used three times between the tenor and 

bass.  The tenors and basses continue with melismatic figures, while the text is 

conveyed by the syllabic setting of the soprano and alto melodies.  

 
Excerpt 15. The Sea, bars 9 – 11: canonic entries With the sea s roar, the rhythmic activity of the piece intensifies. Thus, syllabic text-

setting is also more condensed, leading to a great sense of turbulence, particularly as 

the text is not homogenised between the voices.  

At bar 17, continuing with the turbulence, the tonal centre of the piece shifts to a C 

pentatonic scale (excerpt 16). The alto melody, which, in keeping with the previous 

sections, begins with a canonic figure, firmly establishes the new tonality,  by the 

basses holding a C semibreve during this first bar of the transition.  
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Excerpt 
16. The Sea, bars 15 – 17:  to a new tonal centre 

The texture of the piece is very interesting at this point, as is the declamation of the 

text.  The soprano melody is syllabic, to ensure clarity, while the tenors and altos have 

a more melismatic melody with constant quaver movement. When the soprano 

melody becomes more rhythmically active, the bass begins a more syllabic line, 

keeping the melody and text steady, while the other voices oscillate. The piece comes to a sudden halt in bar , followed by a loud  rest.  
There is a reprise of the opening figure, with a repetition of the text when day is bright , and a return to both the original tonal centre and the original tempo marking. 
Although the melodic line is altered, the same patterns and harmony used in bars 5 

and 6 are employed in bars 28 and 29. Bar 30 also reprises elements from bar 4, in 

particular the ornamentation, although this section is more like a coda, and hence the 

rhythmic activity is progressively slower, as the piece draws to a close on a G minor 

sonority (excerpt 17) 
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Excerpt 17. The Sea, bars 28 – 33: closing phrase 

In terms of teaching and learning opportunities, one of the most important features of this piece is its modulation. Learning how to change do  is an important skill that will 
become increasingly relevant as the singers progress to more complex melodic and 

harmonic material in later phases, that may contain other modulations or changing 

tonal centres.  

Wave, Jean-Christophe Rosaz   

Wave by the composer Jean-Christophe Rosaz, opens with unison tenors and basses 

(bars 1 – 9) establishing the two main themes which, with their do-de-di-do text, are 

reminiscent of jazz/scat-style singing. The first theme (A) is a rising figure (see 

excerpt 18), whereas the second theme (B) is a falling figure (see excerpt 19), an 

inversion of the A theme, signifying the ebb and flow of the ocean.  

Excerpt 18. Wave, bars 1 – 5: A theme 
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Excerpt 19. Wave, bars 5- 9: B theme 

Theme A and B are then repeated by the whole choir in unison.  This repetition 

functions particularly well due to the piece s velocity and constant quaver rhythm – 

which means the repetitions are not too tiring for the audience, but rather help 

establish the theme – in addition to the metaphorical significance of the repetition of the ocean s continuous ebb and flow. However, fast, accurate unison singing is very 

challenging; and, although the rhythmic and melodic material is relatively easy, these 

unison sections require very concentrated singing. For the purposes of this analysis, 

the piece was divided into four broad sections, primarily according to the cadence 

points and the melodic material presented; thus section 1 is from bars 1 – 18; section 

2 from bars 19 – 33, section 3 from bars 34 – 41, section 4 from bars 42 -59, and a 

coda, bars 60 -65.   

In the second section, the tenors and basses continue with the A theme, while the 

sopranos and altos sing the B theme in juxtaposition. A rest for the tenors and basses 

gives the sopranos and altos the chance to launch a motif from the theme, which the 

tenors and basses echo, creating a canon effect in bars 21 -24 (excerpt 20).  

 
Excerpt 20. Wave, bars 21 – 26: use of canon 
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This section is continued by an inversion of the inversion, whereby the sopranos and 

altos sing the original theme, while the tenors and basses adopt the inverted theme 

sung by the sopranos and altos in bar 19. The two themes oscillate between the 

female and male voices, swapping over but at varying distances, leading to harmonic 

and rhythmic modifications, which continues in section 3. This results in a rich and 

varied texture, even with two voices. The fact that the female and male voices are 

doubling each other helps the choir and aids the sight-reading and learning process.  

The fourth section has two simultaneous canons which use both themes – the 

sopranos and altos sing the second theme in canon at a two-beat interval, and a bar 

later the basses and tenors sing the first theme in canon at a two-beat interval, 

creating a rich contrapuntal texture. Apart from the varying distances between the 

themes, the composer also employs other techniques in order to develop the music 

constantly without distorting the original character of each theme. For example, in bar , a rest interrupts the beginning of the sopranos  theme B, which results in a 
shift in the weak and strong beats of the melodic figure (excerpt 21). Grace notes and 

ornaments are also employed in order to vary and add interest to the melody.  

 
Excerpt 21. Wave, bars 47 – 51: rhythmic modifications of the pattern 

At bar 51, the first melody is sung by all the choir, the first time that all singers have 

simultaneously sung the same theme since bar 18. At this point, the canon is at a one 

bar distance, culminating in a syncopated figure – further highlighted by its 

articulation – at bars 55 – 56 (excerpt 22).  
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Excerpt 22. Wave, bars 54 – 59: syncopated figures resulting from canonic writing 

The anacrusis to bar 60, the coda, brings a sea-change, in which the four voices 

converge in homo-rhythm (excerpt 23). Despite the dramatic change in both texture 

and rhythmic activity, fragments of the original themes may still be distinguished. 

The use of divisi allows for vertical sonorities of the full pentatonic scale, although for 

the first three bars of this final closing section, the emphasis remains on the 

horizontal, and on voice-leading, instead of the creation of vertical sonorities. 

However, the final four chords, with a written ritardando, focus on the vertical 

positioning of the pentatonic scale; and the piece ends with a chord comprised of 

each note of the scale.         

 
Excerpt 23. Wave, bars 60 – 65: final section 

Performing Wave requires the singers to be very secure in their sense of pulse and 

rhythmic accuracy. Staggered entries and almost relentless quaver movement make it 
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easy to get lost . Wave also contains ornamentation for every voice, providing an 

excellent opportunity to teach this skill.  

 

6.1.2  Literacy Programme Phase One Lesson Plans 

The following lesson plans are structured as sets of activities, devised to fit into a 

regular choral rehearsal. Phase One comprises 10 lesson plans. The lesson plans and 

activities for each phase are designed sequentially, gradually increasing in difficulty.  

The first lessons are aimed at absolute beginners, making no assumptions of any 

previous musical education. Although the introduction of musical phenomena within 

the Kodály Concept generally involves the singing of wellknown folk music to make 

knowledge conscious – e.g. the nursery rhyme Rain, Rain, Go Away could be used to teach so, mi, la  – for the purposes of this programme, new32  intervals are introduced through short exercises, maintaining the sound before sight  tenet, but 
avoiding the creation of cultural boundaries33.   

The discrete activities mean that conductors may choose how much of each lesson 

plan they wish to cover in each rehearsal. The activities are designed to be short, 

although some options are given to further develop some activities should the singers 

need more time to practise the material. The duration of the lesson plans increases gradually, according to the choir s growing ability to apply their literacy skills to 
repertoire. The correlated repertoire is introduced in Lesson 3, as Lessons 1 and 2 are 

devoted to preparing the choir for score-reading. It is assumed that in the beginning 

lessons the choir will still depend on rote-learning to work on other repertoire, but 

that rote-learning activities will be phased out during the programme as the choir s 
literacy skills develop. It is also assumed that, once the musical features have been 

                                                        
32

 The musical phenomena will not be ‘new’ to the singers, and although the learning objectives state that 
notes/rhythms will be ‘introduced’, obviously the singers will have already performed these notes and 

rhythms in their existing choral repertoire. What is new is the connection between the sound, the symbol and 

the nomenclature, making this knowledge conscious.  
33

 The inclusion of folk or popular music assumes a particular cultural location, the folk or popular music of a 

particular country, or of a particular generation. In order to ensure that this programme can be used in various 

contexts, where possible I have avoided suggesting songs to use in teaching new material.   
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learned and the piece has been read through by the choir, the conductor will choose 

when to revise the piece and when to ask the singers to sing with text as opposed to 

solfa etc., as these are issues that will understandably vary from choir to choir and 

from conductor to conductor; hence there are no detailed instructions given for this 

process. Towards the end of this phase, the focus shifts from introducing musical 

phenomena to applying literacy skills according to the correlated repertoire. 

However, some conductors may choose to incorporate some learning activities from 

phase 2 towards the end (lessons 9 and 10) of phase 1.  

 Some choirs may respond better to a slower pace, with just two or three activities 

per rehearsal, whereas other choirs may respond better to covering a whole lesson 

plan, or even combining two lesson plans, in one rehearsal. Similarly, not all choirs 

may need to participate in all of the activities in order to achieve the learning 

objectives, depending on the singers  previous experience.   
Learning Objectives: 

Melodic:  

Singers will be able to read melodies using  pentatonic scale (do, re, mi, so, la) 

fluently, beginning on any note, in four parts (soprano, alto, tenor, bass) 

Rhythmic:  

Singers will be able to read and accurately perform rhythmic patterns containing the 

following note values and their corresponding rest values in simple time signatures: 

crotchet, quaver, minim, semibreve, dotted minim, in addition to triplets and dotted 

crotchet-quaver patterns.   
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Lesson 1 

Learning Objectives 

i) Introduce mi, re, do and the corresponding handsigns. 

ii) Introduce sight-reading from handsigns  

iii) Introduce crotchets and quavers with their time-names (ta and ti 

respectively) 

iv) Introduce rhythmic aural dictation exercises.  

Learning Activity : )ntroducing mi, re, do’ patterns 

i) Use the following exercise (example 1) during the vocal warm-up. 

Example 1. Warm-up exercise using a d, r, m pattern 

ii) At the end of the warm-up, sing and sign the pattern in solfa.  

iii) Ask the choir to repeat the pattern with solfa.  

iv) Ask the choir to sing whilst signing.  

Learning Activity 2: Introducing sight-reading from handsigns 

i) Once the choir are familiar with the sounds and the handsigns, ask the 

singers to sing what you are showing.  

ii) Begin with stepwise motion (as demonstrated in example 2) and 

experiment with different patterns, changing do position regularly.  
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Example 2. A stepwise melody using d, r, m patterns 

iii) Once the stepwise motion is secure, practise leaping from d – m and m – d, 

as shown in example 3. 

 
Example 3. Practiing d – m leaps 

Learning Activity 3: Introducing crotchets and quavers 

i) From your current repertoire that is well known by the choir, choose a 

short section that uses only crotchet and quaver patterns, or base the 

exercise on the example below (example 4)  

 
Example 4. A short melody using only crotchet and quaver patterns 

ii) Sing the melody, and ask the singers to repeat whilst stepping their feet to 

the pulse.  

iii) Ask the singers to clap the melody whilst stepping their feet to the pulse. 

iv) Sing the melody with the rhythm names, showing that ta  is one one step , 
whereas tiis half (two notes  one step).   
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Learning Activity 4: Introducing rhythmic aural dictation  

i) With everyone stepping their feet to the pulse, clap a two bar rhythmic 

pattern, such as the pattern shown in example 5a. Ask the singers to repeat 

the pattern using time names, as shown in example 5b.  

 

 
Example 5a. A 2 bar rhythmic pattern that the conductor claps 

 

 
Example 5b. The 2 bar rhythmic pattern with time-names 

Learning Activity 5: Introducing stick notation  

i) Once the sounds and time-names are secure, write the following rhythmic 

pattern (example 6) the whiteboard, identifying ta and ti. At this point you may also wish to introduce their real  names, i.e. crotchet and 

quaver/quarter note and eighth note.  

 
Example 6. A more complex rhythmic pattern using crochet and quavers 

ii) Practise clapping or tapping the rhythmic pattern while stepping to the 

pulse.  

iii) Once secure, write in the solfa syllables as shown in Example 7, to create a 

melody using stick notation.  
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Example 7. Using stick notation to show a melody 

 

iv) Ask the singers to keep the pulse and perform the melody, making sure 

that the rhythmic pattern remains accurate.  

v) Repeat with other melodic/rhythmic patterns. 

Notes:  

If working in a fixedenvironment, I would recommend starting in a tonality that is 

distant to C major – F major, for example, during Learning Activity 1.  

Lesson 2 

Learning Objectives:  

i) Introduce so and do (an octave higher) 

ii) Sight-read do, re, mi, so  patterns from handsigns 

iii) )ntroduce reading from a tone ladder and stick notation using do, re, mi, so  
patterns with crotchets and quavers 

iv) Introduce melodic aural dictation  

Learning Activity 1: Introducing so and do  

i)  Use an arpeggio vocal exercise, such as the exercise shown in example 8. 

When the vocalisation is secure, sing the exercise to solfa while signing.  

ii) Ask the singers to repeat, singing and signing.  

iii) Using handsigns, show the singers other patterns using combinations of do, 

re, mi, so, do, asking them to sing in solfa.  
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Example 8. A warm-up exercise featuring an arpeggio 

Learning Activity 2: Introducing melodic aural dictation  

i) Sing the melody shown in example 9 to a neutral syllable (lu, for 

example). Ask the singers to repeat in solfa. As the singers become 

more comfortable with the exercise, extend the  of the patterns. 

 
Example 9. Example of a melody using a d, r, m, s toneset 

Learning Activity 3: Introducing the tone ladder 

i) Draw a tone ladder using mi, re, do (example 10a).  

 

Example 10a. Tone ladder with the toneset do, re, mi 

 

ii) Sing the pattern and then ask where so should be placed. Elicit that so 

should be above (but not directly above) mi, so that the leap is visually 

represented, as shown in example 10b.  
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Example 10b. Tone ladder with the toneset do, re, me, so 

iii) Ask for volunteers to lead the choir in melodies by indicating the notes on 

the tone ladder.  

 

Learning Activity 4: Working on stick notation  

i) Revise the crotchet and quaver sounds, by clapping a rhythmic pattern (2 

bars of 2/4 time), and asking the singers to repeat the pattern using the 

time-names. 

ii) Once the time-names and sounds are secure, write the symbols on the 

board.  

iii) Write 2 bar rhythmic patterns on the board (using excerpts from the 

repertoire)  

iv) Clap and perform the rhythmic patterns using time-names.  

v) When the patterns are secure, add do, re, mi, so melodic patterns to the 

rhythmic patterns using stick notation.     

Notes:  

In order to challenge all the singers in the group, invite singers to take turns being the teacher  for the dictation exercises.  
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Rhythm snake game:  

Explain that everyone should clap a pattern with four beats in total (i.e. 2 bars of 2/4 

time). The first singer claps a 2 bar rhythmic pattern. The second singer must repeat 

the rhythmic pattern, and add another two bars. The third singer must repeat the four bars already performed, and add two more…and so on. )t is worthwhile asking 
everyone to keep stepping in time to maintain the pulse, and to say the time-names 

during the repetition of the previous bars, so that everyone is constantly involved.  

 

Lesson 3 

Learning Objectives:  

i) Revise do, re, mi, so patterns, introduce la 

ii) Introduce the minim note value.    

iii) Introduce the crotchet rest  

iv) Introduce staff notation in the treble and bass clefs 

v) Introduce Song of Praise.  

Learning Activity 1: Introducing la  

i) Begin by asking the choir to read from handsigns, as you sign melodies 

which feature do, re, mi, so, and experiment with singing so down the 

octave.  

ii) Using melodic aural dictation, ask the choir to sing back in solfa as you sing 

short melodies using the notes do, re, mi, so.  

iii) When the intervals are secure, sing a melody that uses the pentatonic scale 

(), and ask the singers to sing back as you sign. When you reach la, sign and 

sing the new interval.  

iv) Practie  with combinations of the pentatonic scale  

Learning Activity 2: Practising reading la on the tone ladder 
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i) Draw a tone ladder on the board as shown (example 11). Point out the 

stepwise motion and the leaps.  

 

Example 11. Tone ladder with the toneset do, re, mi, so, la 

 

ii) Ask for volunteers to lead the rest of the choir in singing from the tone 

ladder.  

Learning Activity 3: Introducing the minim time value 

i) Using aural dictation, clap a pattern in 2/4 time that ends with a minim value. When the singers hear that there are two steps  on this note, introduce the name ta-ah .  
ii) Choose a rhythmic exercise (rhythm snake, or aural dictation 

exercises) to reinforce the new sound.  

iii) Write the symbol on the board. 

Learning Activity 4: Introducing crotchet rests 

i) Clap a rhythmic pattern that uses a crotchet rest (ideally in the middle of 

the pattern to emphasise the rest). Ask the choir to repeat with time-

names. Clap along, showing open hands for rests.  

ii) Write the rhythm on the board so that the singers associate the symbol 

with the sound.  
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iii) Clap a rhythmic pattern that uses a crotchet rest (ideally in the middle of 

the pattern to emphasise the rest). Ask the choir to repeat with time-

names. Clap along, showing open hands for rests.  

iv) Write the rhythm on the board so that the singers associate the symbol 

with the sound.  

 

Learning Activity 5: Introducing staff notation 

i) Write the following rhythmic pattern on the board (example 12a). Ask the 

singers to perform the pattern using the time names.  

 
Example 12a. Rhythmic pattern, from Song of Praise (bars 28 – 32, bass) 

ii) When the rhythm is secure, write the corresponding melody in stick notation 

(example 12b) and practise singing the pattern.  

 
Example 12b. Stick notation of bars 28 – 32 (bass) of Song of Praise 

iii) Draw a bass clef and the first two notes of the exercise. Ask the singers where 

to draw the following notes. Write the pattern on the board and sing from 

sight (example 12c)  
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Example 12c. Staff notation of Song of Praise, bars 28 – 32 (bass) 

Learning Activity 5: Singing Song of Praise using staff notation  

i) Write the soprano melody from Song of Praise, bars 12 – 16 on the board, 

altering the last note to a minim, as shown in example 13.  

 
Example 13. Song of Praise, bars 12 – 16 (soprano) with a rhythmic alteration 

ii) Write r  re) under the first note and ask which note is do. Sing at sight 

with all the choir.  

iii) Add the bass clef melody. Show the do position, and ask all the singers to 

sing the bass melody in solfa. 

iv) Divide the choir into their four voice parts, with each part taking turns to 

sing the melody/harmony. 

v) When secure, practise singing the soprano melody with the first exercise 

(bars 28- 32) in the bass clef.  

Lesson 4 

Learning Objectives: 

i) Introduce using a tuning fork*  

ii) Introduce simple time signatures   

iii) Introduce quaver rests 

iv) Revise the intervals of the pentatonic scale  

v) Practise sight-reading from the staff with Song of Praise  
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Learning Activity 1: Using a tuning fork* 

i) Ask the singers to take the note from the tuning fork and imagine that it is 

do. Using handsigns, show short melodic patterns, always beginning and 

ending on do.  

ii) Ask the singers to listen to the tuning fork and imagine that they are 

hearing mi. Ask them to sing mi, and with handsigns, show a short melodic 

pattern, beginning on mi and ending on do.  

Learning Activity 2: Introducing the concept of time signatures  

i) Write 3 rhythmic patterns on the staff, one each in 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 time, 

without adding the time signature. Perform each pattern using time-

names.  

ii) Ask the singers to count how many beats there are in each bar of each 

pattern. Write the time signature accordingly.  

Learning Activity 3: Introducing quaver rests  

i) Clap a rhythmic pattern that uses a quaver rest (ideally in the middle of the 

pattern to emphasise the rest). Ask the choir to repeat with time-names. 

Clap along, showing open hands for rests.  

ii) Write the rhythm on the board so that the singers associate the symbol 

with the sound.  

iii) Clap the following rhythm (example 14a), from Song of Praise:  

 
Example 14a. Rhythmic feature from Song of Praise 

iv) Ask the singers to repeat the rhythm with time-names while stepping to 

the pulse.  

v) Write the rhythm on the board.  
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vi) Add the rest of the pattern from Song of Praise (bars 24 – 27, example 14b) 

vii) Ask the singers to clap the rhythmic pattern.  

 
Example 14b. Rhythmic pattern from Song of Praise (bars 24 – 27, soprano) 

Learning Activity 4: Staff sight-reading Song of Praise 

i) Using the rhythmic figure from activity 3, plot the melody on the board in 

staff notation (example 15 . Explain that in this case, the tuning fork s A is 
to be heard as re. Sing a tonic triad of G major, and a pentatonic scale 

beginning on G.  

 
Example 15. Staff notation of melodic and rhythmic pattern from Song of Praise (bars 24 – 27, 

soprano) 

ii) All sing the melodic figure (example 15) in solfa.  

iii) Without distributing scores, sign the opening melody from Song of Praise, 

and ask the choir to sing along.  

iv) Distribute the scores and read the rhythm of bars 1 – 11, using time-names.  

v) Read bars 1 – 11 in solfa.  

vi) Prepare bars 12 – 16, asking everyone to sing first the tenor part, then the 

bass part, explaining the concept of first and second time bars. When 

practised, sing as written in 4 (2) voices.  

*Notes:  

It is important, particularly in a fixed do environment, that the singers understand the 

difference between relative solfa and absolute note names. This should be explained 

before any staff or tuning fork activities, to avoid confusion.  
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In the fixed do environment in which I work, I write and refer to fixed do solfa names 

with uppercase letters, explaining that these sounds never change, whereas relative 

solfa is written in lowercase.    

The choir with whom I work had the capacity to invest in tuning forks for each singer. 

If your choir, or your singers, are unable to invest in tuning forks, there are 

alternatives, such as providing just a few tuning forks and sharing them around, using 

a piano to play an A, or having one person sing an A for the rest of the group to use as 

their pitch reference.    

Lesson 5 

Learning Objectives:  

i) Sight-reading Song of Praise in solfa 

ii) Introduce semibreve note values 

iii) Introduce tied notes  

iv) Introduce Arqueros by Ivan Moody  

Learning Activity 1: Sight-reading Song of Praise in solfa 

i) Practise the leaps that occur in Song of Praise using handsigns during the 

warm-up (sopranos need to move from la to re between bars 27 and 28, 

for example).  

ii) Using scores, systematically read the rhythm together and then add the 

solfa for each section. The piece is organised so that there is frequently 

doubling of the voices. Each time, ask the singers to find the starting pitch 

using their tuning forks (A is re), to sing a G (do) and a triad (do, so, mi) to 

establish the tonal centre before progressing.  

Learning Activity 2: Introducing semibreves  

i) Using aural dictation, clap a 2-bar pattern in 4/4 time to accustom the 

singers to the pulse, while they step to the pulse. Clap another pattern that 
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ends with a semibreve value. When the singers hear that there are four steps  on this note, introduce the name ta-ah-ah-ah .  
ii) Choose a rhythmic exercise (rhythm snake, or aural dictation exercise) to 

reinforce the new sound.  

iii) Write the symbol on the board.  

Learning Activity 2: Introducing tied notes  

i) Ask the sopranos and tenors to follow one hand, and the basses and altos 

the other as you sign the opening 6 bars of Arqueros.  

ii) On the board, write the first bar of the soprano opening melody, and sing 

the phrase to a neutral syllable, asking the singers to first dictate the 

rhythm, then the melody.  

iii) Elicit from the altos and basses that they sang a continuous do as 

accompaniment. Write in the semibreves and show how the ties link the 

notes to create a continuous sound.   

Learning Activity 3: Introducing Arqueros 

i) Using scores, ask all the choir to sing the soprano part of bars 1 – 10 of 

Arqueros in solfa, finding their starting note with the tuning fork. 

ii) Repeat the exercise, asking the choir to sing bars 6-10 of the alto/bass part, 

and bars 7 – 10 of the tenor part in solfa.  

iii) Ask the choir to sing bars 1 – 10 of Arqueros in solfa. When it is secure, 

introduce the text.  

iv) Talk about the dynamic indications given by the composer and sing bars 1-

10 of Arqueros with text and dynamics.  

Lesson 6 

Learning Objectives:  

i) Introduce divisi  

ii) Introduce articulation (slurs and glissandi) 
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iii) Introduce the dotted minim  

iv) Introduce As quatro últimas palavras de Ofélia na água 

Learning Activity 1: Introducing divisi  

i) Sign a two-part vocal exercise in solfa during the warm-up (example 16). In preparation for Song of Praise , also sing the exercises with the syllables lu, le, lo   

 
Example 16. An example of a two-part warm-up exercise 

ii) Write the exercise on the board in closed score and sing at sight.  

Learning Activity 2: Introducing the dotted minim 

i) Clap a rhythmic pattern in 3/4 time while the singers step to the pulse. Ask 

the singers to repeat the pattern in time-names. Then clap a rhythmic 

pattern that ends with a dotted rhythm.  

ii) Write the first bars of the pattern on the board and ask the singers what 

possibilities we have for writing just one note that will fill the last bar, 

and/or what note values add up to 3. Write all the answers above the stave 

to show all the possibilities.  

iii) Draw a minim and a crotchet in the last bar, with a tie.  

iv) Explain that there is an easier way to write this, with a dot, which means a 

minim plus half a minim (crotchet).   
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Learning Activity 3: Sight-reading As quatro últimas palavras de Ofélia na água 

i) Returning to the idea of divisi, write the last 5 bars of As quatro últimas 

palavras de Ofelia na água in closed score. Ask the singers to identify and 

sing their notes, beginning by joining the sopranos and basses then adding 

second tenors, and finally the whole choir.  

ii) Model the glissando, and ask the choir to repeat. Write in the glissando 

symbol.     

iii) Read through section A (bars 14 – 21) of As quatro últimas palavras de 

Ofélia na água in solfa.  

iv) Using an open vowel sound, model the slurs marked for the tenors in bar 

14. Ask the choir to repeat, and to look through the score to see where the 

slurs occur.  

v) Sing through As quatro últimas palavras de Ofélia na água in solfa.  

Lesson 7 

Learning Objectives:  

i) Practise clusters and parallel motion at close intervals 

ii) Introduce Wave  by Jean Christophe Rosaz 

iii) Introduce the dotted crotchet-quaver pattern 

Learning Activity 1: Practising clusters and parallel motion at close intervals 

i) During the warm-up, introduce a pentatonic canon (example 17). When the 

melody is familiar, divide the choir into two parts, and sing at a distance of 

a four bars. Then split the choir into four, and sing again at a one bar 

distance.  
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Example 17.  An example of a pentatoic canon 

ii) Sing and sign a pentatonic scale beginning on do, with the choir following 

your handsigns. Sing the scale as a two-part canon, at the distance of a 

third. Then sing the scale at the distance of a second.  

Learning Activity 2: Introducing Wave 

i) Distribute the scores of Wave.  

ii) Ask the choir to read bars 10 to 18 in solfa, ignoring the grace notes. 

iii) When this section is secure, read through the canonic figure from bars 18 

to 33.  

iv) Add the text and sing through from the beginning to bar 33.   

Learning Activity 3: Introducing the dotted crotchet quaver pattern  

i) Use the example below (example 18), or sing a phrase from a well-known 

piece which contains a dotted crotchet quaver pattern while the singers 

keep the pulse. 

ii)  Ask the singers to sing back the melody in time-names.  

iii) As the singers sing back, write the rhythm on the board.  

iv) When they reach the dotted crotchet quaver, first try out any options the 

singers provide, then write the pattern using tied notes and the time-name 

ta –i-ti or tam-ti.  

v) Practise the new pattern and then show how it can be written with a dot 

instead of a tied note.  
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Example 18. Lil Liza Jane, an example of a popular melody with a dotted crotchet-quaver 

pattern 

Lesson 8 

Learning Objectives: 

i) Work on close cluster chords 

ii) Perform Wave by Jean Christophe Rosaz 

iii) Introduce Evening Star by Grainne Mulvey 

iv) To introduce triplets in the context of Arqueros by Ivan Moody 

Learning Activity 1:  

i) At the end of the warm-up, ask the singers to sing and hold a unison d 

(using C as the tonal centre). With handsigns, indicate when each part 

should move, in order to create the sonorities in bars 63 to 65 of Wave.  

ii) Experiment with various voicings, ensuring that the singers are secure in 

moving between the chords. If a note is misplaced, return to the previous 

note, model the interval, and ask the singers to follow.  

iii) When the singers are comfortable with the sounds, open the score of Wave 

and ask them to sing bars 60 to 65, firstly without rhythm (long notes, 

moving on your cue), and then with the rhythmic patterns.   

Learning Activity 2: 

i) As Wave is the most rhythmically active piece thus far, and the piece in 

which the voices have the most rhythmic independence, practise each 
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voice reading their part from bars 51 to 59 in time-names, then saying the 

rhythm with text. 

ii) When the rhythm is secure, add the melodic material, rehearsing sopranos 

and altos, then tenors and basses, and finally rehearsing in four voices. 

iii) Join the two final sections (bars 51 to 59 and bars 60 to 65), before reading 

the middle section, bars 34 to 41, with sopranos and tenors in unison and 

the altos and basses in unison.  

iv) Rehearse bars 42 to 51. If the choir is secure, ask them to sightread this 

section. If the singers need more support, separate the choir and ask the 

sopranos and altos to sing their part, then the tenors and basses, before 

asking the whole choir to sing together, and then to sing together from 

beginning to end.  

Learning Activity 3:  

i) Before opening the scores of Evening Star, prepare the singers by signing 

bars 49 to 56 in two parts, alternating between the tenors and basses and 

the sopranos and altos, according to the score. If there are intonation 

issues, ask the sopranos and tenors to follow your left hand, and the altos 

and basses your right hand, and instead of alternating between male and 

female voices, have all the singers sing everything until the intonation 

settles. 

ii) Ask the singers to open their scores at bar 49. Sing through from bar 49 to 

the end.  

iii) Go to the beginning of the piece, ask the singers to sing only the oscillating 

figures from bar 1 to 21, so that they are aware of the melody passing 

between the voices. Repeat, with the choir singing all notes as written.  

Learning Activity 4:  

i) Sing the opening phrase of Amazing Grace (example 19  to du, du , whilst 
the singers step to the pulse. Ask the singers to repeat the phrase. Then ask 

the singers to repeat the phrase in time-names.  
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Example 19. Triplet figure in Amazing Grace 

ii) Model the triplet figure with its time-name (trip-le-ta or tri-o-la) while 

stepping to the pulse. Ask the singers to repeat.  

iii) Write the following pattern (example 20) on the board  

 
Example 20. Preparing for Arqueros with triplet figures 

iv) Ask the singers to perform the rhythm, and then to sing the pattern.  

v) Introduce the following pattern (example 21), and perform the rhythm 

before singing the pattern 

 
Example 21.  Arqueros, bar 27 (soprano and tenor) 

vi) Distribute the scores of Arqueros, and ask the singers to clap the rhythmic 

pattern from bar 27 to 29.  

vii) Ask all the choir to sing the soprano line from bar 38 to 40.  

viii) Read from bar 27 to 41 in solfa.  
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Notes:  

In preparing bars 49 to 56 of Evening Star, it might be worthwhile preparing the 

singers to listen for their notes from the previous chord, which, due to the close 

harmony, may be problematic. Have the tenors and basses hold the last chord of their 

phrase (e.g. bar 51, E and F# respectively), and sign the soprano and alto entry notes 

(C# and E respectively). Modify and repeat this exercise as required. 

Lesson 9 

Learning Objectives:  

i) To work on Evening Star by Gráinne Mulvey  

ii) To perform Arqueros by Ivan Moody 

iii) To introduce The Sea by Michael Holohan.  

iv) To introduce pivot notes/changing do position 

 

Learning Activity 1:  

i) Using solfa, ask the singers to sing bars 21 to 31 of Evening Star. There are 

no rhythmic difficulties in this section, but maintaining accurate intonation 

may be challenging. Isolate problematic sections, focusing first on the 

horizontal, then building the vertical.  

ii) Repeat bars 21 to 31 with text.  

iii) Ask the singers to go to bar 41, and sing this section in solfa, paying 

attention to the dynamic markings.  

iv) Join bar 41 with the final sections (bars 49 to 61). 

Learning Activity 2:  

i) Ask the altos, tenors and basses to maintain a long C-do. Ask the sopranos 

to follow your handsigns, and sign the opening melody from Arqueros (bars 

1 – 6).  
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ii) With the sopranos, altos and basses holding the C-do, ask the tenors to 

follow your handsigns, and sign their melody from bars 18 to 22.  

iii) Ask the singers to open their scores and read Arqueros from beginning to 

end, in solfa.  

iv) Sing through Arqueros with text.    

Learning Activity 3: 

i) Ask the singers to follow your handsigns and sign melodic patterns in C-do 

pentatonic. When the tonality is established, rest on do, and 

simultaneously sing and show la with your other hand.  

ii) Model a pentatonic scale in which C is la. Ask the singers to follow. Rest on 

la (C), and show do with the other hand. Sign and model do, re, and ask the 

singers to follow.  

iii) Experiment with various do changes, always using the same system. Finish 

by moving from Bb do to C la in preparation for The Sea.  

Learning Activity 4:  

i) Distribute The Sea score. Ask the singers to sing from bar 9 to the first beat 

of bar 17, in solfa.  

ii) When that section is secure, ask the singers to sing bars 15 and 16 

according to the score, and then to follow your handsigns. Show re and la 

simultaneously with handsigns, as per the previous exercise, and sign a C-

la pentatonic scale. Then move back to Bb – do.  

iii) Read bars 17 to 25 in C – la pentatonic.  

iv) Link bars 9 to 16 with bars 17 to 25, at first pausing slightly on the first 

beat of bar 17 in order to establish the new tonality, and then sing through 

in tempo.  

v) Add the text for bars 9 to 25.  
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Lesson 10 

Learning Objectives:  

i) To perform Evening Star by Grainne Mulvey  

ii) To perform The Sea by Michael Holohan  

Learning Activity 1:  

i) Ask the singers to begin singing Evening Star at bar 32, finding their 

starting notes with the tuning fork. Sightread this section with solfa.  

ii) When the intervals are secure, repeat this section with text. 

iii) Sing the chords that link the beginning and end of each section to check the 

transitions.   

iv) Sing through from beginning to end. 

Learning Activity 2: 

i) Ask the singers to open their scores of The Sea and sightread from bar 1 to 9 

in solfa.  

ii) Repeat this section with text.  

iii) Ask the singers to turn to bar 25 and sightread to the end of the piece in solfa.  

iv) Repeat the final section with text.  

v) Sing through from beginning to end.  

Summary 

At this point, the singers should able to read a pentatonic scale beginning in any key, 

in the treble and bass clefs. They should also be able to recognise and perform the 

following rhythmic elements: semibreve, dotted minim, minim, dotted crotchet, 

crotchet, quaver; the corresponding rest values for each note; tied notes and triplets.  

With regard to repertoire, in following the above lesson plans and learning activities, 

the choir should have sight-read the six pieces which can be used for practice and/or 

performance, and recognise all the musical information contained in each score.  
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 6.2  Literacy Programme Phase Two  

The following learning objectives were identified for the second phase of this project.  

Melodic:  

Singers will be able to read melodies using the diatonic scale (including slight 

chromatic alterations) fluently, beginning on any note, in four parts (soprano, alto, 

tenor, bass).  

 

Rhythmic:  

Singers will be able to read and accurately perform rhythmic patterns containing the 

following note values and their corresponding rest values in simple and compound 

time signatures: semi-quaver, quaver, dotted quaver–crotchet patterns, crotchet, 

dotted crotchet, minim, dotted minim, semibreve.    

 

The six participating composers were given the following directives for their 

compositions:  

 

Melodic material: Each piece must be limited to a diatonic scale (which may 

contain some chromatic alterations), which may begin on any 

note. 

 

Rhythmic material: Each piece may use simple or compound time signatures. It is 

possible to change time signatures throughout the piece. The 

rhythmic patterns must be combinations of the rhythmic values 

(and corresponding rests) that the singers have learned during 

this phase.  

 

Text: Composers are free to choose any text in any language. Similarly, 

you may choose to write without text, using sounds.  
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Range:  I would ask that nothing is very high or very low for any part, 

please. As this project is aimed at communitarian choirs, it is 

better to imagine untrained voices singing your music.  

 

Duration: I would like a minimum duration of 1m30 (approx), and a 

maximum duration of 4 minutes (approx). 

  

 
6.2.1  Analysis of Phase Two Repertoire  
 

The following is a brief analysis of each piece composed for the second phase of the 

literacy programme. Interestingly, three of the composers opted to continue with 

texts from the same poet they had chosen for Phase I Ivan Moody continued with 

Lorca, Michael Holohan with the poetry of Susan Connolly, and Gráinne Mulvey again 

chose Edgar Allan Poe.  Sheena Phillips created a link between the two pieces through 

her chosen titles Songs of Sorrow follows the Song of Spring from Phase I.  

 

Although the pieces for this phase are more difficult, with greater harmonic and 

rhythmic complexity to correspond with the choir s progress, there is an almost 

sequential progression, as Eurico Carrapatoso has written a piece which is largely 

pentatonic, while Ivan Moody introduces modulations to the dominant, and Jean 

Christophe Rosaz features a modulation to the tonic minor. Developing these skills 

will be important for the third phase of the programme but also serve as a challenge 

for this second phase of the programme.  

  

Noche Ivan Moody 

 

For his second piece for the programme, Ivan Moody chose the poem Noche, again by 

the Spanish poet Federico Garcia Lorca, from his Poea de la Saeta. The composer 

chose the expression marking misterioso, mirroring the poetry, which sets a scene, 

now inside the city of Seville, possibly before dawn on the morning of Good Friday 

(Stanton, 1978), with the oil lamps and candles burning.   
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The piece takes a broad rondo form (A, B, A1, C, A) and the mysterious air is 

maintained by the composer throughout the piece. Despite the use of repetition, the 

music is never predictable. Furthermore, the composer has maintained a sense of 

openness or even uncertainty or mystery in his avoidance of fully consonant chords. 

Even in passing, he largely avoids root-third-fifth combinations, particularly in root 

position. The only instances of fully sonorous chords are the D major chord in second 

inversion, formed in passing in bar 9, a B minor in root position in bar 10, and a G 

major in bar 11 which, curiously, is not maintained for the final beats of this cadential 

bar (excerpt 24).  Although C major is gently suggested by the opening soprano and 

tenor melodies, reinforced by the pedal note on C, and the movement towards G 

major (the dominant in bars 10 and 11) the tonal ambiguity of the piece with the lack 

of fully consonant chords adds to its air of mystery.  

 
Excerpt 24. Noche, bars 7- 11: Occurrences of fully sonorous chords, contrary motion and increased 

rhythmic activity 

 

The opening soprano phrase is repeated by the tenors with a slight alteration at the 

end of their phrase. The flowing, largely stepwise melody is supported by long 

sustained notes from the altos and the basses respectively, creating at first a kind of 

tonic pedal, but then briefly moving in parallel fourths and fifths. This calm, flowing 

opening reflects the poetry, with the slightly melismatic text setting and a descending 

melodic line contributing towards a feeling of tranquillity, of the candles and lamps 

gently burning.  
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The second phrase, beginning at bar 7, is much more active, with a fuller texture, 

further emphasised by the relatively close placing of the voices, a succession of 

fourths and fifths, and thickened by the mostly repeated notes from the altos, tenors 

and basses to herald the saeta, as it moves through the streets. The subtle use of 

contrary motion between the sopranos and basses gives a sense of movement and 

convergence, which is also promoted by the sopranos and altos in unison, before the 

soprano melisma, which feels particularly dramatic due to the increased rhythmic 

activity with the modulation to a cadence in G.    

 

The calm is restored in bar 12, with a return to the opening melodic figure with some 

minor modifications. The languid mood continues in bar 18, with the sopranos and 

altos singing in unison (an octave apart), whilst the tenors and basses maintain a 

tonic pedal on C, as the poet returns to the scene of the candles flickering in the 

windows. The female voiced unison is, however, interrupted at bar 20 by a C-D-E 

cluster amongst the voices, creating a mild dissonance. Bar 21 sees the soprano and 

alto voice converge to unison and diverge in thirds, before the soprano adopts the 

pedal note of C, joining with the tenors and basses; meanwhile, the alto maintains a D, 

creating a slightly uncomfortable cadence, which is not so much a resting point as it 

appears to be a moment of held anticipation, emphasised by the composer s 

indication to crescendo on the chord (excerpt 25).  

 

 
Excerpt 25. Noche, bars 19- 23: approach to cadence 
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The new phrase begins or rather the phrase continues from bar 23 as, although it 

feels as though bar 22 is the end of the musical phrase, the composer s dynamic 

marking of crescendo seamlessly leads us into bar 23 (excerpt 25 above) and the 

poetry also continues without punctuation. For the first time, the voices are marked 

forte. The rhythmic pattern, performed by all the voices, in addition to the loud 

dynamic marking, is almost violent in this context. The composer uses word painting 

to great effect over these bars, with the superimposed crosses  portrayed through a 

staggered repetition of the soprano and alto voices by the tenors and basses two 

beats later, in addition to the use of 6-5 and 9-8 suspensions at the cadence, although 

the lack of a third leaves the cadence feeling very open. 

 

The agitation in both the poetry and the music is now dissolved as everything returns 

to how it was: the same text as the opening, the same melodic figures and the same 

harmonic support.  The poem is in a ternary form, with the first stanza repeated at 

the end, thus the music mirrors the poetry, with the opening figure repeated at the 

end. A thicker texture is used at this point, as all four voices are employed, providing 

tonic pedals. The piece maintains its sense of mystery even as it closes. The final 

chord is open, C – G –C, implying a C tonal centre, but never settling on either a major 

or minor tonality.   

 

Noche presents various teaching and learning opportunities, from practising new  

intervals (the 4th and 7th degrees of the major scale) to performing quaver-dotted-

crochet patterns instead of the more common dotted-crotchet-quaver patterns. The 

piece also contains a modulation to the dominant, allowing the singers to practise 

chromatic alterations, but also to begin understanding common modulations.     

 

 

Pace Sulla Terra Jean Christophe Rosaz  

 

The opening phrase of Jean Christophe Rosaz s second piece, Pace Sulla Terra (theme 

A, excerpt 26) feels almost like a neo-romantic hymn, with full, sonorous chords in a 

slow tempo and a syllabic text setting. The sopranos are low in their range, creating a 
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warm opening sonority, which is compounded by the use of major seconds between 

the soprano and alto.  

 

 
Excerpt 26. Pace Sulla Terra, theme A, bars 1- 2 

 

The text setting follows the natural cadences of speech, with the time signatures 

changing when necessary (Excerpt 27) in order to accommodate the tonic syllables of 

the text.   

 

 

 
Excerpt 27. Pace Sulla Terra, bars 5 – 6: Changing time signatures according to the syllabic text setting 

 

The phrase Pace Sul Terra  returns to the same melodic motifs (A), which are not 

exactly repeated, but are sufficiently similar in style to recall the opening phrase 

(excerpt 28). The development of this phrase is interesting, with the use of 

techniques like contrary motion and varied cadences, from a cadence on the 

dominant in bar 9 to a second inversion cadence on the tonic in bar 16, before the 

opening phrase is repeated in bar 17. A kind of symmetrical inversion is employed, 

whereby though the tenors and basses were followed by the sopranos and altos in 
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bar 3, at bar 18 the order is inverted (see fig 4, theme B1), although the repetition of 

the music lends a formal security and a sense of symmetry.  

 

 
Excerpt 28. Pace Sulla Terra, bars 17 – 20: theme B1 

 

The music expands at bar 26 (C), with flowing stepwise phrases from the four voices, 

with the use of melisma, which greatly increases the rhythmic and harmonic activity. 

Apart from the increase in texture, the composer also chooses to divide the sopranos 

and the basses at this point; thus the piece is transformed into a six-part vocal 

texture. The dynamic level increases quite significantly at this point, for apart from 

the additional two vocal lines, which in themselves would lead to a perceived increase 

in dynamic levels, the composer has also marked this section mezzo-forte, the first 

indication of this dynamic level. The same chord pattern is used in each bar of the 4-

bar pattern, the music oscillates between chords of D major and E minor, except for 

the fourth crotchet beat of each bar, which forms a diminished seventh chord in 

second inversion (G, B, C#, E).  The rhythmic and harmonic activity is wound down 

for an imperfect cadence on the dominant in bar 30 (excerpt 29). Interestingly, the 

composer uses only combinations of the root, the third and the fifth for this cadence, 

despite his effective use of clusters in the opening section.   
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Excerpt 29. Pace Sulla Terra, bars 26 – 30: Increased rhythmic activity and imperfect cadence 

 

Bar 31 sees an exact repetition of the beginning phrase, although bar 40 heralds a 

dramatic change, with a return to the sixpart texture, and an unforeseen change of 

tonality to the tonic minor (excerpt 30). This shift to the tonic minor is maintained, 

with the next repetition of theme A1 (with the tenors and basses following the 

sopranos and altos) continuing firmly in D minor. The repeat of theme C in the tonic 

minor is marked pianissimo. Although the same chord progression is used, albeit in 

the tonic minor, the Bb coupled with the raised leading note transforms the previous 

half-diminished chord into a full-diminished seventh chord (E, G, Bb, C#), making this 

dissonance more uncomfortable, although each time it is rapidly resolved.  
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Excerpt 30. Pace Sulla Terra, bars 40 – 44 

 

Bar 55 brings a kind of a coda. Following a cadence on the dominant, the music 

resumes the brightness of D major (excerpt 31), with increasingly softer repetitions 

of the opening phrase, theme A.   

 

 
Excerpt 31. Pace Sulla Terra, bars 53 – 56. Tonal shift from the tonic minor back to the tonic major 

 

The regular phrases, coupled with the generally gentle dynamics, make this piece 

suitable for both concert and worship settings, whilst the largely homo-rhythmic 

phrases provide an excellent opportunity to work on legato singing and vowel 

placement. Pace Sulla Terra also includes a modulation to the tonic minor, requiring a 

change of do-position according to the la-minor system, another useful skill to 

acquire for future repertoire.  The actual singing of the same melody in its major and 
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tonic minor versions is also an interesting exercise, as the change in tonality implies a 

change of musical intent and interpretation, in addition to the intonation challenges.   

 

 

Penteia a Pentatónica, Eurico Carrapatoso   

 

Eurico Carrapatoso revised his 1995 composition, Lilo Eh to create Penteia a 

Pentatónica for the second phase of this project. Based on a popular melody from 

Timor, Lilo Eh!, this piece constitutes an excellent transition from the first to the 

second phase, given that the melodic material remains almost exclusively pentatonic, 

while the rhythmic material is considerably more difficult. This allows the choir first 

to develop their rhythmic skills; this avoids a situation in which the melodic and 

rhythmic material would simultaneously become substantially more difficult, 

possibly impacting on the choir s motivation levels, as it is important always to 

provide a feasible not an impossiblechallenge. 

 

The formal organisation of the piece will also aid learning, as Penteia a Pentatónica 

can be considered to be divided into two large sections, with the mid-point occurring 

at bar 38. The material presented in the first section is almost exactly repeated in the 

second, with different voicings. Bars 39 to 66 have the sopranos and altos singing the 

material that was given to the tenors and basses from bars 1 to 28, and vice versa, 

although bars 67 to 75 are an exact repetition of the material from bars 29 to 38.  

 

Bars 1 to 28 present the melodic and rhythmic cells (excerpt 32) which constitute the 

main body of the piece: the open fifth sonorities, oscillating between C-G and A-E 

between the tenors and basses; the baritone ostinato; and the pentatonic melodies 

sung by the sopranos and altos, with alternating divisi of these voices, creating a fluid, 

changing texture, although the composer generally maintains a three voice texture in 

both the female and male voices.   
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Excerpt 32. Penteia a Pentatónica, bars 9- 12: melodic and rhythmic cells 

 

Bars 29 to 38 herald a change in texture and sonority. The baritone ostinato suddenly 

ends, and the tenors and basses, although maintaining their open fifth pattern, now 

have long, sustained notes, as do the altos, although they maintain a semiquaver attack  on the A-E sonority, which serves to re-accentuate their C-G sonority. The 

sonorities held by the altos alternately match or clash with the fifths sung by the 

tenors and basses. Above this harmonic scheme, the divided sopranos sing their 

pentatonic melodic patterns.  

 

 
Excerpt 33. Penteia a Pentatónica, bars 29- 32: extension of tonal framework and changes in texture 

 

These elements create a certain drama within the music: the sudden change of 

texture; the harmonic dissonances, which sound more intense, particularly in bar 30, 

due to the F#, a new pitch in this pentatonic environment; and the ever-increasing 

dynamic levels, from the sudden piano in bar 29 to fortissimo in bar 37. The phrase 
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ending is also dramatic (excerpt 34), as the voices suddenly combine in homo-

rhythm, with a short, heavy L)LO E(!   

 
Excerpt 34. Penteia a Pentatónica, bars 33- 37: dramatic ending of section 1 

 

The composer s indications, um poco pesante!, the articulations expressed, the 

dynamics, and the fact that the text is written in capital letters, makes the ending of 

this section an exclamation, followed by the sudden silence of a bar s rest. The composer s indications for the rest are absolute silence, and an attitude of theatrical immobility .  
 

The next section does not contain the four bars that function as an introduction at the 

beginning of the piece, but rather begins immediately with the ostinato now sung 

twice by the sopranos, and the C-G, A-E pattern sung by the altos. The basses and 

baritones adopt the role performed by the altos in bar 9, whereas from bars 51 to 64, 

the tenors sing the melody given to the sopranos in bars 13 to 26 (excerpt 35).  
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Excerpt 35. Penteia a Pentatónica, bars 53- 57: swapping of previous melodies and roles 

 

The final section, which the composer has entitled coda , using the same melodic and 

rhythmic material as bars 29 to 58, with the original voicings, is given a new element, 

so that piece closes more dramatically than the end of the first section. This time, the 

composer indicates that the performers should clap the crotchet beats forte, and clap 

the same rhythm, but fortissimo, on the final LILO EH.  

 

The repetition of complex rhythmic patterns will give the singers an opportunity to 

internalise the sounds and their corresponding symbols for use with other repertoire 

that uses the same rhythmic elements. Penteia a Pentatónica is an attractive, 

interesting piece for performers and audience alike. In the context of this project, it 

provides an excellent balance between pedagogy and performance, with familiar 

melodic patterns, challenging rhythmic patterns, and dramatic performance 

elements.  

 

River Michael Holohan  

 

River is the second movement of Michael (olohan s trilogy Watercolours , written for 

this project, based on the poetry of Susan Connolly.  

 

The first line of the poem, a dark river is your mirror  is portrayed in the music 

through a flowing melody suggestive of an  (excerpt 36).  
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Excerpt 36. River, bars 1- 2: opening melody 

 

This opening phrase is then repeated by the sopranos and altos in unison, while the 

tenor leads the bass in a counter-melody. The music is modal, shifting between  and .   

 

Word-painting is used for the phrase Where you shine . The first shine  is sung by 

the tenors and basses, with a D natural in bar 4; the major sixth between the male and 

female voices suggests brightness. The second shine  occurs in bar 5 (excerpt 37), 

with the voices forming a dominant seventh chord with a suspended fourth, again 

avoiding the use of the leading note, E. In bar 6, emphasised by a sforzando 

articulation, the word shine  is on a chord of Bb major, the major sonority 

bringingmore light.  

 

 
Excerpt 37. River, bars 5 – 6: example of word-painting 
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A sense of symmetry is achieved with the sopranos and altos singing the opening 

phrase of the second section A river I wade in , and the tenors and basses repeating 

this melody in unison, accompanied at first by the sopranos and altos, before they 

begin a counter-melodic figure in bar 11. The words rushing by , are conveyed 

through quaver figures at bar 9, and further ornamented with grace notes and a semi-

quaver mordent at bar 11 (excerpt 38), which is reminiscent of the ornamentation 

used in traditional Irish music in addition to conveying the text through word-

painting.   

 
Excerpt 38. River, bars 11 – 12: example of word-painting 

Bar 13 sees a repetition of the opening phrase, accompanied by the same music, but 

this time, sung by the sopranos and altos at first, while the tenor and bass repetition 

is juxtaposed with the music from the piece s second phrase. 

 

The final section is particularly interesting, as the composer repeats the opening 

phrase, but without the chromatic alterations, and superimposes a slightly altered 

version of the original tenor countermelody against it, sung by the sopranos and altos, 

which maintains the chromatic alterations, giving a sense of oscillation and 

uncertainty to bar 18. However, bar 19, where you shine , is suddenly much clearer, 

as the piece draws to its climax in the final bar (excerpt 39), a triumphant rising 

melody that culminates in a Bb major chord with a 9th.   
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Excerpt 39. River, bars 19 -20: final cadence 

 

River provides various challenges with its melodic and therefore harmonic material, 

as the piece is very much written from a horizontal perspective. Instead of clear 

chordal or harmonic progressions, the independent melodies weave together creating 

various passing sonorities. The melodic material is at times difficult, particularly 

when the linear movement results in clashes. However, as the singers should be very 

comfortable with the rhythmic material, this piece cannot be considered overly 

challenging, but is instead well balanced from a pedagogical perspective.   

 

Songs of Sorrow Sheena Phillips 

 

Songs of Sorrow, the second piece written by Sheena Phillips for this project, is dedicated to the people of Aleppo, a once great city that is tragically being destroyed . The composer explains the influence of traditional Syrian singing on the 

piece, through the use of a Phrygian modality and the inclusion of Syrian 

ornamentation in the form of tremolo. 

 

Songs of Sorrow has a ternary structure. The beginning and ending sections are 

aleatoric in nature, which is an exciting advance in the scope of this current project. 

However, although the aleatoric sections mean that each performance will be 

different, the composer has opted to include some fixed material. The fixed material, 
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rather than limiting the singers, will aid performance, providing pitch references and orientation. The B  section provides a significant contrast, in terms of rhythmic, 
melodic and harmonic material, a juxtaposition of the free aleatoric singing with strict 

homorhythmic singing.  

 

The first section is not divided into bars, but rather has a timeframe of 20 seconds. 

Each part (soprano, alto, tenor, bass) has their own melodic pattern, but the 

composer has stated that each singer can choose their own tempo, and not everyone 

needs to begin at the same time (excerpt 40). To aid intonation, the singers oscillate 

between two sonorities, E-B and F-C. The expression marking is anguished , which is 
reflected in the music by a short glide.  

 

 
Excerpt 40. Songs of Sorrow: opening aleatoric figure 

 

After 20 seconds, the sopranos begin their melody (excerpt 41), which suggests a 

minor mode, whilst the other parts continue with their first phrases. As opposed to 

marking a set cut-off point for these aleatoric phrases, the composer has instead 

indicated that the singers should end their current phase, resulting in a gentle 

tapering of sound.     

 

 
Excerpt 41. Songs of Sorrow bars 7 – 12: soprano melody 
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At bar 13, the sopranos expand their opening melody, accompanied by another 

aleatoric phrase in the other voice parts, again using consecutive fifths, this time F-C 

and G-D.  

 

Bar 21 brings all the voices together for the first time (excerpt 42), with a vocal 

tremolo on an unstable F-C-B sonority, which resolves into a D minor chord in first 

inversion, before returning to the previous sonority, and then falling into another D 

minor chord in first inversion, but now with a 7th sung by the sopranos.  

 

 
Excerpt 42. Songs of Sorrow bars 19 – 25: simultaneous singing from the four voices 

 

A faster section begins at bar 26, with the sopranos and tenors oscillating between 

neighbour tones (G-F and B-A, respectively) at the interval of a major sixth. The 

sopranos and tenors maintain this ostinato pattern, rising a major second in parallel at bar . The ostinato is, according to the composer s indications, to convey on the edge of sobbing , and the emotion is further communicated by the composer directing 
the sopranos to sing tremolos every now and then. In this section, the altos and basses have the melody excerpt , always in unison at an octave s distance, and it 
is he that the Phrygian nature of the piece is most evident, with the melodic material 

exclusively based on la, so, fa, mi patterns.   
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Excerpt 43. Songs of Sorrow, bars 32 – 38: lto and bass melody based on la, so, fa, mi patterns 

 

On the edge of sobbing leads to an outpouring of grief in section B, from bar 39, 

suggested by falling melodic patterns, and dynamic levels which begin forte but taper 

to piano, before returning to the falling pattern and the louder dynamic level. The 

section ends with more tapering, the sopranos rest, therefore immediately reducing 

the texture and the overall dynamic levels, while the altos, tenors and basses slowly 

draw to a close on a D minor chord.  

 

The composer has indicated that the C section, beginning at bar 56, should be 

heartbroken but quiet. At this point, the music is aleatoric for a 20 second duration. 

Here, although there is no means of controlling how the notes will sound together, as 

each singer may chose a different tempo, D minor is strongly suggested.  Bars 64 to 

69 employ the same technique as used from bars 7 to 19 this time the sopranos and tenors have melodic material that should, according to the composer s indications, be 

conducted, whereas the altos and basses continue to sing aleatorically.  Bar 70 

(excerpt 44) brings the voices together, before a fortissimo exclamation, described by the composer as a desperate outburst , which is followed by a bar s silence.  
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Excerpt 44. Songs of Sorrow, bars 70 – 75: fortissimo exclamation followed by a bar s silence 

 The grief never ends  is the title of the last section.  The basses hold the melody 
which is to be conducted – that recalls the la, so fa, mi to evoke the traditional Syrian 

singing as described by the composer (excerpt 45). The accompanying parts alternate 

between an A minor and G major triad, using a sigh motif, again contributing towards 

the communication of grief in this final section. A written ritardando in the basses  
melodic line brings the piece to a close.  

 

 
Excerpt 45. Songs of Sorrow bars 76 -82: final section 
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Songs of Sorrow is an excellent introduction to aleatoric choral music, which can be 

extremely difficult to coordinate with a large group, due to tempo and voice-leading 

issues. However, this piece is so well constructed that its performance is very feasible. 

There are frequent reference points that give singers the opportunity to pitch their 

entry note following a rest. The fact that the piece includes some conducted sections 

where one or more voices sing in tempo is an excellent means of providing some 

orientation to the singers in an otherwise aleatoric piece. Furthermore, from the 

perspective of the literacy programme itself, the composer s decision to write an aleatoric piece of music reflects the singers  progress and promotes their individual 
creativity as musicians.    

  

the bellsGráinne Mulvey  

 

Gráinne Mulvey again chose a poem by Edgar Allan Poe as inspiration for her piece, the bells . Instead of setting the entire poem, the composer selected various words or 

short phrases for her piece, which do not always appear in order.   

 

The first section, comprising 21 bars, evokes the sound of bells ringing, through forte-

piano articulations of a fragmented melody that is distributed between the voices, 

gradually unfurling as each voice enters. The texture builds gradually, as the voice 

entries become increasingly closer (excerpt 46).  

 
Excerpt 46. the bells bars 1 – 5: opening figure with staggered fp entries 
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The second section, entitled the bells  and beginning at bar 22 introduces the text: 

onomatopoeic words that the composer has chosen, mostly from the second strophe 

but not necessarily in the order they appear in the original poem, such as claor , jangling , wrangling , crash and roar , to evoke the sounds of the bells. The ever-

changing time signatures, the unsettling rests, the loud dynamic levels and the dense 

texture of the homo-rhythmic singing of relatively close chords all add to a sense of 

drama and excitement.  

 

 
Excerpt 47. the bells bars 25 – 28: section 2, example of word-painting 

 

Quite as suddenly as this section began, it stops. Bar 29 sees the sopranos begin a new 

motif, with the melody passing from the sopranos down to the basses, reminiscent of 

the opening section. Word painting is used to great effect at bar 34, when the 

sopranos shriek out of tune , singing an accidental C natural to emphasise the out of tune  (excerpt 48). The repetitions of out of tune  end with a lilting melisma in 7/8 

time.  
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Excerpt 48. the bells, bars 33 – 37: word painting, with the C natural conveying out of tune  

 

Bar 41 sees a direct quotation of the poem, the sledges with the bells – silver bells!  

reflected in the music with a jaunty quaver rhythm and simple melody, accompanied 

by the tenors and basses imitating the sound of tolling bells (excerpt 49).  

 
Excerpt 49. the bells, bars 41-42: the tenor and basses imitating the sound of bells tolling 

 

The music appears to become more brittle when the text declaims icy  (bar 45) with 

the sopranos and altos rising in their tessitura, while the tenors and basses adopt 

their quaver patterns. The words of night  are repeated (bars 46 – 49), with the 

sopranos ever higher in the range, bringing an ethereal quality to the phrase.  

 

Worpainting continues with the four voices moving in rhythmic simultaneity, on over-sprinkles  at bar 51, a sequence of descending leaps (excerpt 50).  
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Excerpt 50. the bells, bars 50 – 51: word-painting, with descending leaps to emphasise the word sprinkle  

 

The intensity increases when the text speaks of all the heavens , the voices move in 

parallel fifths, first the sopranos paired with the altos, tenors with basses, then tenors 

with sopranos, altos with basses, as the piece draws to its climax with soaring 

phrases in quaver movement, to the word delight , before closing on a E major with 

an added sixth, which ends on a great crescendo (excerpt 51). 

 
Excerpt 51. the bells, bars 63 – 65: closing phrase 

 

From a pedagogical perspective, the bells is important as it introduces some unusual 

time signatures, offering an opportunity to explore beat patterns in odd metres. 

Another interesting feature of the work is its use of chromatic alteration, which in this 
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case does not signal any tonal shift, but rather is used to add colour and melodic 

interest.  

 

 

6.2.2   Literacy Programme Phase Two Lesson Plans   

 

As with the lesson plans for the first phase, the following lesson plans are organised 

as a series of activities. Conductors may choose to follow each lesson plan as written, 

skip or amalgamate activities, depending on their choir s needs. It is assumed that the 

musical elements from the first phase of the programme have already been fully 

mastered; thus, the second phase begins directly with the introduction of the diatonic 

scale and more complex rhythmic patterns.  

 

Repertoire is introduced in the very first lesson of this phase. The pace is 

considerably faster in this second phase, with fewer activities for each lesson and 

fewer lessons overall, as it is intended that once the singers master the diatonic scale, 

conductors can use other repertoire in conjunction with the pieces written for the 

programme. At this stage, the singers have developed a wide range of skills, but need 

practice in applying these skills to repertoire. The sequencing of the repertoire for 

this phase is heavily influenced by the correlated literature, as some pieces present 

predominantly rhythmic challenges and others melodic or harmonic challenges hus, 

the learning objectives and the focus of each lesson tend to alternate between 

developing rhythmic and melodic skills.   

 

 

General Learning Objectives:  

 

Melodic:  

Singers will be able to read melodies using the diatonic scale (including slight 

chromatic alterations) fluently, beginning on any note, in four parts (soprano, alto, 

tenor, bass).  
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Rhythmic:  

Singers will be able to read and accurately perform rhythmic patterns containing the 

following note values and their corresponding rest values in simple and compound 

time signatures: semi-quaver, quaver, dotted quaver–crotchet patterns, crotchet, 

dotted crotchet, minim, dotted minim, semibreve. 

 

Lesson Plan 1:  

 

Learning Objectives:  

i) Introduce fa and ti and their corresponding handsigns 

ii) Introduce semi-quaver patterns 

iii) Introduce ti and its corresponding handsign. 

iv) )ntroduce )van Moody s Noche 

 

Activity 1:  Introducing fa and ti 

i) Begin with a vocal exercise that features fa (example 22) The choir repeats 

the exercise.   

 
Example 22. A warm-up exercise using the tone-set d, r, m, f, s. 

 

ii) Sing the pattern with the solfa names so, fa, mi, re, do, whilst signing the 

notes.  

iii) Ask the choir to repeat the pattern with solfa while signing. Practise the 

interval using aural melodic dictation and/or reading from handsigns.  

 

Activity 2: Introducing semi-quavers  

i) Ask the singers to step with the pulse as you clap a rhythm in 2/4 time 

(example 23). Ask the singers to repeat using time names.  
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Example 23. A rhythmic pattern using crotchets and quavers 

 

ii) Clap the rhythm shown in example 24, saying the time names. 

 
Example 24. Introducing semiquavers 

 

iii) Write the pattern on the board.  

iv) Clap other semiquaver patterns until secure, asking singers to compose their own for everyone to decipher, writing each answer  on the board.   
 

Activity 3: Introducing ti 

i) Draw a tone ladder on the board, using the tone-set d, r, m, f, s, l, d. 

ii) Sing the first two bars of )van Moody s Noche  to an open vowel sound. Ask 
the singers to join in as you repeat. 

iii) Showing that the first note is do, ask the singers to sing the melody to solfa, 

while you sing and sign.  

iv) Elicit the position of ti on the tone ladder.  

v) Sing a major scale, ascending and descending using handsigns.  

vi) Ask for a volunteer to lead the rest of the group by signing or showing 

melodies on the tone ladder.  

 

Activity 4: Introducing Noche 

i) Prepare bars 23 to 32 by practising the rhythm, either by tapping the pulse 

and saying the time names, or by tapping the pulse with one hand and the 

rhythm with the other.  

ii) Ask the singers to use their tuning forks to pitch a C do, and sing bars 27 – 

32 in solfa.  
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iii) Ask the altos and basses to pitch a C do and then a D re, and sing bars 23 to 

27 in solfa.  

iv) Repeat this passage, with the sopranos and tenors singing their parts.  

v) Sing bars 23 to 32 as written, in solfa.  

 

Lesson Plan 2 

 

Learning Objectives:  

i) Practise the diatonic scale  

ii) Understand key signatures, part I  

iii) Introduce Pace Sulla Terra  

 

Activity 1: Understanding key signatures, part I  

i) Sing through the major scale slowly, identifying the tones and semitones.  

ii) Drawing a keyboard on the board (or gathering around a keyboard/piano 

if possible), ask the students to show or play a scale of C major, identifying 

the tones and semitones.  

iii) Ask the students to show or play a scale of G major while everyone sings, 

and draw attention to the fact that we need to sharpen the 7th note to 

create a tone between la and ti, and a semitone between ti and do. 

iv) Repeat with the scale of D major.  

 

Activity 2: Linking key signatures to the repertoire 

i) Write the melody of the first four bars of Pace Sulla Terra on the board in G 

major using accidentals rather than a key signature. Sing to solfa (using G-

do), and explain how these accidentals are unnecessary when a key 

signature is included, and that no key signature would indicate C-do.  

ii) Write the melody of the first four bars of Pace Sulla Terra on the board in D 

major using accidentals rather than a key signature. Ask what key the 

music is in, according to the accidentals used in the excerpt. Elicit the key 

signature required.  
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Activity 3: Practising the diatonic scale and introducing Pace Sulla Terra 

i) Sing bars 10 and 11 (soprano part) of Pace Sulla Terra to an open vowel 

sound. Show that the first note is do. Ask the singers to repeat in solfa. 

Repeat with bars 12 and 13 (tenor part).  

ii) Ask the singers to open their scores and sing from sight bars 10 – 13, with 

everyone singing first the soprano and then the tenor part.  

iii) Read these bars as written in solfa, in four parts, progressing to bar 16.  

iv) Sing from the beginning to bar 16, or to bar 39 if desired.  

 

 

Lesson Plan 3  

 

Learning Objectives:  

i) Understanding key signatures II 

ii) Introducing dotted quaver-semiquaver rhythms 

iii) Introducing Penteia a Pentatónica  

 

 

Activity 1: 

i) Drawing a keyboard on the board (or gathered around a piano with a 

smaller group), ask the students to show or play a scale of F major, 

identifying the tones and semitones. Highlight the fact that, as opposed to a 

sharpened note, we need a flattened note to achieve a semitone between 

mi and fa, and a tone between fa and so. Revise the key signatures of G and 

D, and progress to Bb and A, with singers playing or showing the notes.   

 

Activity 2: Introducing dotted quaver-semiquaver rhythms and Penteia a Pentatónica  

i) Sing bars 13 – 16 (soprano part) of Penteia a Pentatónica to a neutral 

syllable (lu, for example), asking the singers to keep the pulse with their 

feet. Repeat, asking the singers to join in singing the melody to the neutral 

syllable.  
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ii) When the pattern is secure, sing the first bar with the time-names (see 

example 25) and ask the singers to continue.  

 
Example 25. Possible time-names for the dotted quaver-semiquaver figure 

 

iii) Write the pattern on the board, and ask the singers to sing with time-

names while keeping the pulse.  

iv) Showing that the first note is C-do, ask the singers to sing the melody back 

in solfa while you or a volunteer writes the staff notation on the board.  

v) Write the baritone melody from bars 9 – 12 without the tied notes (as 

shown in example 26a).  

 
Example 26a. Penteia a Pentatónica, bars 9 – 12 (baritone) with altered rhythms 

 

vi) Ask everyone to sing the melody at sight. Then sing alone, with the correct 

rhythm (i.e. with the tied notes, as shown in example 26b), and elicit from 

the singers how the notation should be changed. With the correct rhythm 

on the board, divide the choir, with the sopranos and altos singing the 

soprano melody, and all other singers performing the baritone line.  

 
Example 26b. Penteia a Pentatónica, bars 9 – 12 (baritone) with tied notes 

 

vii) Similarly, sing bars 13 to 16 of the alto part without the ties, again to a 

neutral syllable while the everyone keeps the pulse, then asking the singers 

to sing back first to the neutral syllable.  
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viii) Ask the singers to sing back the melody using time-names. Write the 

rhythmic figure on the board. When secure, add the tied notes, then the 

solfa and read in stick notation.  

ix) Sight-read Penteia a Pentatónica.  

 

Lesson Plan 4 

 

Learning Objectives:  

i) To introduce chromatically altered notes   

ii) To introduce minor melodies with chromatically altered notes 

iii) To finish reading Noche 

 

Activity 1: Introducing si in the context of a minor canon 

i) Sing the melody of the canon Ah Poor Bird  example ) to a neutral 

syllable (lu).  

ii) Show that the starting pitch is la and ask the singers to sing back in solfa as 

you sign.  

iii) Show the new  note, si and its corresponding handsign.  
iv) Sing Ah poor bird  in solfa and in canon  bar interval .  

 
Example 27. Canon, Ah Poor Bird  

 

Activity 2: Introducing fi in the context of Noche 

i) Write bars 8 – 11  on the board, and ask the singers to sing at sight.  

ii) Sing and sign to show fi .   
 

Activity 3: Understanding major and minor chords 

i) Divide the choir into three parts, with space between each group to avoid 

confusion.  
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ii)  Explain that you will show a different handsign to each group, and that 

they should sing that note continuously until you show another sign to a 

particular group.  

iii) Always beginning in the order do, so, mi, sign a I-IV-V-I progression. Ask 

the singers what they noticed.  

iv) Show a minor chord (la, do, mi). Switch back to the major to d, m, s, but use 

the same pitches. Switch back.  

v) Talk about the difference between the two chords. Write the chords on the 

board to demonstrate the difference between the major and minor chord.  

vi) Explain the importance of each note in the chord, according to the 

harmonic series. Build the chord, again in order, asking the singers to 

choose the appropriate dynamic level for each note of the chord.  

 

Activity 4:  

i) Read through Noche  

 

Lesson Plan 5 

Learning Objectives:  

i) To practise major and minor melodies  

ii) To sight-read Pace Sulla Terra 

iii) To introduce the chromatic scale  

 

Activity 1: Practising major and minor melodies  

 

i) Write bars 1 and 2 (soprano part) and 3 and 4 (tenor I part) of Pace Sulla 

Terra on the board (example 28a). Sing through in solfa.  
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Example 28a. Pace Sulla Terra, bars 1- 4 (soprano and tenor 1), major melody 

 

ii) Change the key signature from D major to D minor (example 28b). Ask the 

singers to identify the key signature and attribute the solfa. Sing in solfa. 

 
Example 28b. Pace Sulla Terra, minor version of the opening melody 

 

Activity 2: Reading through Pace Sulla Terra 

i) Begin with bar 45, i.e. following on from activity 1, changing do position 

from F to D in bar 54. 

ii) Sing through from bar 31 to the end in solfa to practise changing the do 

position, then sing through from beginning to end.  

 

Activity 3: Introducing the chromatic scale 

i) Using handsigns, sign melodies that use chromatic alterations.  

ii) Model (singing and signing) the first pentachord of the chromatic scale (do, 

di, re, ri, mi, example 29, number 1), ask the choir to repeat, singing and 

signing.  

iii) Repeat step ii, beginning on m, and progressing to si (example 29, number 

2).  

iv) Repeat step iii, beginning on si and progressing to do (example 29, number 

3).  

v) Repeat the process in descending order.  

 
Example 29. Teaching the chromatic scale in solfa 
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Note: At this stage, the singers have developed the skills to read through Noche, 

Penteia a Pentatónica and Pace Sulla Terra independently. Conductors may wish to 

work on text and to devote some time to other elements in the score, such as 

dynamics, phrasing, articulation etc., which are not included in these lesson plans.  

 

 

Lesson Plan 6  

 

Learning Objectives:  

 

i) To introduce the concept of aleatoric music  

ii) To sight-read Songs of Sorrow   

 

Activity 1: Introducing the concept of aleatoric music  

i) Sing the soprano/tenor part of the opening figure to a neutral syllable and 

ask the singers to sing back in solfa. 

ii) Tell the singers that the starting pitch is B and ask them to sing the pattern 

after finding the note on their tuning forks.  

iii) Ask the singers to spread out around the room and as they walk around the 

room to start and stop singing the pattern at any stage.  

iv) Sing the alto/bass opening melody to a neutral syllable and ask the singers 

repeat in solfa.  

v) Inform the singers that the starting pitch is E and ask them to sing the 

pattern after finding the note with their tuning forks.  

vi) Ask the sopranos and tenors to sing the first melody and the alto and 

basses to sing the second simultaneously.  

vii) Ask the singers to walk around the room again, this time choosing their 

pattern, when they sing and for how long.     

 

Activity 2: Sight-reading Songs of Sorrow 
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i) Ask the altos, tenors and basses to sing their opening phrase freely as the sopranos 

sing their phrase once in unison before sight-reading their first conducted phrase 

from bars 7 to 12.  

ii) Sight-read bars 21 to 56 in solfa, without including effects such as tremolo and 

slides.  Isolate certain sections and repeat if necessary.  

iii) Prepare the remaining aleatoric sections (bars 13 – 20; 57 – 69; 76 – 83) by first 

working on the individual phrases in unison before asking the singers to choose when 

to begin and their individual tempo. When this foundation is secure, add the 

conducted melody.  

iv) If necessary, read through the remaining section in isolation (bars 70 to 74) before 

reading through the entire piece in solfa.  

v) Introduce the text and sing through using the text.  
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Lesson Plan 7 

 

Learning Objectives:  

i) To introduce suspensions 

ii) To introduce diminished chords  

iii) To introduce irregular compound time signatures 

iv) To introduce the bells 

v) To introduce River 

 

 

Activity 1: Introducing suspensions  

i) Divide the choir into four groups.  

ii) Explain that you will show a different handsign to each group, and that 

they should sing that note continuously until you show another sign to a 

particular group. 

iii) Using the chord progression below (Example 30), signal the chord changes 

using handsigns.  

iv) Talk about what the singers noticed.  

 
Example 30. Cadence with a 4-  suspension, excerpt from Bach s harmonisation of Jesu, 

nun sei gepreiset34 

                                                        
34

 Bach/Riemenschneider (1941). 371 Harmonized Chorales and 69 Chorale Melodies with figured bass, 

USA, G. Schirmer, Inc.  
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v) Write the pattern on the board and sing at sight, explaining how the 4-3 

suspension functions.   

 

Activity 2: Introducing the bells  

i) Begin with bars 22 - 29, asking everyone to mark the pulse with one hand 

while tapping the rhythm with the other hand (singers may tap the rhythm 

with a pencil to create a different sonority, or mark the pulse with their 

feet and the rhythm with their hands). Emphasise the importance of the 

quaver pulse.  

ii) Practise switching from compound to duple time signatures.  

iii) Say the text with the rhythm, emphasising the strong  beats of each bar.  
iv) Sing bars 22 – 29, then bars 1- 29.  

   

Activity 3: Introducing River 

i) Ask the singers to sing through bars 1 - 7 of River, using solfa.  

ii) Skip to bar 13, and sing through to the end.  

iii) Returning to bar 8, ask the singers to sing from bars 8 – 12 using Ab do 

solfa. Ask how to avoid singing fi, and then sing through using Eb do.  

iv) Sing through once in solfa, without ornamentation.  

v) Work on incorporating the ornaments. Sing once slowly in solfa, then 

demonstrate the mordent.  

vi) Sing through with ornamentation.  

 

Lesson Plan 8 

Learning Objectives:  

i) To sight-read the bells  

ii) To practise chromatic alterations  

 

Activity 1: Practising chromatic alterations 

i) Look at bars 41 – 49 of the bells. Ask everyone to read the tenor lineusing 

ma for the flattened mi (C natural instead of C sharp).  
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ii) Practise the alto line, using ta for the flattened ti (G natural instead of G 

sharp).  

iii) Sing this section in four parts as written.  

 

Activity 2: Sight-reading the bells 

i) Practise the rhythmic figures in bars 52 and 53 and bars 59 and 60.  

ii) Practise pitching the entry notes of the tenors and basses in bar 52 by 

having the basses sing the alto line with them and the tenors the soprano 

line, to ensure an awareness of the voice-leading.  

iii) Sing from bar 52 to the end in solfa, singling out any problematic sections 

and repeating as necessary.  

iv) Revise bars 41 – 49, then practise linking the two sections (bars 41 – 49 

with bars 50 and 51, then bar 50 to bar 51).  

v) Sight-read the bells from beginning to end in solfa.  

 

 

Summary  

This second phase has fewer learning objectives than the first, and moves at a faster 

pace given that the bulk of new  material is introduced in the first phase, and the 

subsequent phases build on that knowledge, teaching and learning increasingly 

complex patterns. 

 

The second phase  concerned with building on the pentatonic scale to establish the 

diatonic scale, and working on chromatic alterations. The rhythmic learning 

objectivescentred on introducing more complex patterns.  

 

The majority of the learning activities in the second phase  directly linked to the 

correlated repertoire, whereas phase 1 contained some more abstract activities to 

build the skills required to perform the correlated repertoire. However, at this point, 

singers who have completed all the learning activities in phases 1 and 2 should be 

able to read a large proportion of choral literature across a range of genres, and thus 

require fewer planned learning activities. At this stage, the singers can spend more 
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time reading and deciphering other repertoire, in addition to working on the 

correlated repertoire, which is attractive and suitable for concert use.  

 
6.3  Literacy Programme Phase Three   

 

This section contains analysis of the six pieces that correspond to the final stage of 

this literacy programme and learning activities relating to this repertoire. The 

analyses are organised in alphabetical order according to the title of each piece. The 

full scores can be found in the appendices.   

 

Given that the previous two phases had introduced and practied a range of melodic, 

harmonic and rhythmic devices, from tonal shifts to complex rhythmic patterns and 

less frequent time signatures, the compositional directives for this phase were almost 

non-existent. My only request was that the composers would bear in mind that the 

pieces were to be sung by a non-professional choir participating in a literacy 

programme, and therefore not a choir that was long accustomed to reading difficult 

contemporary music.  

 

6.3.1 Analyses of Phase 3 Repertoire 

 

The following is a descriptive analysis of the six pieces composed for the third and 

final phase of the literacy programme. Two of the composers Ivan Moody and Michael 

Holohan – decided to write trilogies, choosing poetry by the same poet, Federico 

Garcia Lorca and Susan Connolly respectively, to create a set of pieces with a common 

element. Sheena Phillips also maintained a link between the three pieces composed 

for this programme through the titles of the pieces, Song of Praise, Songs of Sorrow, 

and now Song of Spring, but the three pieces vary greatly in their style in relation to 

both the text and the music. The other composers wrote pieces that are each distinct 

in style, although Eurico Carrapatoso maintained a pentatonic sound world in his 

second piece, based on a folk melody therefore the second piece relates to the first in 

modality and to the third in the use of folk music.  

A vide é bela Eurico Carrapatoso 
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A vide é bela by Eurico Carrapatoso is based on a folk tune, traditionally sung when 

trding the grapes to make wine.   

 

The sopranos sing the original, syllabic melody of the first verse (bars 1- 10), 

accompanied by the altos, tenors and basses. The text setting of the accompaniment is 

almost exclusively homrhythmic, apart from a little ornamentation in the tenor part 

and some slight extensions when creating suspensions, particularly approaching the 

cadence at the end of the verse. The harmonic language is interesting, firstly because 

in the first four bars, the dominant chord is always C minor instead of C major, due to 

the flattened 7th degree of the scale (Eb) until the first cadence (ii – V) at bar 5, 

signalling the end of the first phrase. The second phrase (excerpt 52) has some 

accidental Ebs, but the phrase cadences firmly in the tonic of F major with a plagal 

cadence, preceded by 4-3 and 5-6 suspensions by the tenor.  

 

 
Excerpt 52. A vide é bela, bars 5 – 9: second phrase 

 

The melody of the first refrain is divided between the sopranos (bars 10 – 14) and the 

altos (bars 15 -19).  During the soprano melody, the accompanying voices accentuate 

the text, with short exclamations beginning on the first beat of each bar (excerpt 53).  
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Excerpt 
53. A vide é bela, bars 10 – 14: Soprano melody in the first refrain 

 

When the altos take the melody, the voices become more independent, leading to a 

change in texture and articulation (excerpt 54) 

 
Excerpt 54. A vide é bela, bars 15 – 19: change in texture of the refrain 

 

The melody of the second verse (bar 19) is sung by the tenors, before the main 

melody is passed to the altos from the upbeat to bar 25. The altos, tenors and basses 

always sing a third apart, maintaining parallel triadic harmony, while the divided 

sopranos sing a drone-like accompaniment of long chords with some punctuation at 

cadence points (excerpt 55). The following refrain (bar 30 – with upbeat – to bar 39) 

is an almost exact repetition of the music of the first refrain (bars 10 – 19), with an 

alteration of tenor melody at the cadence point.   
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Excerpt 55. A vide é bela, bars 20 – 24: verse 2, with triadic harmony and a drone-like accompaniment 

in the soprano part 

 

The beginning of the third verse (excerpt 56) differs greatly from the previous 

strophes, as the composer completely modifies the original folk song, first by writing 

an introduction, sung by the altos, before the original melody appears in the second 

soprano, while the first soprano sings a pedal note on the dominant.  

 

Excerpt 56. A vide é bela bars 40 – 44: second phrase of the third verse 

 

Maintaining the strophic form, the third verse is followed by the refrain, which has no 

alteration.  The upbeat to bar 65 sees a return of the music from verse 2, repeated 

almost exactly, as is the proceeding refrain, although the composer has indicated 

different performance directions.  

 

The piece ends with a plagal cadence in the tonic (excerpt 57).  
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Excerpt 57. A vide é bela, bars 80 – 83: final cadence 

 

Duet Michael Holohan 

 

Duet is the second movement of Michael (olohan s triology Watercolours , written 
for this project, based on the poetry of Susan Connolly. 

  

Duet opens on a chord of A minor and the first phrase, marked piano, with a largely 

syllabic, homo-rhythmic text setting, evokes the ominous feeling of the poetry as one 

became a dark sky . This is aided by the rising bass line, passing through an F# and G# on the words dark sky , the sharpened notes interrupting the otherwise white  
texture. The G# then falls to an F#, resolving the chord to a D major sonority in bar 3 

(excerpt 58), restoring a sense of tranquilty. 

 
Excerpt 58. Duet, bars 1- 3: opening phrase 
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Wordpainting is used frequently, from the syncopated rhythm to draw emphasis to the other  in bar  to the grace-note and the clashing sonority on the words shone there , in bar 5, beginning with a chord of A major, a clear, fully sonorous chord to emphasise the word shone . The music then moves to a D major chord with a 9th before the bass  descending figure rests on a B, changing the chord to a B minor 
sonority with a seventh and added twelfth at bar 6. Another example of word-painting is the word full , referring to the full moon, with its long held note in bar .  
 The next section of text, both loved winter melodies  sees less syllabic writing, 

depicting the melodies, with the tenors and basses echoing the sopranos and altos 

respectively in canon at bar 9 (excerpt 59).  

 

 
Excerpt 59. Duet, bars 9 – 10: word painting to emphasise melodies  

 The word dagger  in bars 11 and 12 uses rhythmic onomatopoeia, with the use of a 

demi-semiquaver-double dotted-quaver figure, with a sforzando attack. The word 

melting, in contrast, spreads slowly between the voices, stretching out to a full bar on 

the last syllable.  
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Excerpt 60. Duet, bars 12 – 13: wordpainting using contrasting rhythmic effects for the words dagger  and melting  

 A two beat rest gives a sense of space before the declamation of the last phrase, from a bare twig . Again, the music evokes the poetry, with a bare  F# chord which, when 
the short tenor melody passes through an A briefly takes on a minor sonority, before 

the piece closes on an open fifth.    

 
Excerpt 61. Duet, bars 15-17: closing figure 

 

Pueblo Ivan Moody 

 )van Moody chose Federico Garcia Lorca s Pueblo (Village) as the text for his third 

piece. Again, this poem is from the collection Poema del Canto Jondo, but this time it is 
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from the section Poema de la Soleá and not the Poema de la Saeta, as were the 

previous poems selected by the composer.  

 

The title of the poem, Pueblo, could refer to any Andalusian village or to the people of 

the region, and the poem itself is described as a song of solitude, of loneliness, a timeless, spaceless song in which emerges  a collective sentiment of pain the 
crosses), the present (the disguised men , and future the whirling weathervanes  
(Orringer, 2014: 76), sentiments which the composer indicates in the expression marking for the piece, desolato, misterioso .   
 The opening of the music is similar to the composer s setting of Arqueros during the 

first phase of the programme, with the altos and basses singing a pedal note. The 

soprano melody begins with a triplet figure, and is syllabic in its text setting. The 

words, a bare or barren hill or mountain, are evoked by the open octave sung by the 

altos and basses, the descending leap by the sopranos and the long note, as the tenors 

announce the cavalry (excerpt 62) 

 

 
Excerpt 62. Pueblo, bar 1 – 5: wordpainting in the descriptions of the barren hill and the cavalry 

 

The basses, singing of the clear water and hundred-year-old olive trees sing a more 

flowing melody, the triplet figure to convey the running water, and a rising melodic 

line for the aged trees (excerpt 63), accompanied by the altos and tenors singing a 

dominant pedal note.   
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Excerpt 63. Pueblo, bars 6 -10: word-painting in the bass melody 

 

The sopranos and altos sing in canon from bars 10 to 14 (excerpt 64), describing the muffled up  men.  
 

 
Excerpt 64. Pueblo, bars 11 – 14: soprano and alto canonic figure 

 

The next section (bar 15 to bar 29) focuses on the eternally spinning weathervanes. 

Melismatic text setting is used here to great effect, again as a word-painting device. 

The harmonic language also changes due to the accidental C#, unexpected, as up to 

this point the tonal centre of the piece was C, despite a heavy presence of A minor 

chords, the presence of the G, both as a pedal note and at cadence points functioned 

as a dominant, strengthening the position of C as a tonal centre. Now, however, the 

melodies focus on half-scales (tonic – dominant) of A major. The quaver melismas for the word girando  spinning , occur mostly in the soprano and tenor voices, moving 
in parallel at the distance of a major second. The resulting clashes help to create a 

sense of confusion due to the everspinning weathervanes, and the phrase (excerpt 

65), featuring an A major chord with a ninth, is heard three times, to further convey 

the continuity of the spinning.  
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Excerpt 65. Pueblo, bars 22 -27: the repeated phrase of the eternally spinning  weathervanes 

 

The final stanza sees the four voices join together for a homorhythmic, syllabic lament for the lost  village or people in which the sopranos and basses constantly 
sing an A, with the altos and tenors diverging from the A (excerpt 66), forming cluster 

chords or first-inversion chords of F major as the piece quietly draws to a close.  

 

 
Excerpt 66. Pueblo, bars 30 – 34: final stanza 

 

Pueblo is perhaps not as challenging to sight-read as some of the other works in this 

final phase. However, the piece presents some interesting issues for its performance, 

principally the interpretation of the text, the articulation, the dynamics, and the 

correct intonation of the middle passage with its chromatic alterations.     
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Sanctus Gráinne Mulvey  

 

Gráinne Mulvey s third piece was not written specifically for the programme but was 
composed for an amateur choir and has not yet been published. The composer felt 

that this piece was suitable for the third phase of this programme.  

 

The piece explores various contemporary techniques, beginning with an unpitched whispered passage in which the word sanctus  is slowly elicited through staggered 
entries slowly sounding out the word first with the syllable sa , then sanc , and finally tus .  
 

 
Excerpt 67. Sanctus, upper voices, bars 3 – 4: gradual increase of rhythmic activity 

 

This beginning, spread between the 8 voices gradually increases in rhythmic activity 

(excerpt 67) with the introduction of smaller note values bar 4 sees the introduction 

of semiquavers alongside an increase in texture, with the voices now converging in 

bars 5 and 6.  

 

Bars 10 – 12 feature pitched whistles, as the voices are also instructed to become more pitched  before sung pitches are introduced in bar  excerpt , with the 
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altos singing an E, gradually adopted by the sopranos but clashing with the Eb 

whistled by the tenors in bar 15.  

 

 
Excerpt 68. Sanctus, bars 13 – 17: introduction of sung pitches 

 

Bar 18 sees chromatic oscillations whistled mostly by the altos, as the tone set is 

gradually extended until in bar 27 the E disappears, leaving us with a F, F#, G, A, Bb, C, 

C# and D. The tone set and its distribution between the voices remains unchanged 

between bars 31 and 49. The music is instead developed through rhythmic elements and the composer s indications to freely change the vowel sound describing 
overtone singing) and precise dynamic levels.  

 

The initial tone, E, is re-introduced in bar 49, alongside an Eb, in the first and second 

tenor voices, respectively (excerpt 69). 
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Excerpt 69. Sanctus, bar 47 – 50: re-introduction of the E and Eb in the tenor voices, with examples of 
directions for overtone singing 

 

This transitory section pre-empts a change in the musical landscape, with the use of 

syllabic text beginning with the basses in bar 54, and moving through to the 

baritones, first and second tenors, altos and finally sopranos (figure X). Each voice 

maintains a quaver pattern, repeating the word sanctus, thus building a wall of sound, 

again maintaining the same tone set for a fixed period (from bar 58 to bar 64 the 

notes remain exactly the same, although the pattern begins in bar 54).   

 

 
Excerpt 70. Sanctus, bars 58 – 62: syllabic textsetting and repeated patterns 

 

The first sopranos have a new musical figure beginning at bar 65 that is melodically 

reminiscent of the first pitched patterns that occurred between bars 12 and 18, due to 

the predominance of the tone E. The other voices maintain the patterns begun from 

bar 54, through an accelerando culminating in a climatic point at bar 71, whereby 
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their pitches are maintained by the rhythmic patterns suddenly stop still. This 

climatic point is emphasized by a sudden change in dynamics. All the voices begin ffff, 

before the soprano melody sings a subito triple piano, whereas the other voices sing a 

progressive diminuendo niente (excerpt 71). 

 

 
Excerpt 71. Sanctus, bar 70 – 75: climatic point and subsequent beginning of a new section 

 

A new section begins at bar 73, with short melismatic phrases given to each voice, 

spreading down through the choir. The female voices join together for a largely 

homorhythmic passage in bar 79, juxtaposed by a triplet figure sung by the first 

sopranos. This is mirrored by short melismatic phrases now moving up through the 

voices, rising scalic patterns using the tone set B, C, C#, D, E, F#, G#, A. The first 

soprano has a repeated melodic figure with rhythmic variations from bars 84 to 93. 

This melodic figure is accompanied by ascending scalic melodies in the female voices, 

and alternating descending and ascending patterns in the male voices.  

 

The final section (bar 94 –  is entitled joyous . The voices are spread across a 
wide range (almost three and a half octaves), and each voice has perhaps its most 

melodically developed pattern, with a largely homorhythmic texture. The tone set is B 
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A G# G F# E# E D C#, and ends with a chord of the tone set D G# A B C# E F#, with a 

mezzopiano dynamic level dying away to nothing (excerpt 72)  

 

 
Excerpt 72. Sanctus, bar 104 – 110: closing figure 

 

Song of Spring, Sheena Phillips  

 

Sheena Phillips  third piece for this programme evokes sounds of nature through the 

use of motifs that imitate bird song. In her introduction, the composer explains, This 

piece is a collage of (imaginary) bird-calls, built around the first verse of the medieval 

song In Vernali Tempore (In Springtime) …  the piece gradually builds in intensity 

from a dusky beginning to a joyous dawn chorus  (Phillips, 2016)35. 

 

                                                        
35

 Composer’s notes which accompany the score of Song of Spring  
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The score is accompanied by a transcription of the original melody of In Vernali 

Tempore, from the 16th century collection Piae Cantiones. Apart from the 

incorporation of the original melody, various motifs from In Vernali Tempore also 

come through the texture of Song of Spring.  In the example below, the first two bars 

of the medieval song (excerpt 73a) are transformed into the bass melody (excerpt 

73b). Although the rhythmic activity is much more developed, in order to imitate 

birdsong, the melodic pattern remains the same; therefore, the overall effect is 

maintained, allowing for both the singers and the audience to recognise snippets of 

the song that inspired this new piece.   

 

 
Excerpt 73a. The first two bars of In Vernali Tempore 

 

 
Excerpt 73b. Song of Spring, bars 15- 16 (bass): adaptation of opening bars of In Vernali Tempore 

 

Each voice has a recurring motif inspired by In Vernali Tempore, although the 

quotations are not always exactly identical. The original melody (excerpt 74a) for 

example, is slightly altered in the tenor voice in Song of Praise, with the omission of 

the passing note back to the G (excerpt 74b) and rhythmic development to evoke 

birdsong.  

 

 
Excerpt 74a. Excerpt from In Vernali Tempore 
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Excerpt 74b. Song of Spring, bar 8: ltered quotation from In Vernali Tempore 

 

Bars 1 to 13 serve as the introduction, with a call-and-response pattern between the 

tenors and altos which strongly suggests an E minor tonality, further strengthened by 

the bass entry on an E at bar 11.  

 

Bar 14 sees the soprano entry, a quotation of the first phrase of Song of Spring 

(excerpt 75). The composer s decision to write the melody in 6/8 as opposed to 3/4 

time adds a more lilting quality to the music. The first section of the melody is 

swapped between the sopranos and altos, punctuated by tenor and bass motifs. The 

bass motif always begins on the first note of the soprano/alto melody that, apart from 

helping to establish a tonal framework for the original Dorian melody, will aid 

intonation.  

 
Excerpt 75. Song of Spring, bars 14 – 18: incorporation of the first phrase of In Vernali Tempore 

 

A crescendo, accompanied by an increase in rhythmic activity and texture, with the 

sopranos adopting a bird-song motif from bar 26, heralds the beginning of the second 

(A) section at bar 28, with the descriptive title the world is waking up . In this 

section, the original text and melody are distributed between the tenors and basses, 
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and accompanied by the sopranos and altos with increasingly elaborate bird-song 

patterns (excerpt 76). There is greater distance between quotations of the original 

melody which, coupled with the heightened rhythmic activity, means that the original 

melody is less prominent, but rather woven into the overall texture.  

 
Excerpt 76.  Song of Spring, bars 37 – 40: melody passing between the tenors and basses 

 

The leaps of a fifth in the original melody become a feature of the B section (marked 

più animato), which are sung here by the sopranos and altos (excerpt 77). The basses 

maintain patterns of thirds, first introduced in bar 37, echoed in bar 42, and 

developed from bars 49 to 62.  Again, the greater distance between the quotations of 

the original song helps to incorporate the original melody into the birdcall motifs.  

 

 
Excerpt 77. Song of Spring bars 45 – 49: eaps of a fifth echoing the original melody 

 

A change of metre occurs at bar 63, the beginning of the C section, with the music 

changing from its lilting 3/4 to a more insistent 2/4 metre. Although the quaver beat 

remains the same, the bird song appears to intensify. Although no direct quotations 

are used in this section, some melodic motifs appear, such as leaps of fifths and a 

predominance of major and minor third patterns (excerpt 78). The composer 
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frequently uses parallel third motion and imitation between the voices. At this point, 

accidentals start to creep in, suggesting a shift to a major mode.  

 
Excerpt 78. Song of Spring, bars 66 – 70: Section C, with leaps of a fifth and major/minor third 

patterns 

 

The final section of the piece, gioioso, molto con brio  sees a return to a compound 

metre, but this time in 3/8. (excerpt 79). Parallel thirds continue to be employed, the 

bird song is ever more insistent – until a loud  rest occurs in the penultimate bar. 

This is followed by a final chord of E major in second inversion, on which the singers 

are encouraged to sing to the syllables ri/pi/ti , ad lib. This ending implies a virtual 

cacophony of birdsong, and is particularly apt in the context of the programme, as 

each singer is free to experiment and improvise with simple or more complex 

rhythmic patterns.   

 
Excerpt 79. Song of Spring, bars 82 – 88: final section 
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Song of Spring presents predominantly rhythmic challenges to the singers, with some 

unusual rhythmic figures and complex patterns. The shift to a major mode provides a 

melodic/harmonic challenge but, as the singers have various opportunities to 

practise chromatic alterations, this should not pose a problem. Sheena Phillips  focus 

on more complex rhythmic material, instead of presenting a mixture of very 

challenging rhythmic and melodic/harmonic material, works very well in the context 

of this programme.  

 

Wave III  Jean Christophe Rosaz  

 

The title of Jean-Christophe Rosaz  third piece is Wave III – Fantasia sopra A.O.I.F.E.  

 

The piece is built on three musical ideas, which are developed throughout the music.  

 

The first musical idea (theme A) is based on an E, A, B, F (excerpt 80) sequence that 

begins the piece, with rhythmic displacement distributing the melody between the 

four voices from bars 1 – 4 in 6/8 time. The change in time signature to 4/4 at bar 5 

sees another arrangement of these notes, with each entry beginning first at the 

distance of two beats, then 1 beat, then a half-beat, increasing the rhythmic activity 

and preparing for the following section. The singers also have text at this point, the 

first four bars are hummed, but now the beginning of each note is accentuated, with the text pam .  
 

 
Excerpt 80. Wave III, bars 1- 4: opening phrase with theme A 
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The second musical idea, theme A1, appears in bar 10 (excerpt 81), with semiquaver 

figures oscillating between E and F or B and A, creating alternate fifth and major third 

sonorities or in inversion fourths and sixths as the voices overlap. The text  is comprised of A  and O  sounds.  The melodic material is the same as that of theme A, 

but the rhythmic development is sufficiently different for the listener to easily 

distinguish between the variations.    

 

 

 
Excerpt 81. Wave III, bars 10 – 12: Theme A1 

 

Theme A functions as a bridge from bars 19 to 23, between the end of theme A1 and 

the introducing of theme B, the third musical idea, and a contrasting theme (excerpt 

82). The music of theme B (bars 24 – 34) is homo-rhythmic, and the writing feels 

almost pianistic with the use of broken chords, punctuated with the sound dum . 
Another interesting feature of this section is its harmoniclanguage,  every second bar 

form an A sonority. Although there is no third in the chord to distinguish whether it is 

major or minor, the strong presence of C in the preceding bars remains on the ear , 
and therefore the chord of A minor is strongly suggested. The clarity and frequency of 

these open chords provides a rich harmonic contrast after the previous language of 

cluster chords resulting from the intersecting melodic lines.  
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Excerpt 82. Wave III bars 24 – 27: Theme B 

 

Bar 35 sees a return of theme A1, extended and further developed, and again the 

repetition of the theme functions as a bridge between the new material. The 

composer has developed the idea of grace notes, which were briefly employed in the 

first statement of the theme but are now a rather prominent feature of this theme 

(excerpt 83). The distribution of the semi-quaver figure is also developed as the 

voices do not always overlap, but rather dovetail as the theme passes from voice to 

voice, usually from sopranos down to the basses.  

 

 
Excerpt 83. Wave III, bars 35 – 41: Theme A2 

 

Theme A2 draws to a close on an open fifth (E – B), and theme C begins in bar 48. The 

musical material is based on a falling fourth motif (excerpt 84), with the syncopation 

in the tenor and bass melodies further increasing the rhythmic interest in this section.  
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Excerpt 84. Wave III, bars 48 – 53: Theme C, based on a falling fourth motif 

 

At bar 54, theme A1 returns and again the composer has further developed this 

theme. In theme A3, the tenors and basses have a kind of ostinato pattern, 

interrupted only by the changing time signatures but always maintaining an open 

fifth (A and E) between these two voices. The E-F and B-A semiquaver pattern that 

appeared in the previous two statements of theme A is now a crotchet-quaver pattern 

in compound time, and it is inverted, creating sonorities of fourths and sixths in the 

soprano and alto voices (excerpt 85). The voices are nowsynchronised and the grace-

notes have disappeared.  

 

 
Excerpt 85. Wave III, bars 54 – 59: Theme A3 
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The next section (bar 60 to bar 73) can be described as theme A4, as the music is 

rhythmically developed while the melodic material remains the same. Initially, the 

difference relates more to articulation and activity than actual development, where, 

for example, the composer has written 4 quavers on the same note instead of a 

minim. However, the time signature, in bars 5 – 9is simple, now switches between 

simple and compound time, extending the theme and alternating the distance 

between the various entries.  

Theme A4 (bar 74 to bar 88) leads into theme B1, that now alternates between 3/4 

and 3/8 time instead of its previous duple meter that alternated between 4/4 and 

2/4. Also, while theme B featured clear, open A sonorities at regular intervals within a 

pentatonic mode, theme B1 avoids traditional harmonic language, instead featuring 

double fifths (A-E, E-B), clusters of D, E, G, A, or unison singing (bars 78, 80 and 83).  

The first of each set of two bars seems to evoke theme B, but the second bar appears 

to interrupt this arpeggic contrary motion, with a descending line in unison (excerpt 

86). The second part of theme B1 recalls theme B due to how the individual lines are 

woven together, but the melody is slightly extended, and again, fully sonorous 

harmonic language is avoided.  

 

 
Excerpt 86. Wave III, bars 76 – 79: Theme B1 
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At bar 93, theme A3 returns, with the soprano part reduced, thus slightly altering the 

texture of the music, leading into theme B1, without grace notes. Theme A is 

reiterated from bar 105, but at bar 110 a dramatic change occurs as the F becomes an 

F#, completely changing the musical intent and distancing the music from the A 

minor that was previously the most prominent. The piece ends with the original 

opening sonority, A, B, E 

 

Wave III is a very interesting work, particularly due to the development of each 

theme as the music unfolds. The piece requires rhythmic accuracy, and also presents 

some intonation challenges, due to the frequent semiquaver movement and the lack 

of traditional harmonic sonorities.  

 

6.3.2  Phase Three Learning Activities 

 

This third phase differs from the other phases as there is no new  material to 

introduce – at this point the singers have developed sufficient skills in reading and 

performing both pitch and rhythmic material to sing the pieces composed for this 

stage. However, the pieces for the third phase explore in greater detail and 

complexity the melodic and rhythmic elements introduced in the second phase, and hence support the choir s meaningful practice and learning of these elements. 
Therefore, the lesson plans for this phase differ from those of the previous phases, 

and may be regarded as a set of techniques that could be used as teaching and 

learning aids for the repertoire in this final phase of the literacy programme as 

opposed to structured lesson plans. Some activities have the same learning outcomes so that conductors can mix and match activities according to their choir s needs.  
 

Rehearsing A vide é bela Eurico Carrapatoso 

 

 The following is a set of activities that may be used in preparing and rehearsing this 

piece.  

 

Activity One: Teaching the folk melody through dictation  
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In order to keep practiing this skill, conductors may choose to teach the folk melody 

through aural dictation before presenting the singers with the score. The teaching 

method in this case would be singing each phrase of the melody to a neutral syllable 

and asking the singers to answer back in solfa.  

 

Once the melody is plotted on the board, ask the singers to keep the pulse as together 

you sing the melody in time-names.  

 

Activity Two: Teaching the folk melody to handsigns  

 

Again, conductors may choose to begin rehearsing this piece by practiing the melody 

before presenting the singers with the score. In this case, the conductor should lead 

the choir in handsigns, being mindful of the rhythm. In my experience, it is often 

worthwhile repeating this exercise with the singers stepping to or tapping the pulse 

in order to ensure that the rhythmic elements are accurately taught and learned.  

 

Activity Three: Preparing chromatic alterations through handsigns  

 

This piece uses the flattened seventh (Eb) and also the raised fifth (C#, the leading 

note to the relative minor, D minor).  Conductors may wish to experiment with asking 

all the singers to follow handsigns showing these intervals, particularly the alto figure 

from bars 11 to 15 (the singers in Voz Nua had some problems in maintaining 

intonation when sight-reading this section). When the handsigns are accurate ask the 

choir to sing the alto part as per the score.  
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Rehearsing Duet by Michael Holohan 

 

Duet does not present any particular rhythmic difficulties, as the singers will have 

already experienced rhythmic patterns featured in other repertoire. The most 

complex patterns occur mostly in the context of word-painting (the semi-quaver-dotted quaver pattern on the word dagger , for example . Melodically and 
harmonically, the piece provides various challenges that may be prepared through 

the use of solfa and the application of temporary tonal centres.  

 

Activity One: Preparing for chromatic alterations using handsigns 

 

The accidental notes in the bass part at bar 2 can be prepared by using handsigns, and 

showing harmonic and melodic minor scalic patterns, switching frequently between 

the raised and flattened sixth and seventh degrees. Finally, sign the bass melody from 

bars 1 to 3, and then go to the score to practie the music in context.  

 

Activity Two: Using temporary tonal centres to aid intonation 

 

C-do works well for most of the piece, as it should be relatively easy for the singers to 

pitch the F# and G# accidentals following the melodic and harmonic minor exercises.  

 

The flattened 7th (ta) occurring in the alto part in bar 9 is quite difficult to pitch in 

context as due to singing an A before descending, the danger would be pitching an A 

instead of a Bb in bar 9. It would be useful to practie this melody out of context, with 

handsigns.  

 

The C# and G# in the soprano and alto parts respectively in bar 11 is perhaps most 

easily read as A-do. The singers could use the A in bar 10 as their pivot note, turning 

their A-C# interval in bar 10 to a do-mi interval. The altos could switch back to C-do 

on their A in bar 12, while the sopranos could use their A at the end of bar 12 as their 

pivot note, either switching back to C-do (implying the use of the flattened 7th, ta, for 
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the following bars, or even adopting F-do, to help with the accurate pitching of the Bb 

in bars 13 and 15.  

 

Rehearsing Pueblo by Ivan Moody  
 

The following set of activities may be incorporated into rehearsals as preparation or 

performance aids. The activities focus only on the elements that are considered to 

pose a challenge to a choir that has successfully read and performed the phase two 

pieces.  

 

Activity One: Preparing Chromatic Alterations  

 

Perhaps the most difficult chromatic is the C# that occurs in the tenor voice at bar 20. 

In the previous bar, the basses have a B – C – B – C figure. The easiest way to pitch the 

C# and the proceeding figures in every voice is by moving to D-do, instead of 

constantly singing a raised do (C#),  using an altered note for the tonal centre would 

perhaps weaken the connection between the intervals.   

 

Again, this preparation can be done using handsigns to practie the intervals.  

 

Sign the bass line from bar 19 and the tenor from bar 20 as a continuous melody.  

Show the tonal change from di to ti by swapping hands, i.e. showing that di (C# when 

C is do) is equal to ti (C# when D is do).  

 

Activity Two: Changing do position  

 

Although the above activity dealt with changing do position, bar 30 of Pueblo sees a 

shift back to a C-do tonal centre. This time it is easier as there are unison repeated 

notes. In this case, A (so when D is do) will change to la as the music moves back to C-

do.    

At this stage, as the aim is to build independence and help singers recognise 

temporary tonal centres, it might be worthwhile singing the piece in solfa from bar 20 
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(using D-do) to see what happens when bars 30 and 31 are reached, as the tenors and 

altos will probably have difficulty singing this bar using D-do, due to the F natural and 

the C natural.  At this point, the conductor can ask the singers to suggest a solution, 

and elicit that we should change do position in bar 30.  

 

Activity Three: Tuning intervals  

 

The first section (bars 1 – 18) should not be particularly difficult for the choir to read. 

However, sometimes music that is not difficult to sight-read is quite difficult to 

perform. Correct intonation is absolutely vital in this section to ensure that the unison 

singing is indeed unison.  

 

Warm-up exercises could include the singing of drones, helping the singers to 

correctly pitch the octaves and fifths.  

 

Activity Four: Using staggered breathing for long sustained passages 

 

Pueblo features long, sustained notes, particularly for the altos and basses (bars 1 – 9; 

bars 20 – 29). These passages require staggered breathing techniques. Houlahan and 

Tacka (2015) recommend practiing staggered breathing by asking everyone to sing 

the syllable lu on one pitch, learning to breathe quietly and to re-enter softly after the 

breath.  Singers could work in groups of three or four, practiing singing a long, 

continuous note in unison, checking with the tuning fork to ensure that intonation is 

also maintained, and then repeat the exercise with a repeated melodic phrase or 

scalic pattern, for example.   

 

Rehearsing Sanctus by Gráinne Mulvey  

 

This piece provides both rhythmic and melodic/harmonic challenges for the singers. 

It may also contain some intonation challenges, particularly in finding the first sung 

pitches, as the duration between the beginning of the piece and the introduction of 

defined pitches is too long to risk the singers simply remembering the opening 
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sonority.  I would recommend asking the singers to take their note from the tuning 

fork. Another skill that would be worthwhile practising is whistling, as it can be more 

difficult to whistle with accurate intonation than to sing.  

 

Activity One: Preparing for rhythmic patterns use in Sanctus  

 

Although the singers should have developed their rhythmic accuracy and 

independence, Sanctus contains a number of rhythmic challenges.  Conductors may 

wish to work on off-beat entries and to prepare the more complex rhythmic patterns 

by asking the singers to clap the following rhythmic patterns. 

 
Example 31. Some of the more complex rhythmic patterns found in Sanctus 

 

Activity Two: Preparing for the harmonic language of Sanctus 

 

The clusters in this piece are likely to provide intonation challenges for many choirs. 

Therefore, conductors may consider asking the choirs to sing the chords out of 

context (i.e. without the staggered entries and rhythmic figures), building the chords 

note by note and checking that the intonation of each interval is secure. Relative solfa 

can be applied outside its strictest context. The conductor could, for example, help the 

altos to pitch their entry note in bar 28 by asking them to imagine Bb is do and C is 

therefore re, and similarly ask the soprano 2 to imagine that their D is do to the first altos  C#, heard as ti.  

 

Activity Three: Applying temporary tonal centres to aid intonation 

 

Although Sanctus is quite chromatically saturated, making it impossible to apply tonal 

centres that do not require at least some alterations, there are some points that could 

benefit from temporary tonal centres (such as in bar 75, where the tenors and 

baritones could imagine an F-do) although these tonal centres may not 

simultaneously apply to all voices, as shown in example 32.  
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Example 32. Sanctus, bars 96 – 97, soprano 2 and alto 2, temporary tonal centres (A-do and D-do, 

respectively) 

 

Rehearsing Song of Spring by Sheena Phillips  

 

Song of Spring features more rhythmic than melodic challenges. As it is likely that the 

singers would not yet have encountered these rhythmic patterns, the teaching and 

learning activities relating to this piece are more detailed.  

 

Activity One: Identifying and practiing complex rhythmic patterns in Song of 

Spring 

Using the score, identify and practise the various rhythmic patterns (bar 7, tenor part; 

bars 19 and 20, bass part; bar 49, bass part,  although the singers may identify other 

patterns they wish to practise).   

 

Activity Two: Preparing for the interpretation of Song of Spring 

As the piece is based on an existing song, it would make sense to sing through the 

original song with the choir before reading through the score. This experience will 

help the singers to understand the distribution of the melody and hence their 

particular role at given points (melody or accompaniment).  

 

Activity Three: Applying temporary tonal centres to aid intonation 
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Although using the solfa for the key signature of G-do throughout is possible, the 

singers may find it useful to imagine other tonal centres to avoid chromatically 

altering notes when there are frequent accidentals. It is easier, for example, to change 

do position and sing do-re-me-do than it is to maintain do position and sing re-mi-fi-re.  

 

At bars 63 86, the basses are unaffected by chromatic alterations, so they could 

continue singing using G-do. However, in these bars I would sing the alto line 

alternating between G-do and A-do, so that I would always be singing do-re-mi 

patterns. Bars 73 and 74 are a little more awkward, but I would again imagine this 

pattern as mi-re-mi-do by thinking of an E-do for those two bars.  

 

The soprano part is a little more complex due to the interval of an augmented fourth 

that divides two of the phrases. I would sing this section using D-do. It still requires 

chromatic alterations (at bars 73 and 74) when the G# appears, but D-do facilitates 

the C#-D-E-C# patterns (ti-do-re-ti) and also makes sense at section D, with the D-C#-

D-B (do-ti-do-la) pattern.  

   

 

Wave III 

This piece focuses more on rhythmic challenges (syncopated patterns and frequently 

changing time signatures) as the melodic material is repetitive. However, as the 

writing also contains some close intervals it would perhaps save rehearsal time if the 

various sonorities of the two main chords were practised in isolation before reading 

through the piece.  

 

 

Preparing the melodic and harmonic sonorities 

 

Due to the lack of traditional harmonic language an accurate performance of this 

piece would require a strong sense of pitchthe recognition of the main notesin order 

to guide the singers.  
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Using handsigns, signal for each voice group to sing the notes of the initial chord (E, F, 

A, B), switching the voices around so that the singers grow accustomed to hearing the 

intervals in varying order. When this chord is secure, replace the F with an F# in 

preparation for the final sections of the piece (E, F#, A, B).  

 

Preparing for the rhythmic challenges  

 

Looking at the first four bars, beat six quaver beats, showing the three consecutive 

entries (tenors and basses; altos; sopranos) on the first three quaver beats. Practise 

these entries before switching the beat pattern to two dotted crotchet beats.  

 

Practie the changing time signatures in bars 19 and 20 by counting the quaver beats. 

Bars 54 to 59 can be prepared in the same way.   

  

Summary  

 

At this point, the singers should have developed musical literacy skills that will allow 

them to decipher scores independently. The melodic and rhythmic patterns that have 

been encountered throughout the programme should have helped the singers to 

really understand the musical theory and phenomena in order to translate the symbol 

in sound. This implies the ability to recognise the same pattern in another context and 

the ability to perform the pattern in a new context. This transferable knowledge – 

which does not occur with rote-learning as it is context specific and does not allow 

the singers to equate the sound with the symbol should equip choirs to sing a wide 

variety of choral repertoire in diverse styles.  

 

Just as the pieces written for phases I and II, the six pieces featured in this third phase 

are not to be considered mere teaching aids or pieces to be used only in teaching 

contexts. They are stand-alone pieces that are suitable for concert performance. Furthermore, these eighteen pieces contain two sets Michael (olohan s Watercolours  trilogy and the three setting of Lorca poems written by )van Moody  
that could be presented together or separately.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN – DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF THE DATA PRODUCED  

 

This chapter is divided in two main sections.  The first section is dedicated to the description and discussion of the content analysis of the composers  interviews for each of the three phases, whilst the second section focuses on the singers  focus 
groups.  

 

7.1. – Content Analysis of Composers’ Interviews  

 

The subjects in this case comprise the six composers who participated in this project. 

The material for this analysis arose following interviews conducted with each 

composer after the submission of each piece. Every interview was recorded, 

transcribed and subsequently analysed.  

 

7.1.1 Analysis of the Composers’ First Interviews  

  

These interviews were conducted after the composers had submitted their first piece, 

taking place between January and March 2016.  

 

Four broad domains emerged following preliminary readings of the interview 

transcripts, namely the technical domain, the creative domain, the teaching and 

learning domain and the performance domain.  

 

The technical domain comprises all statements by the subjects which refer to levels of musical literacy amongst choral singers, to the composers  experience in writing for 
non-professional choirs and to the compositional techniques they employed in 

creating this first piece.  

 

The creative domain encompasses all statements by the subjects that refer to the 

compositional guidelines given for the first stage of the programme, to their 

inspiration for the composition and to the communication of their individual voice .  
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The teaching and learning domain features all references made by the subjects to 

teaching methods and learning objectives in relation to their works, both for this 

specific project but also in relation to their previous experiences. 

 

The performance domain includes all statements by the subjects that are related to 

performance expectations and judgements of quality, which in this case refer to the 

quality of the choir, of the conductor and the performance itself.    

 

The Technical Domain:  

 The technical domain showed references by the subject group composers  to three 
broad themes, namely literacy, experience and compositional techniques.  

The theme of literacy was the least frequent theme to which the subjects referred. The subjects  references to the theme of literacy acknowledged that SATB, i.e. choral 
literature for mixed adult choirs, assumes that everyone possess literacy skills. Other 

references showed an awareness of the fact that choirs often in singers who do not 

read music, although this acknowledgement did not lead to any further insights into 

this topic, as the subjects somewhat distanced themselves from this issue, which is particularly evident in the subjects  references within the theme of experiences. 

 

Experience as a theme within the technical domain focused on two broad subject 

groups, firstly the composer themselves, and secondly choral singers, referred to 

interchangeably as amateurs or non-readers. The theme of experience showed a large 

variation between the subjects. There were a number of references to the fact that the 

subject group had previously written for amateur choirs, but also a reference to never having written for non-readers . The theme of experience within the technical 

domain also contained a reference to a disappointing performance in the past due to the singers  lack of experience. A significant number of references to the theme of 
experience within the technical domain compared writing for adults who do not 

possess literacy skills to writing for children.  
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The theme of compositional techniques was the theme most frequently referred to 

within the technical domain. These references to compositional techniques emerged 

as the subjects described their writing styles, their influences and their inspiration for writing this first piece. The references displayed the composers  use of compositional 
techniques frequently associated with formal organisation of early 20th century music 

and serialism, such as the use of canon, imitation, augmentation and diminution. On 

the other hand, the subjects also referred to working through individual melodies, 

pattern development, and the plotting of pitch, harmonic and melodic material, 

without employing formal structures or compositional devices.      

 

The Creative Domain  

 Three broad themes emerged from the subjects  references to the creative domain, namely the themes of guidelines, inspiration and the composer s individual voice. The 
references to these themes were generally evenly balanced.  The theme of guidelines was the most polemic theme. The subjects  references to this 
theme showed a broad spectrum of opinions based on their experience in this initial 

phase. Although the majority of the subjects agreed that the guidelines were a 

challenge, one subject saw this as a challenge that was initially debilitating, whereas 

another subject relished the mental challenge of adhering to the guidelines. Another 

view expressed by the subjects was that guidelines are useful, and that restrictions 

can in fact be simultaneously liberating.  

 

The theme of inspiration within the creative domain showed a certain predilection for poetry in providing inspiration for the subjects  compositions. Apart from the 
themes of the poetry, the subjects also mentioned the influence of the words 

themselves, words that could be explored, or poetic techniques such as alliteration, in 

providing inspiration. The composers referred to searching for a memorable melody, 

the challenge of not allowing intellect to overshadow the emotion, of thinking for 

days and nights, of trying to imagine a universe.  References by the subjects to the theme of the composer s voice in this creative domain showed two different stances. The first maintains that one s personal voice 
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always remains, or that their music contains certain traits that somewhat reveal  the composer s personality. (owever, other references by the subjects to the theme of the composer s voice displayed a certain fear of losing their personal voice by adhering to the guidelines. Yet another reference by the subjects proposed that the composer s 
voice is not static, but rather evolves, displaying different aspects.  

 

The Teaching and Learning Domain 

 

The teaching and learning domain was the domain to which the composersreferred, 

containing significantly fewer references than any other domain. Two themes 

emerged through the analysis of these references, namely the domain of teaching 

methods, and the theme of objectives.  

 

References to the theme of teaching methods comprised the subjects  references to 
the use of tapes or CDs to help the singers memorise their part. Another reference to 

this theme by the subjects was that of the success of teaching musicto children.  

 

The theme of objectives contained references to the composers  own objectives 
within the teaching and learning domain. These objectives were aiming to write 

something that would be relatively easy to learn, and how vocables were chosen to 

make it easier for the singers to learn the text, as opposed to setting the piece in a 

language foreign to either the composer or the singers.  

 

The Performance Domain  

 

The performance domain was one of the most frequent domains to which the subjects 

referred. Two broad themes were identified the theme of expectations, and the theme 

of quality.  

 

In relation to the theme of expectations in the performance domain, the subjects 

referred to the subject groups of composers, conductors, singers and the sub-group 

amateur singers. The references by the subjects to the group composers  regarding 
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the theme of expectation were references to their own music, namely the challenge of 

performing their music correctly and precisely. The references to the subject groups composers  and singers  were references to previous experiences and hence current 

expectations, namely that working with amateurs is hard, particularly in the early 

stages of the rehearsal process. Another reference dealt with the quality of the music, 

that it is not necessary to write lesser quality music for amateurs.  

 

With regard to the subject groups of composers, conductors and singers, again these 

references by the subjects were based on previous experience, such as the composer s expectations of the choir of their ability  when writing for choir, and that 

the conductor must never give the wrong impression, and create expectations that 

his/her choir is of a better standard than it currently is.  

 

Within the domain of performance, the theme of quality contained a high frequency of 

references, featuring the subject groups choirs and conductors. The subject group choirs  was interchangeably referred to as choirs in general, amateur choirs, 
professional choirs and academic choirs. There were no references to the subject group composers  in relation to the theme of quality in the domain of performance.  

 

References to amateur choirs ranged from amateur choirs that are auditioned, which 

according to the subjects can be just as good as professionals, to amateur choirs with 

technical limitations. Another reference was to the fact that what amateur choirs lack 

in technical proficiency they can compensate for through their dedication and enthusiasm in performance. )n relation to academic choirs, the subjects  references 
showed that they are considered to achieve a higher quality of performance than 

other amateur choirs. References to choirs in general was strictly related to the 

standard of choirs in Portugal, their evolution, the fact that very few are excellent, 

many are of average quality, and even more choirs are of poor quality, which is 

referred to as being expected. Academic choirs, however, were considered to be 

capable of achieving a greater quality of performance than elite foreign choirs. 
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The subject group conductors was less frequently referred to in relation to the theme 

of quality in the performance domain. The references by the subjects to the subject 

group composers centred on two issues. Firstly, the subjects referred to the quality 

and experience of the conductor as being an important factor in the quality of a choral performance. Secondly, the subjects referred to the necessity of the conductors  
ability to develop a choir. Almost as a summation of these issues, the subjects referred to shaman conductors  conductors with the skills and quality to help a choir 

to improve.    

  

Overview of the data produced in the composers’ first interviews 

 

An overview of the domains that emerged through the process of content analysis, 

and the subsequent themes identified shows that the highest concentrations of the subjects  references occurred in the Creative Domain and in the Performance Domain.  
The subjects least often referred to the Teaching and Learning Domain.  

 

References by the subjects to the teaching and learning domain focused on two 

themes, namely the themes of teaching methods and objectives. The references to 

teaching methods comprised learning by ear and using recordings, whereas the references to objectives displayed how the composers  choices with regard to text 
and melodic material were based on these teaching and learning objectives.   

 

The technical domain comprised the themes of literacy, experience and composition 

techniques, with references focusing on the fact that choral literature assumes that 

SATB choirs read music, and on compositional techniques ranging from formal 

organisational devices to plotting and working through melodic, harmonic and 

rhythmic material, in relation to the themes of literacy and compositional techniques, 

respectively. The theme of experience showed a greater contrast between the subjects  references, ranging from subjects with no experience in writing for amateur 
choirs to subjects who have often written for amateur choirs.  
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The themes of guidelines, inspiration and the composer s voice emerged from the creative domain. The subjects  references to the themes of guidelines and of the composer s voice were the most polemic themes, with a range of contrasting 
references. The theme of inspiration contained references to using poetry as 

inspiration, but also references to spending days and nights reflecting on their 

creation.  

 

The domain of performance featured the themes of expectations, which involved the subject groups composers , conductors  and singers . References to the theme of 
expectations showed that the subjects relied on the conductors to accurately describe 

the level of their choir, in order to create adequate expectations. The theme of 

expectations also contained references to the difficulties involved in accurately 

performing music, and references to music for amateurs, which should not mean 

lesser quality music.  The theme of quality within the domain of performance focused on the subject groups choirs  and conductors .  There existed opposing references to 
amateur choirs, ranging from their technical limitations to their ability to perform as well as professionals. )n relation to the subject group conductors , the references focused on the attributes of a good quality  conductor capable of developing a choir.     

 

When analysing texts, it is often tempting to focus on the topics that have received 

most attention, with the highest frequency of references, and the richest material. In 

this case, however, it is interesting to first examine the topic to which the subjects 

least referred, namely the teaching and learning domain. 

 

The themes of teaching methods and objectives emerged within the teaching and 

learning domain. The references to objectives were practical observations, 

explanations of how the pedagogical nature of these pieces influenced the composers  
choices in terms of text and melodic material. The references to teaching methods 

comprised one reference to a teaching and learning method that had worked well 

with children, i.e. learning by ear, and the other reference was to an adaptation of this 

method for adults, i.e. learning by ear through the use of recordings. The technical 

domain, within the theme of experience, also contained various references that 
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compared writing for amateur choirs (namely amateur choirs that are not musically 

literate) to writing for children. In the technical domain, within the theme of literacy, 

there was a reference to the fact that SATB choral literature assumes that everyone 

can read music, and another reference to how music can be sung by people who don t even read music .  Given the reality that most choirs are amateur Mantyjarvi, , 
these references display a certain distance or detachment from this reality, a 

detachment between the composers and the performers, or even a denial by the 

composers of the existence of these choirs – there are children s choirs, there are amateur choirs which are the same as children s choirs, apart from the fact that they 
are composed of adults who do not all possess literacy skills, and there are choirs in 

which all members possess literacy skills.  

 

This detachment between the composers and the performers is also visible in the 

analysis of the creative domain and the performance domain, the domains that 

contained the highest frequency of references.  The references within the creative 

domain were exclusively in relation to the subjects themselves. The references within 

the domain of performance were almost exclusively in relation to the subject groups 

conductors and singers.  This would imply that the conductors and singers have no 

involvement or influence in relation to the creative process, whereas the composers 

have no involvement or influence in relation to the quality of performance.  

 

The theme of inspiration in the creative domain focused on the composers  personal 
processes in creating a new work, and the references within this theme were very 

similar among the subjects.  References by the subjects to the theme of guidelines, 

however, varied greatly. The subjects described feeling debilitated, restricted but on 

the other hand, references also included feelings of enthusiasm, of welcoming the 

challenge of writing with limited rhythmic and melodic materials that restrictions can 

be simultaneously liberating.  The feelings of being restricted and debilitated may be linked to the final theme within the creative domain, that of the composer s voice. 
Again, the nature of these references varied between the subjects. The subjects 

shared their worries of adhering to the guidelines without losing their personal 

voices. In contrast, the subjects also explained that even with strict limits, the 
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composer s voice is always present and discernble. Yet another reference expressed the view that the composer s voice is not a static entity, but is rather a multi-
dimensional voice, in constant process of evolution.  There were no references within 

the creative domain to the subject groups conductors or singers, showing that the 

compositional process, and thus the creative domain, is an entirely personal domain.    

 The performance domain contained references to the subject group composers  in 
relation to the theme of expectations. One reference by the subjects was that music 

for amateurs does not imply music of a lesser quality. However, the majority of 

references to the theme of expectation had negative connotations, ranging from 

descriptions of disappointing experiences due to unrealistic expectations based on a conductor s appraisal of his/her own choir, to how difficult it is to begin the rehearsal 
process with amateur choirs, and a reference to the difficulties in accurately 

performing music, implying an expectation of the choir not achieving this accuracy.  

 

The theme of quality in the performance domain contained no references to the 

subjects themselves, the composers, which again reinforces the detachment between 

the composers and the performers. The references to the subject group singers varied 

substantially, from amateurs with technical limitations, but technical limitations 

capable of being overshadowed by enthusiastic performances, to auditioned amateur 

choirs, and finally academic choirs, considered capable of achieving the same, or a 

better, standard of performance than elite, foreign choirs. These references constitute 

a hierarchy. The elite, foreign choirs share the top rung with academic choirs. Next in 

line are amateur choirs that are auditioned, and finally amateur choirs with technical 

limitations, which the subjects compare to children. The subjects also referred to the 

subject group conductors in relation to the theme of quality in the domain of performance. These references centred on the great work  and the quality of 
experienced conductors. Furthermore, the subjects referred to the fact that the 

conductor must have the ability to develop a choir to be what was referred to as a shaman  conductor. haman a term traditionally used to describe those who use magic to heal the sick. A shaman conductor, therefore, has the power to heal  a choir.  These 
references to the conductor display a certain disregard for the singers  ability to 
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influence the quality of the choir, only the conductors , or at best, when the conductor 

selects the singers through auditions. Therefore, the hierarchy of choirs in the 

performance domain can be extended, as the top rung is actually occupied by the shaman , or experienced, quality conductor, not by the choirs, who are separate 
entities, dependent on the conductor.  

 

Based on these observations, the entire process from the germination of a work to its 

performance is imbued by a hierarchical relationship, in which each subject group is a 

separate entity, detached from the other subject groups. The creative domain is the 

domain of the composers, in which neither the conductors nor the singers are 

involved, whereas the performance domain is the domain of the conductors and, to a 

lesser extent, the domain of the singers but the composers are not involved.  

Therefore, the hierarchy begins with the composers, who are followed by the 

conductors, and finally the singers themselves, according to their category of choir, 

ranging from an academic choir, considered equal to or better than elite, foreign 

choirs, to amateur choirs with technical limitations.  

 

  

7.1.2 Content Analysis of the Composers’ Second Interviews  

 

The composers were interviewed a second time following the submission of their 

second pieces, between October 2016 and January 2017. Each interview was 

transcribed, and on analysing the interviews, it became clear that the same four 

domains that emerged through the reading of the first interviews were equally 

present in these later interviews.  

 

The four domains are the technical, the creative, the teaching and learning and the 

performance domains.  

 

The Technical Domain  
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The technical domain comprises all statements by the subjects which refer to levels of musical literacy amongst choral singers, to the composers  experience in writing for 
amateur choirs and to the compositional techniques they employed in creating this 

second piece.  

 

Two main themes emerged within the technical domain, namely composing and 

composing and performing, and the frequency of occurrence of these themes was 

practically equal. The theme of composing comprises references to compositional 

techniques, whereas the theme composing and performing is used when the 

composers refer to corresponding performance issues.  The theme of guidelines, so 

present in the first interviews, was mentioned, but not dwelt on by any of the subjects 

and hence is now included within the broader theme composing .  The majority of 
references in the technical domain involved the composers themselves, or the 

composers and singers. The conductor appeared only once in the technical domain.  

 References to the theme composing  almost exclusively involved the group composers , apart from two general references that included musicians in general. The references to the theme composing  in the technical domain focused on practical 
elements of the composition process, choosing the harmonic basis of a work, focusing 

and developing one element at a time. There was also a reference to creating a second 

work that would complement the first thus practical considerations included not 

creating too much contrast between the pieces. Other references were more personal, such as personal criticisms of the composers  own writing, identifying how and why 
they should improve certain traits or habits. Finally, references to the theme of 

composition in the technical domain focused on composition in general, widespread 

problems such as composers writing music that is too complex, as they are so focused 

on individual elements they lose sight of the whole, and problems with notation. Notation was described by one of the subjects as obtuse  and disenfranchising  for 
people wishing to explore contemporary music. The subjects also explained how the 

same effects can often be achieved using simpler notation, making the music more accessible. Contemporary music itself was also mentioned, amidst the subjects  fears 
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that contemporary music would be increasingly marginalised unless it was practical 

and relatively easy to rehearse.  

 The theme composing and performing  contained references to the subject groups 
composers and singers. There was only one reference to the group conductors, in 

reference to syncopation, whereby one of the subjects explained that the conductor 

would not be able to help the singers in the same way as when they sing on the beat, together with the conductor s gesture. References to composing and performing showed how the composer s writing was influenced by the singers who would 
eventually perform the music, in relation to vocal ranges (not writing at the 

extremities to avoid vocal fatigue and a compromised sound quality), to rhythmic 

elements – keeping the choir homorhythmic when writing with frequently changing 

time signatures, for example awareness of balance problems due to fewer men than 

women participating in communitarian choral singing and techniques they employed 

to avoid a dramatic leap in difficulty between the first and second pieces for the 

programme.   

 

The Creative Domain   

 

The creative domain encompasses all statements by the subjects that refer to the 

creative process, from their inspiration for the composition and the communication of their individual voice  to the soundworlds they imagine and aim to recreate and 

the meanings the composers wish to transmit through their music.  

 Analysis of the composers  statements in the creative domain show four themes, 
namely (from the highest frequency to the lowest): meaning, soundworlds, 

inspiration and voice. Most references in this domain were in relation to the subject group composers .  
 

References to the theme of voice were least frequent and focused on how every 

composer has his or her own melodic style or voice.  
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The theme of inspiration contained various references to how poetry inspired the 

composers to write. Folk music was also mentioned as a rich source of inspiration.  

The only subject group mentioned was that of the composers.  

 

Soundworlds contained references to the subject groups composers and singers. 

There was one reference to the guidelines, but in relation to how this transformed the 

sounds with which they could work. The subjects also spoke of how they could use 

voices and vocal effects, referring to the singers. Other references dealt with the use 

of dynamics, of evoking different sounds, whereas other subjects spoke of using a 

contemporary approach, trying to avoid music that would sound dated.  

 

The theme of meaning received most references, and included the subject group 

composers, conductors and singers. References explained the search for text that 

would be beautiful to sing and how the second piece should feel like a natural 

evolution from the first, or in another case, be a companion to the first. However, the references that really defined this new theme were the subjects  references to how 
they wanted to write something meaningful, how they avoided formulaic processes in 

case the music would lose its meaning and how they wanted to write something 

meaningful and useful.  

  

The Teaching and Learning Domain  

 

The teaching and learning domain features all references made by the subjects to 

teaching methods and learning objectives and/or activities in relation to their works. 

 

Two main themes were identified in the teaching and learning domain, namely how the composers  writing was influenced by pedagogical issues, i.e. composing 
strategies, and how the composers felt the singers could be aided in the preparatory 

stage, labelled teaching methods. Almost all references to both themes involved the 

subject group singers, paired with either the conductors or composers, the former for 

rehearsal strategies, the latter for composing strategies.  
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The theme composing strategies had more references than the theme rehearsing 

strategies and focused on writing music that would be singable  music that provides 

a reasonable challenge but is not impossible. References to this theme also showed an 

awareness of the singers  levels of musical literacy, such as avoiding heavy 
chromaticism at this stage, setting either rhythmic or melodic challenges at a time, 

using repeated figures such as ostinati that may be difficult the first time but are 

sufficiently repetitive for the singers to gain confidence, or repeated sections in the 

music to provide structure and give a sense of familiarity to the singers.  

 

The theme teaching methods almost exclusively featured the subject groups 

conductors and singers, with references to how musical structure can influence 

teaching and learning according to the subjects, through-composed works are more 

difficult to learn. The subject group composers referred to how the conductor should 

engage in interval training with the singers, and also referred to how rhythmic elements such as syncopation could be rehearsed, urging the conductor to prepare  
the singers. Another reference stated the importance of the conductor in the 

rehearsal process, saying that hard work and an empathetic conductor were essential 

to the success of learning a new piece.  

 

The Performance Domain  

 

The performance domain includes all statements by the subjects that are related to 

performance expectations and judgements of quality. 

 

One main theme was present in the performance domain, that of expectation. This theme has various subthemes, such as the composer s expectation for his/her own 
work, the expectation of quality and the impact of the music itself on the quality of the 

performance.  Interestingly, the subject group conductors  was not specifically 
mentioned in this domain the subjects  references focused on the subject groups 
composers and singers.  
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The composers, in their references to the subject group composers  within the 
performance domain showed their expectations of success for the piece itself, their 

own work.  The singers were referred to, in the expectation that they would find the piece interesting, as were the audience and performers in general, in the subjects  
hopes that they had successfully managed to communicate what they meant through the music. Contemporary music itself was also mentioned, amidst the subjects  fears 
that contemporary music would be increasingly marginalised unless it is practical 

and relatively easy to rehearse and perform.  

 

References to the subject group singers were mixed. On one hand, the subjects 

referred to how even some non-professional choirs have a really excellent  standard 
of performance, how the composers hoped the singers would enjoy their music, and 

how the subjects did not want to underestimate the singers references that display 

their expectations of the choir. On the other hand, there were references to the 

difficulty of actually performing the music, as music that is easy to read is not 

necessarily easy to perform. In this case, there were references to the frequent pitfalls 

for non-professional choirs, such as legato phrases that were reported to expose the 

limitations of a non-professional choir: vocal line, phrasing, breath control, problems 

of range and problems with rhythmic elements. Another reference was to the fact that 

there is no such thing as a standardised interpretation. This statement can perhaps be 

better understood if we consider that each choir has a different sound that is further 

modified according to the acoustics of the space and the singers present on 

performance day.  

  

Overview of the data produced in the composers’ second interviews  

 

The technical domain had the greatest frequency of references, although this was 

mostly due to the fact that many issues from the teaching and learning domain 

impacted directly on the compositional process, necessitating a double-entry system 

of analysis and further increasing the  of references to the technical domain. 

Furthermore,  references in the technical domain also corresponded to the 

performance domain. This is interesting as these domains had not intersected in the 
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subjects  references during the first stage of interviews. )nitially, the technical domain 
was very much detached from the performance domain, and the figure of the 

composer was absent from the performance domain. Now, however, the composer  

present in the performance domain, and interestingly in two capacities firstly as involved in the singers  performance, but secondly as the composer is also performing  through his or her composition, as it is presented in public and the 

composer, just as the conductor and singers, is vulnerable to public opinion.  

 

The first interviews with these subjects showed a strong hierarchy between the 

composers, the conductors and singers, with the composers and singers being 

completely detached and references compared non-professional choral singers to 

children, due to their perceived musical naivety. There was a substantial difference in 

these later interviews. The subjects did mention that their music should be as easy as possible so that the singers would be able to cope. The use of the word cope  was surprising, as the idea of merely coping  with music is not particularly synonymous 

with the idea of engaging in a meaningful artistic experience. On the other hand, 

another reference was much more general, that you must write for what people can 

do. This statement is far more neutral, and avoids a value judgement on the part of those who will sing or play the composers  works. Another significant reference was 
to writing music that would be meaningful for the singers. In all, the composers at 

this stage re engaging much more with the subject group singers, particularly through 

their references to teaching and learning, with a number of practical examples and 

rehearsal techniques.  

 

 

7.1.3 Content Analysis of the Composers’ Third Interviews  

 

The third and final interviews with the composers were conducted between May and 

July 2017. An analysis of the interview transcripts showed that the same four 

domains were present, namely the technical, the creative, the teaching and learning 

and the performance domain.  
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The technical domain 

 

The technical domain features the subjects  references to the technical aspects of 
composition, i.e. their compositional techniques, and how these techniques were influenced by the subject group singers .  
 

Two themes emerged within the technical domain. The theme of compositional 

techniques was most frequently referred to in the technical domain. The subject 

group composers explained how they used different techniques – rhythmic 

augmentation, experimentation with melodic patterns and the use of harmony – in 

creating their third piece for the programme. The second most prominent theme was consideration of performers , and how this influenced the composition. The 
composers referred to their awareness of practical aspects of performing – singers needing to breathe, the singability  of melodic lines – and how this influenced their 

writing. The composers also referred to the fact that participating in this project 

alerted them to the problem of difficulty, and how this should influence their 

compositions for choirs. The composers also mentioned that the idea of graded pieces 

is not an artistic, but rather a technical consideration. 

 

The Creative Domain  

 The creative domain contains the subjects  references to the creative process of 
composing a new piece. The Creative Domain was also dominated by two themes, in this case inspiration  and creative objectives .  Although the subjects predominatly referred to the subject group composers , there was also a reference to the subject group singers .   
 

The theme of inspiration featured the composers  comments of how folk music, 
poetry or news headlines inspired them to write their third pieces.  

 

The theme of objectives had a slightly greater frequency, with references to the composers  own objectives, for this project and for their work in general. In relation 
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to the project, the composers spoke of how they wished to create a link between each 

of the three pieces written for this project, and how they imagined the pieces would 

relate to each other. Another reference to the programme explained how the 

composer wrote the piece they wanted to write, but then reviewed the music to 

ensure it was feasible for the singers in the context of this project. With regard to 

their compositions in general, the subjects spoke of how composers should use 

limitations as inspiration, to spark  a piece. They also referred to the difference 
between deciding to write a piece that is pleasant, and writing a piece to challenge people s concept of choral music, for example.  
 

Teaching and learning  

 

The teaching and learning domain contains the subjects  references to teaching 
methods and learning objectives in relation to their works for this project and to 

teaching and learning processes in general. Four themes emerged, namely the theme 

of difficulty, the theme of experience, the theme of teaching methods and the theme of 

empathy.    

 

The theme of difficulty focused on the difficulties of performing certain musical 

phenomena, namely pieces which are legato with long, flowing phrases, and pieces in 

which the choir are not singing homorhythmically but have rhythmically independent 

parts.  The composers also referred to the problems of pitch references and the need 

to provide references for singers.  

 

The theme of experience referred to the subject groups composers  and bengalinhas . 
The composers referred to the importance of learning how to write for voice by 

asking people to sing  compositions in order to hear what work well and what creates 

problems for singers. The composers also referred to the important role that 

bengalinhas have in choirs, described as committed  singers of greater experience  who bring the others along .  
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References to the theme of teaching methods focused on how the composers 

imagined how the choir would learn the piece as they were writing. The subjects 

referred to the structure of the piece, the use of repetition and how they imagined 

certain shifts in harmony might be approached by the conductor and the singers.  

 Empathy  as a theme showed the subjects  understanding of mixed level teaching and 

learning in non-professional choral contexts. They referred to how composers should 

be able to respond to this and write accordingly, with achievable challenges. The 

composers also referred to the difficulty in maintaining interest and motivation 

within a mixed level group, explaining that with children it is easier to separate them 

into groups and have progressive levels, a formula that is not easily applied  this 

context. Another reference to this theme was an analogy if conductors trying to learn 

a new skill, they would need a great deal of patience and support, just as a beginning 

adult choral singer requires.     

  

The Performance Domain  

 

The performance domain includes all statements by the subjects that are related to 

the performance of their music. Two main themes emerged within the performance 

domain, the theme of communication and the theme of interpretation.  

 

The theme of communication featured the subject groups composers, conductors, 

singers and audiences. References to this theme focused on the composers  aim of 
communicating with both the singers and the audience through the music, the composers  hope that the singers enjoy performing their music, and the importance of 
the composer knowing how the singers feel about performing a particular piece.  

 

The theme of interpretation focused mainly on what the composers describe as the space between the score and the performance . The composers referred to the role of 
the singers in aleatoric music, as free individuals.  They also referred to imaginative 

interpretations they have heard of their own music, and how different performers can 

bring a certain piece to life in ways the composers had not imagined. The composers 
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also spoke of the difference between writing a piece and then conducting or singing a 

piece, referring to the frequent need to make adjustments, to allow for breathing and 

the effects of a particular acoustic environment (influencing tempo markings in 

particular), for example.  

 

Interpretation of the data produced in the composers’ third interviews 

 

The teaching and learning domain received the highest frequency of references by the 

subjects, closely followed by the performance domain. The creative and technical 

domains received approximately half as many references as the other domains.  

 The creative and technical domains were less composer-centric , which is perhaps most evident in the emergence of the theme consideration of performers . The 
composers spoke of how they are inspired – by folk music, by poetry, by news 

headlines – but also spoke of how they consider the performers when they are 

writing, and how this influences their artistic and technical decisions.  

 

 references, there was a certain coherence in the. The subjects focused on the singers  and audience s enjoyment of the music rather than the quality of the performance. 
The subjects also spoke of the different roles that composers, singers and performers 

play in the process of performing a piece, showing that despite the composer s 
indications, there is space between the score and the performance, and specific issues 

(acoustics, for example) may necessitate the conductors or the singers making 

alterations to those indications, such as tempo markings.  

 

The teaching and learning domain received the highest frequency of references.  

The subjects showed an awareness of the difficulties that choirs face when learning 

new repertoire and how composers can facilitate that process in their writing, 

through the provision of pitch references, for example.  The theme of experience also showed the composers  awareness of the presence of bengalinhas and their role in the 

learning process. In this case, references to teaching and learning did not focus only 
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on conductors and singers, but also referred to the importance of composers learning 

how to write vocal music.  

 

In terms of teaching methods, the three subject groups were mentioned. The 

composers in relation to the structure of the piece, and how the use of repetition can 

aid the teaching and learning process and the conductors and singers, as the subjects 

referred to imagining how the music would be approached in rehearsal.  

 

The theme of empathy appeared for the first time, showing the composers  subjects  
understanding. Again, this theme featured references to three subject groups the 

singers, in understanding the difficulties they might encounter and the level of 

support they might require; the conductors, in needing to have patience and empathy  

these singers, while being careful to motivate singers of all levels; and also the co 

themselves, in being aware of this reality and responding to it in their writing.  

 

 

 

 

 

7.1.4  Discussion of Results of the Composers’ Interviews 

 The three sets of interviews with the subject group composers  show that despite the 
consistency of four broad domains – namely the technical, the creative, the teaching 

and learning and the performance domain – the frequency of references within each 

domain and the appearance of the various subject groups (the composers themselves, 

the singers –including the bengalinhas – the conductors and the audience) changed 

throughout the course of the project, as did the nature of the themes.  

 

In the first interviews, the creative domain and the performance domain received the 

highest frequencies of references, and the teaching and learning domain the least, 

which is in stark contrast to the final interviews, in which the teaching and learning 
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domain received the highest frequency of references, with the creative and the 

technical domains receiving fewest references.  

 

The creative domain was, in the first interviews, the domain of the subjects 

themselves, the composers. The second interviews showed that the subject group singers  also featured in the creative domain, with references describing the importance of finding a text that would be meaningful  and beautiful to sing . This 
trend continued in the third interviews, with the composers explaining how they 

ensured that, while following their artistic ideals, the pieces would also be suitable for 

the singers.  

 

Initially, the teaching and learning domain had significantly  references than any 

other domain and featured two themes teaching methods and objectives. The theme 

of teaching methods contained references to helping the singers to memorise their 

part and to learning by ear, drawing a comparison between children and adults. The 

theme of objectives had references to practical elements of choral writing to make it 

easier for the singers. The second interviews showed an increase in references to this 

domain. The themes that emerged were composing strategies and teaching methods. The theme of composing strategies showed how the composers  writing was influenced as they endeavoured to create a reasonable challenge , leading them to 
avoid heavy chromaticism and include features such as ostinato to aid the singers in 

the learning process. The theme of teaching methods contained references to 

teaching strategies the conductor could use in preparing and teaching the repertoire, 

from interval training to rhythmic exercises. The subjects also mentioned that the 

conductor needed to work hard and have empathy with the singers during the 

rehearsal processes. The third interviews built on these ideas, with four themes: 

difficulty; experience; teaching methods; empathy. Perhaps the most striking 

differences between the first and third interviews re concerned with teaching 

methods and empathy. The theme of teaching methods also contained references to the subject group composers  the first time the subjects were mentioned in relation 

to this theme. The subjects spoke of how composers should learn how to write for 

voice by asking singers to perform their compositions, in order to learn what is 
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effective. The presence of the theme of empathy  is significant when we consider that 
the first interviews compared adult choral singers without literacy skills to children 

learning by ear. In the third interviews, analogous references were made by the 

subjects to describe how they would feel in a similar situation, and the levels of 

support and patience they would require.    

 

The technical domain, although receiv fewer references throughout the interviews, 

also displayed a variety of changes. In the first interviews, the technical domain was dominated by references to the composers  compositional techniques. Under the 
theme of experience, the subjects also referred to negative experiences in the past, 

and compared adults who do not read music to children, all learning by ear. In the 

second interviews, the technical domain featured two themes, composing and 

composing and performing. In these interviews, the composers explained some of the 

problems with current notation and contemporary writing, that notation can be obtuse  and disenfranchising , explaining that the same effect can often be written 
more simply, allowing for themusic to be more accessible. The theme of composing 

and performing described how compositional techniques are influenced by the 

performers, and how in this case, the composers opted for textures and ranges that 

would facilitate learning and performing. The technical domain featured two themes – compositional techniques and consideration of performers in the third and final interviews.  The subject group composers  described the various compositional techniques they used. The theme consideration of performers  contained references 
to the importance of an awareness of breathing and singability in choral writing. The 

subjects also referred to how their participation in this project alerted them to the 

difficulties of choral singing.  

 

The performance domain featured heavily throughout the three interviews, and the 

nature of references within this domain did not remain static. In the first interviews, 

the performance domain featured the themes of expectations containing references 

to the difficulties involved in accurately performing music. The theme of quality 

within the domain of performance focused on the attributes of a good quality  conductor, capable of developing a choir, without referring to the singers  role in the 
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quality of a performance. In contrast, the conductor was not specifically mentioned in 

this domain in the second interviews. The theme of quality was also absent, as the 

subjects referred to the importance of communicating their ideas to the singers and 

to the audience, and their hopes that the singers enjoy performing their music.  The 

subjects also spoke of the differences in sound from one group to another, explaining 

that music is never static. In the third interviews, the composers also mentioned the 

importance of the singers enjoyment of performing their music. The subjects also 

expanded on the notion of differences in sound, explaining that there is a space  
between the score and the performance. This space may also be understood as the 

difference between composing and performing a work, as the subjects referred to 

viewing a score differently depending on whether they had written it, or if they were 

to conduct or sing it. These statements were further developed with examples of how 

scores are frequently modified by performers to make them more apt for 

performance.  

 

Overall, we see a shift in perspective throughout the project. At first, the composers 

are very much focused on the creative domain, and although the performance domain 

was also heavily referenced, the composers were not active participants in this 

domain. Throughout the project, references to teaching and learning gradually increase, and the creative domain is expanded to include the subject group singers . 
The performance domain is now also the domain of the composer, in an active role, 

communicating his or her music and hopeful that it will be well received by singers 

and audience alike. The focus on the difficulties of executing accurate performances 

has been replaced by considerations of the space between the score and the 

performance, and how the sound changes according to the performers and the 

performance space, which may or may not require the performers to make 

alterations to the score to compensate for these factors.    

 

7.2  Content Analysis of Data Produced in Singers’ Focus Groups  

 

The subjects in this case comprise focus groups of singers participating in the project. 

The focus groups were held at the end of each phase, or when the singers had 
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experienced singing the music corresponding to a particular phase. Each focus group 

session was recorded and subsequently transcribed for the purpose of analysis.  

 

7.2.1  Content Analysis of Focus Group I  

 

The first focus group took place in September 2016. The group is reflective of the choir s general demographic profile, with a total of  men and  women participating, 
and a larger concentration of participants in the most dominant age group of the 

choir in September 2016, i.e. aged between 18 and 30.  

 

The domains that emerged from readings of the transcripts include the performance 

domain, the domain of roles and realities, and the domain of the literacy programme.  

 

The Performance Domain    

 

The performance domain comprises all the statements by subjects that refer to the 

theme of musical interpretation. The groups represented in this domain by the 

subjects are the subjects themselves, referred to as singers , the group that has been 
labelled bengalinhas36, and the group labelled conductors .  
 

Three subthemes emerged within the domain of performance, namely interpretation, 

shared interpretation, and interpretation relating to literacy.  

 

The subtheme of shared interpretation comprised references to interpretation which involved the groups singers  and conductors  together, understanding both groups 
as being involved in interpretation. These references include the need to establish 

synchrony between the singers and conductors in performance.  

 

                                                        
36

 As described in Chapter 4, the word ‘bengala’ in Portuguese means ‘walking stick’. The singers use the 
word in its diminutive form, bengalinha, which apart from its literal meaning (i.e. ‘little walking stick’) also 
confers a degree of affection.  
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The subtheme of interpretation relating to literacy involved the groups bengalinhas’ and conductors . These references displayed a perceived correlation between literacy 

and interpretation, namely that musical literacy implies an ability to interpret. The group singers  was not referred to within this subtheme.  
 

The subtheme of interpretation contained almost twice as many references to the group conductors   to the group singers . References by the subjects to the group conductors  displayed that interpretation is the work of the conductor, according to the conductor s sensibility. The subjects referred to the conductor as playing the most 
important role in achieving a good level of performance, and that the conductors interpretation is more important than the singers .  
 

References to the theme of interpretation regarding the group singers  contained a 
mention of emotions during performances and how the singers influence the conductors  interpretation. (owever, the references to the differences in 
interpretation between different choirs, with the same conductor, was not very clear, as the subjects referred to the fact that the conductor might be unable  to achieve the 

same result, as opposed to recognising that every choir has a different sound. Another group was also referred to in relation to the group singers  in the domain of 
interpretatio the audience. References to the audience in this domain revealed that 

the subjects feel that their interpretation is influenced by the audience.  

 Therefore, across the three subthemes within the performance domain, the subjects  references to the group singers  comprise a very small fraction of the overall 
references within this domain. The majority of references concern the group conductors , whereas most references to the singers are linked with another group, either singers and conductors  or singers and audience .   
 

The Domain of Roles and Realities 

 

The domain of roles and realities contains references by the subjects to their roles 

within the choir, the roles of others within the choir, and the realities that they 
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mentioned. The domain of roles and realities primarily comprises references to the 

subjects themselves, in addition to the group bengalinhas , the group conductors , the group composers  and the group audience .  
 

For the purposes of this analysis, references within this domain were divided into 

two themes, roles and realities.   

 

References to roles include all references by the subjects to roles within the choir, which involved references to the groups singers , bengalinhas , conductors , composers  and audience .   
 

References by the subjects to the theme of roles did not focus on any particular group, 

but were distributed between the various groups mentioned by the subjects.  

 With regard to the subjects  references to theme of roles regarding the subjects themselves, the word machine  was used, as the singers described their role as following the conductor, and that the singers must function .  A reference to the group bengalinhas  within the theme of roles conveyed the need for the bengalinhas  
to have the generosity to share their knowledge, whereas the singers should have the 

humility to receive this knowledge.  

 The subjects  references to the group audience  showed the singers consider reaching 
the public one of their roles.   

 The theme of roles regarding the group conductors  contained few references to the 
group in isolation. These references used the verb mandar , which may be translated as to order or command , that the conductor s role is to take command of the 
performance, and order the singers accordingly. Another reference referred back to the singers  role in reaching the public, as the conductor has his/her back turned to 

the audience, it is the choir who must reach the audience.  
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The group composers  was mentioned within the theme of roles, but always in connection with either the group singers  or the group conductors .  
 References by the subjects to the groups composers and singers  within the theme of roles refers to the composers  wishes to transmit their feelings through an 
instrument, in this case, the singers.  

 

References by the subjects to the groups composers and conductors  describe that 
the role of the composer is to create the score, whereas the role of the conductor is to 

develop an interpretation of the score, and to then transmit this score to the singers.  

 

The theme of reality within this domain contains references to the groups singers , 
bengalinhas  and, to a lesser extent, conductors . These references often refer to two 

groups simultaneously.  References by the subjects to the group singers  in the domain of the imaginary that are within the theme of realities , focus mostly on the question of literacy and 
identity. Musical literacy was viewed as important, and the subjects referred to levels 

of literacy impacting on levels of performance.  

 

The idea of identity was transmitted in the subjects  references to being a choir , 
displaying a group identity, such as references by the subjects to aim to give their 

collective, not their individual best, and that new people should adapt so as to fit in 

with the rest of the group.      

 References by the subjects to the group bengalinhas  in the domain of roles and 

realities reveal two distinct realities. There is the reality of musical literacy, and how 

these skills and the singers that have these skills can influence the reality of the choir. 

Musical literacy was mentioned as impacting on the level of performance, not only 

because of the perceived link between musical literacy and interpretation, but also because the bengalinhas  can help other singers to learn the music faster, allowing 

more time for the choir as a whole to advance to interpretation of new music at a 

faster rate.  
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 On the other hand, there is the reality of inequality, a perceived them  and us  
division between the singers and the bengalinhas. This was demonstrated through the subjects  references to the group bengalinhas  needing either drop down to the 

level of the majority, or else leave the group, and a reference to singers with high levels of musical understanding being arrogant .    
 

References to the group conductors  relating to the theme of reality were of a low frequency, and comprised three distinct references, which reflected the singers  
realities. The first implied that the score is, in fact, more important than the 

conductor, as singers should only obey the conductor if the conductor obeys the score. Another reference to the group conductors  showed that the level of 
performance depends on the quality of the material (i.e. the singers) the conductor 

has at his/her disposal. A third reference was to the reality of performance, and refers back to the subjects  role in reaching the audience. The conductor has his back to the 
audience, therefore reaching the audience is a role for the choir.   

 

The Domain of the Literacy Programme  

 

The domain of the literacy programme comprises references by the subjects to the 

literacy programme in which they were participating when this focus group session 

was conducted.  

 The analysis of the subjects  references within the domain of the literacy programme 
displayed three themes, namely literacy and experience, literacy and beginners, and 

literacy and sound. The theme of literacy and sound occurred most frequently, 

followed by literacy and beginners. All references by the subjects related to the 

subjects themselves, although three subgroups were identified. These subgroups are 

the subjects as individual singers, singers beginning to develop literacy skills 

(beginners), and singers in general. There existed only slight differences in the 

frequency to which each group was referred.  
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The theme of literacy and experience was referred to by the subjects in relation to the 

groups individual singers, and singers in general. These references showed that the 

singers are most comfortable with teaching and learning methods that are most 

familiar.  

 

With regard to the theme literacy and beginners, the subjects referred only to the group beginning singers .  Within this theme, the majority of references related to the 
method employed in this literacy programme as being particularly suited to 

beginners, although one reference stated that the method was easier to understand 

for those with literacy skills.  

 The subjects referred to the groups singers  and individual singers  in relation to the 
theme of literacy and sound.  When the subjects referred to individual singers , 
concrete examples of how the method has aided their literacy and performance skills were given. References by the subjects to the group singers  mostly concentrated on 
the singers increased flexibility, and on understanding the relationship between 

sounds. However, another reference stated that the visual and the auditory in music 

are different phenomena.  

 

Summary of the data produced in the first focus group  

 

The technique of content analysis allowed for a distillation of the data produced 

during the first focus group.  Three domains emerged during the analysis.  

 The subjects  references within the performance domain display a correlation 

between literacy and interpretation. The conductor interprets the piece, but singers 

with musical literacy skills are also considered to have the ability to interpret.  The 

role of the singers is to synchronise with the conductor, and perform to the audience.  

 The subjects  references to their roles in the domain of roles and realities display a 

hierarchical relationship. The composer creates the score. The conductor interprets 
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the score, but has a responsibility to remain faithful to the score. The singers follow 

the conductor.  

 

References by the subjects to realities in the domain of roles and realities show a 

strong group identity, to which newcomers – particularly newcomers considered 

bengalinhas should conform, or else leave. The references revealed that bengalinhas 

are beneficial for the group, but that they should adapt to the current level of the 

existing choir.  

 

The domain of the literacy programme showed that the subjects are most 

comfortable with familiar methods.  The subjects referred to the fact that this literacy 

programme is helpful for beginners.  The theme of literacy and sound showed that the 

literacy programme has ed the singers to learn and perform new repertoire, and that 

the method priessounds of intervals over note names.     

 

One of the primary aims of this focus group was gain a better understanding of how 

the singers approach and prepare for performances, to understand how they view 

their role in the creative and interpretive process of performance. Another aim of this 

focus group was to listen to the singers  opinions regarding musical literacy, such as 
whether they feel that musical literacy can influence the quality of a performance, and 

to explore their views on the literacy programme in which they are participating.  

 

The data produced brought other issues to my attention, particularly in 

demonstrating that tacit hierarchies exist for the singers, both among the singers 

themselves, and on the broader plain of musical interpretation and performance. 

 

The literacy programme itself, which I had expected to be the very kernel of the 

conversation, was not actually the most important issue, nor was it the topic that 

generated most conversation and debate. The literacy programme was discussed in a 

rather detached manner the majority of the singers did not seem to engage with the 

programme on a personal level.  There were both positive and negative reactions to 

the programme. The negative reactions centred on the fact that it is difficult to adapt 
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to relative solfa once accustomed to the fixed do system. The positive reactions 

focused on how the programme would be beneficial for beginners, and on practical examples of how the application of the programme s teaching and learning methods 
helped the singers to learn the repertoire.  There were some brief moments of 

reflection, such as referring to note names as simple conventions, and proposing that 

the sound is more important than the name we attribute to it, which is very much in 

keeping with the ethos of the literacy programme itself.  However, these comments 

remained comments apart from vague murmurs of agreement, they did not serve to 

generate debate, and neither did related conversations spring from these topics.   

 

The lack of personal reflection on the literacy programme, with the exception of the 

practical examples given by some of the subjects, can perhaps be explained by the fact 

that the data revealed an over-riding hierarchy of composers, conductors, literate 

singers (bengalinhas  and illiterate  or inexperienced singers, in descending order.  
The analysis of the data showed this hierarchy to be most influential in the domains 

of performance and of roles and realities.  

 

If this hierarchical system of interpretation runs horizontally from composers to 

illiterate and/or inexperienced singers, it may also be considered to run vertically 

according to literacy levels.  The composer is at the top, as he or she holds the utmost 

creative power. The conductor is at the next level, as he or she holds the 

interpretative power, although this power is obviously not as great as that of the composer, as the conductor must adhere to the composer s wishes therefore they are 

not considered equal.  What follows is a division of the singers. Singers who are considered bengalinhas , those who have the ability to read music, are also 

considered to have the ability to interpret the music. The last group is the group of 

singers, who follow the conductor. This group either does not read music, or does not read music as well as the bengalinhas , and therefore is not involved in the interpretative process. Although it is, indeed, the conductor s role to guide the 
performance and communicate the wishes of the composer to the performers, two 

aspects should be considered. Firstly, the singers are performing, and therefore 

interpreting the music alongside the conductor, with their own individual voices. 
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Secondly, all the singers are performing, and therefore interpreting the music 

alongside the conductor, with their own individual voices, regardless of their literacy 

levels.  Surely, even if in initial rehearsals the bengalinhas learn the music at a faster 

rate than the singers who are reliant on their aural skills, all the singers should be 

equal during the performance? The fact that this distinction between the singers and 

the bengalinhas was made in the domain of performance shows a deep-rooted 

hierarchy, which is primarily controlled by musical literacy.  

 

This hierarchy is also apparent in the domain of roles and realities, but what is most 

conspicuous in its absence is the lack of future projections in this domain, or 

resistance against this hierarchy, particularly at its most fundamental level, the 

difference between the singers and the bengalinhas. Instead of viewing the literacy 

programme as a means of diluting this dichotomy, as a means of equalising the group, 

so that everyone would enjoy the same levels of musical literacy in the future, learn 

music at the same rate and participate in the interpretative process, no such 

projections were made. In fact, the data revealed quite the contrary. Rather than the 

bengalinhas helping the other singers to learn more, so that those with less 

experience or literacy skills would continuously improve and gradually reach the 

same level of literacy and experience as the bengalinhas, the singers did not display 

any such projections for the future. The bengalinhas are useful, because the singers 

can simply go along behind them.  And most important of all, the benglinhas should accept and adapt to the choir s level, even if that means lowering their own level.   

 

7.2.2  Content Analysis of Focus Group 2  

 

The second focus group took place in June 2017. Again, in order to reflect the 

demographic profile of the choir, more women than men participated, with the 

majority of participants aged 30 or under.  

 

The content analysis of the transcription of the second focus group led to the 

identification of three broad domains, the literacy domain, the domain of roles and 

realities and the performance domain.  
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 The literacy domain contains the subjects  references to musical literacy and 

experience, the literacy programme and learning through experience.   

The performance domain contained a significantly higher frequency of references, and includes the subjects  references to various aspects of interpretation and 

performance.  

 

In relation to the literacy domain, references to the theme of experience/continuity concentrated on the subject group singers . The subjects referred to the fact that they 
are always learning, and identified this as being positive. Refer to prospective singers 

in response to the question ow would you describe the choir to someone who wanted to join?  the subjects referred to the importance of whether or not the 
prospective singer had musical literacy skills and/or singing experience. This was, 

however, with a higher concentration of references stating that a willingness to learn and a love of singing were more important than a prospective singer s literacy skills.    
 

The literacy programme was discussed in detail by the singers, with the emergence of 

subthemes resistance, sound and repertoire. The subjects referred to a certain 

resistance and reluctance to engage in exercises that used a different system, namely 

working with relative instead of fixed solfa. In their references to sound, the subjects 

also discussed the difficulty of using relative solfa, but agreed that although they would often make mistakes with the lyrics , the sound would be correct. )n other 
words, they reported that through the literacy programme, they have developed the 

capacity to connect the symbols with the sound, although they often make mistakes 

when naming notes using a relative instead of fixed solfa system. The subjects 

referred to the ease with which they can now intone melodic intervals and patterns, 

stating that it was easier to think in scalic intervals, i.e. remembering the sound of do-

fa, instead of thinking in general intervals, i.e. remembering the sound of a  fourth 

ascending. References also included the simplification of intervals, with subjects 

stating that music can often look very difficult, but with relative solfa, they can find 

the right notes more easily. In terms of repertoire, the subjects agreed that they learn 

repertoire much faster, describing the preparatory exercises as fundamental , 
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referring to the fact that they now learn new repertoire much faster, with less 

difficulty and that this has improved the level of performance and the productivity of 

rehearsals.  

 

The domain of roles and realities contained references to the themes literacy levels, 

bengalinhas, loyalty, collaboration and decisions.  

 

The theme of literacy levels showed that the subjects see musical literacy not as a 

definite skill – whether you can read the music and simultaneously reproduce, hear 

or imagine the sound in score, i.e. the processes of audiation (Gordon, 1994) or inner 

hearing (Kodály, 1974) – but rather as a spectrum of skills someone may have some 

musical literacy (understanding certain symbols without necessarily being able to hear the sound, i.e. knowing that  the first space in the treble clef is an F and the 
second an A)a greater amount of musical literacy (being able to inner-hear or audiate 

some musical notation) or be able to read music fluently. The theme of literacy levels also corresponded to the subjects  references to a third group of singers, those who 
have neither formal musical training like the bengalinhas, nor choral singing 

experience. The subjects consider this third group is of a lesser standard. They were 

described as not having sufficient sensitivity, or awareness of what they were doing, 

to be part of the choir. Another reference was that those who have less formal 

musical education cannot be absent from rehearsals, as they might negatively affect 

the final performance.  

 

The theme of bengalinhas referred to how bengalinhas help other singers, teaching 

them to recognise musical symbols, for example. This theme also contained a 

reference to the difference in levels between bengalinhas and other singers, but that with enough dedication and work, a singer could be almost  as good as someone 
with musical literacy skills.  

 

The theme of loyalty is linked primarily to the score and to the conductor. In relation 

to the score, references included the importance of the score and of fulfilling the composer s wishes. According to the singers, small  alterations such as cutting a note 
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short in order to breathe – are acceptable, but other alterations, such as changing 

pitches, for example – or a conductor not correcting wrong notes or rhythms should 

not be tolerated and could result in singers leaving the choir in protest. In this case, not adhering to the score was considered frustrating and wrong . The conductor was 

viewed as having a certain creative liberty, but only within certain parameters. 

Loyalty also depended on whether the composer was living, as in the case of living 

composers, they are most important, followed by the conductor and then the singers.  

 

The theme of decision referred to the subject group conductors, with the subjects 

stating that someone had to make a final decision, and that this should be the 

conductor (although as previously stated, living composers should be consulted for 

any decision that might not comply with the score).  

 

The theme of collaboration contained references to the singers working together with 

the conductor and the importance of communicating their thoughts about the music. 

Although the singers agreed (under the theme of decisions) that the conductor should 

ultimately make the final judgement, they also stated that their opinions should also 

be considered. The subjects stated that although the conductor leads the group, each 

singer gives something of their own creativity. Each voice is different, and thus each singer may interpret the conductor s direction differently.  
 

The performance domain received the highest frequency of references. The themes 

addressed focused on literacy levels and experience, individual contribution and 

performance, music education/experience, collaboration.  

 

References to the theme of literacy levels and experience focused on whether a lower 

level of musical literacy and/or experience could jeoprdise the quality of the 

performance. The singers unanimously agreed that the greater the choir members  
levels of musical literacy and music education, the higher the level of performance. 

The subjects also referred to the fact their experience had taught them that music 

from different eras required a specific sound and performance style, giving the 

example of performing music from the Renaissance. The subjects stated performing a 
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given piece depended on an awareness of the style of the piece and that only with 

adequate study can an interpretation be reached. Literacy was deemed important 

because without literacy the singers would not be able to judge whether they were 

singing correctly.  

 

 

The theme of individual contribution and performance comprise the subjects  
statements regarding their interpretation of the music. The subjects referred to giving a little of myself , both to the choir and to the interpretation of a given work. 
They spoke of how their own interpretation of the text influence how they perform 

the music, how they understand the spirit  of the music and that this influences how 
they perform the music and how each individual voice comes together to form a unique sound. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of performing was the singers  
agreement that being able to read the score was important in order to be able to abandon the score. They described performing from memory as liberating , and as allowing them to give more attention to the conductor s direction, and giving more of 
themselves to the performance. They referred to being able to perform when they 

sang from memory, describing using the score in concert as inhibiting their performance. The subject group audience  was also referred to in relation to 
performing from memory, as the singers stated that it was better for the audience, 

allowing better communication. Facial expression was also referred to as being 

important for the performance and for the audience.  

 

 

Summary of the data produced in the second focus group  

 

The second focus group interview displayed that there can be different levels of 

musical literacy and knowledge, that musical literacy in this case does not necessarily 

mean functional musical literacy, but can imply anything from rudimentary 

knowledge of music to the ability to sight-read fluently.  
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The subjects revealed that there are three groups of singers. There are those that are 

of a lesser standard (they have a greater need for rehearsal and may negatively 

influence the quality of the performance), the bengalinhas (they have a high standard 

of musical literacy and support other singers), and finally the singers who are 

somewhere in between.   

 

With regard to the literacy programme, although there were some references to 

resistance to new methods, the singers predominatly referred to positive aspects of 

the literacy programme, such as being able to learn new repertoire more quickly and 

with less difficulty, leading to more productive rehearsals. The singers also referred 

to their difficulties in singing with relative solfa, although they stated that the literacy programme taught them to sing the notes, if not the lyrics , and that it would be a 
very good system for beginners.  

 

The subjects agreed that the higher the level of musical literacy, the higher the level of 

performance. Paradoxically, the subjects agreed that being able to read the score was 

necessary in order to be able to abandon the score more quickly, as performing from 

memory allows the singers to make a greater creative contribution to the 

performance, and is more enjoyable for the audience.  

 Although the subjects  references showed that a hierarchy still exists composer – 

conductor – singers), there is a lesser divide between the conductor and the singers at this point. The singers agree that the conductor s role is to make the final decision – except in cases where this decision might infringe on the composer s rights but that 

the singers opinions are also important and should be considered.   
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7.2.3  Content Analysis of Focus Group 3 

 

The third focus group was held in September 2017. Although the group was 

consistent with the demographic of the choir (a higher ratio of women to men), this 

time the subjects were all musically literate, i.e. those who may be considered 

bengalinhas, in order to understand how they felt about their role in the choir.  

 

The domains that emerged through the analysis of the transcription were the domain 

of roles and realities and the performance domain.  

 

The domain of roles and realities  

 

The main themes that emerged in the domain of roles and realities were bengalinhas, 

literacy and learning, independence, the others, motivation and loyalty.  

 

Beginning with the theme of bengalinhas, references described them (and themselves, in their use of we  as being used to choral singing, that it is something that is now so 

natural it is almost unconscious. The subjects stated that bengalinhas are found in all 

musical groups, giving the example of leaders in orchestras, describing the orchestra 

as a more institutionalised hierarchy than a choir. The role of the bengalinhas is 

referred to as helping and guiding other singers, helping to optimise the learning 

processes through collaboration. However, references also included feelings of 

frustration and restriction, particularly in terms of the level of repertoire that can be 

chosen for a mixed-level group. The subjects felt that they would enjoy more 

challenging repertoire, but explained that they understood that the choir must sing 

easier repertoire, at least on a temporary basis, in order to accommodate those with 

lower levels of musical literacy.  

 

The theme of independence featured the subject groups bengalinhas and singers in general. The subjects described the dangers of having other singers follow  the 
bengalinhas, stating that bengalinhas should be there to help with specific problems, 

or to follow in the early stages of learning a new piece, but that other singers should 
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not simply follow the bengalinhas as a general rule. The subjects explained that each 

singer should be independent, so that if the bengalinha was not available for a 

particular performance, the choir would not suffer. Statements included concerns about following the bengalinha  the first time, and every time , not being able to let go .  They also described constantly following a bengalinha as lazy and irresponsible, 

saying that each singer should be able to sing their part independently, without being 

reliant on others.  

 

Literacy and learning as a theme had unanimous references to the need to improve 

musical literacy in general, that for a choir to improve, investment  in musical literacy 
was required. The subjects referred to the role of the bengalinhas in helping others to 

learn, to reduce the disparity between singers in terms of their levels of musical 

literacy. They explained that a choir cannot function at a high level with a er 

percentage of people with specific training and thus the other singers needed to 

develop their skills in order to reach the bengalinhas level.   

 The others  is a group identified in the second focus group interviews, those who 

have neither previous musical training or the same choral experience as the choir 

members. This subject group was not as aware of this third group, but could identify a difference between singers and other  singers. They referred to the need for 
everyone to help each other, and explained that it was easy to forget how difficult it is 

to begin choral singing or to join a new group.  

 

The theme of loyalty referred to loyalty to the score, to the composer and to the 

conductor. References to the conductor stated that the singers should offer their 

opinion freely but also accept that the conductor is most knowledgeable. However, 

the singers agreed that it was the score that was in command, not the conductor, and any alteration to the score would go against the composer s wishes. The singers 
explained that a decision to perform a work was the decision to perform a particular 

score, and hence the score commands the interpretation, which according to the 

singers, ultimately belongs to the composer.  
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The performance domain  

 All of the subjects  references in the performance domain centred on performing 
itself, which can be divided into two subthemes – the process and the performance.  

 

In relation to the theme of process , the subjects agreed that levels of musical literacy 
within a choir have an impact on the level of performance, due to less time being 

spent on learning the notes and rhythms, and more time being spent on how to 

perform the notes and rhythms. The subjects also spoke of sharing and exchanging 

ideas within the choir in constructing an interpretation of a given work.  

 

Regarding the theme of performance, the subjects referred to the importance of the 

individual contribution of each singer, that although the choir is a whole, it is a whole 

comprised of individuals, all of whom must contribute equally to the performance. 

The subjects referred to how they aim to engage the audience  how they often look at 

the audience in order to gauge their reactions, and how audience s reactions motivate 
the singers during the performance. Another reference to the moment of 

performance was of a continual comparative analysis during the performance, 

comparing the sound to the score and analysing whether the sound corresponded to 

what was indicated in the score.  

 

Summary of the data produced in the third focus group  

 This interview focused mostly on the theme of roles and realities from the subjects  
perspectives. The bengalinhas are seen as having a role in helping and guiding other 

singers, and the subjects referred to a reality that bengalinhas are present in all 

groups, giving the orchestra as an example of a formally established hierarchy. 

However, the subjects stress that their role should be helping the other singers to 

improve and to learn faster, and not perpetuate a state of permanent dependence. 

Under the theme of independence in the domain of roles and realities, the subjects 

explained how each singer must contribute and aim to improve, thus gradually 

reducing the disparity of levels between the bengalinhas and other singers. The 
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subjects displayed some frustration, stating that until the other singers had 

progressed, they would be restricted in terms of possible repertoire.  Another reality 

presented was the need to invest in musical literacy for all participants in the choir, 

seen as the only way of creating a more homogenous group. The role of the composer and subsequently the score was to command  or own  the performance. Although the 
conductor and the singers have roles in the performance, they are not at liberty. The 

subjects described a performance of a piece of music as the performance of a 

particular score, again highlighting the centrality of the score in the performance. 

 

The performance domain showed a process of sharing and exchanging. The subjects 

spoke of their individual contribution and of how they aim to engage the audience 

during the performance. The subjects also referred to judging if a performance is right  or wrong , based on how the sound corresponds to the score.  

 

7.2.4  Discussion of Focus Group Results   

 

The focus groups with the singers showed a strong link between the level of musical 

literacy within a choir and the level of performance. The domain of roles and realities 

contains references by the subjects to their roles within the choir, the roles of others 

within the choir, and the realities that they mentioned, thus constituting their 

imaginary of their personal participation in the choir, in addition to their imaginary of 

participating in a choir in general. Hence, the presence of bengalinhas and the 

importance attached to the score are of particular interest.  

 

Three groups of singers emerged through the analysis of the focus groups – the 

bengalinhas, the singers in general (those who have choral singing experience, 

although this may be limited to their participation in this particular choir) and new 

singers, who do not have previous training or experience. The middle group looks up 

to the bengalinhas, and would appear to look down on the newer singers – they are 

described as not having sufficient sensitivity, or awareness of what they were doing, 

to be part of the choir. Another reference was that those who have less formal 

musical education cannot be absent from rehearsals, as they might negatively affect 
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the final performance. The middle group of singers appreciate the bengalinhas and explain how they help other singers to learn and that other singers can sing along behind them .  They also explained how bengalinhas must not be arrogant and should 

be prepared to drop their standard in order to fit in with the rest of the choir. This 

idea is not an entirely new phenomenon, as a previous study (Hiney, 2015) also 

displayed that non-professional choral singers can acknowledge that musical literacy 

skills are beneficial for a choir, but that instead of acquiring these skills, they hope to 

attract new members who are already musically literate.  

 

I had not expected to encounter similar findings among a group of singers who are 

actively participating in a musical literacy programme, who have the opportunity to 

develop these skills, instead of remaining reliant on others. The fact that this first 

focus group took place after the singers had completed a full phase of the literacy 

programme, when they were being actively encourage to figure out the score for 

themselves, and when I had stipulated that everyone now had the basic skills 

required to de-codify new scores, as opposed to relying on recordings, is also 

important to acknowledge. I expected that participating in a literacy programme 

would generate projections for the future, in which all the singers would develop 

musical literacy skills, eliminating the differences between the singers, and 

eliminating one of the levels within the hierarchical system.  

 

The literacy programme received more attention in the second focus group. The 

singers referred to being able to learn new repertoire more quickly, being able to 

hear the sounds of the intervals and remember the sounds more easily. Throughout 

the interviews, the singers maintained that a relative solfa system is better for 

beginners than traditional fixed solfa teaching. The subjects also displayed a certain resistance to a new  method, although the majority of references focused on how 

participating in the literacy programme had helped them.  

 

In the first focus group, the subjects stated that the interpretation was the conductor s, although the bengalinhas, due to their skills and experience, could 
collaborate with the conductor. The subjects described themselves as machines, that 
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would function . )n the second focus group, the singers began to speak of their 
individual contribution, with references to their interpretation, the influence of the 

text on their interpretation, of giving of myself , and of how an awareness of style and 
historical performance practices impact on their performance. The singers also spoke of the audience, how they gauge the level of their performance by the audience s 
facial expressions, how important it is for the singers to captivate the audience. The 

singers also explained that performing from memory is more interesting for the 

audience and thus, paradoxically, literacy skills can also impact on the level of 

performance because the faster the singers can read the score, the sooner they can 

learn the music and perform from memory. Continuing with the idea of individual 

contributions to the performance, the singers described the sharing and exchange of 

ideas that takes place in constructing a performance.  

 At the same time, there emerged a sense of right  and wrong , that there is a right 
way and a wrong way to perform. The ability to read the score was considered 

important for error detection, for example.  

 

The idea of right and wrong was further developed in the third focus group. The singers stated that the composer and the score command  and own  the interpretation. A reference was made to performing the score , and anything else 
would be wrong. The conductor does not have the authority to alter the score, the 

performance should be an exact replica of the score, to the extent that the 

performance could be evaluated based on its proximity to the score.  This hierarchy is 

very much present across the three focus groups. The composer creates the score. 

The conductor interprets the score, but has a responsibility to remain faithful to the 

score. The next level is not so clear-cut. The singers follow the conductor if they have 

no musical literacy skillsas in this case they have neither the authority nor the skills 

to detect errors or offer their opinion; the singers follow the conductor once he/she 

does not deviate from the score; the singers collaborate with the conductor in 

constructing a performance, particularly if the singers have musical literacy skills; the singers do not accept the conductor s interpretation of the score, or feel that the 
performance does not correspond to the score, and may either converse with the 
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conductor to reach an understanding, or leave the choir. Musical literacy and the 

score are central to all situations.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

 Choral singing is growing in popularity in Portugal, with 1300 choirs currently active. 

Among the choirs with whom I collaborated, a common problem was identified – the 

choral singers were either entirely dependent on the conductor for the oral 

transmission of repertoire due to a lack of musical literacy skills, or there was a significant disparity between the choral singers  levels of musical literacy skills, with 
very few singers possessing the skills to read the score autonomously – which impacted on the choirs  rehearsal efficiency and hence level of performance. Hence, 

the fundamental aim of this research was to develop a musical literacy programme 

with correlated repertoire to support mixed-level teaching and learning in the 

context of a choral rehearsal.  

 

One of the first tasks was to reach an accurate definition of the kind of choir with 

whom I work and with whom the research would be developed. Part One of this 

thesis involved a more general overview of musical literacy and choral singing, 

providing a framework for this research. Chapter One discussed the term community choir , a term frequently found in the literature, despite the fact that there is no 
consensus on what, exactly, is meant by a community choir  Bell, : . The term communitarian choir  was presented as a more precise term. A communitarian 

practice is understood as one in which a group of people join together to create a 

common good, something which can be shared. In the specific case of a 

communitarian choir, the common good is the choral performancecreated by the 

members working together, implying the development of shared norms and values 

(Etzioni, 2015)shared between the members of the choir and with their audiences.  

 

In Chapter Two, musical literacy is to musicmaking as writing is to language, a 

separable material system of signification (Williams, 1981). Musical literacy is 

understood as the ability to decode the symbols into sound, referred to by Kodály as 

inner hearing (Nemes, 2017) and by Gordon as audiation (Gordon, 1994). The fact 

that musical literacy is required for the production, transmission and reproduction of 

scored compositions in the Western art music tradition is discussed, as a means of 
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further understanding the need for a musical literacy programme for choirs. 

However, despite this necessity, the nationwide survey conducted through the Música 

no Meio project showed that although 80% of choirs use scores, only 15% of singers 

have developed the ability to read the score autonomously. This means that the 

remaining 85% are, to a greater or lesser extent, dependent on the conductor for the 

transmission of repertoire. This data corresponds to participant observation, which 

showed that many choirs learn by rote. Participant observation, personal experience 

and conversations with other choral conductors revealed the problems associated 

with rote-learning, such as restricting repertoire to largely homo-rhythmic works and 

requiring that the majority of the rehearsal is dedicated to transmitting repertoire. 

Apart from these problems, a lack of musical literacy skills also means that choral singers are artisans , used for making art, but not involved in artistic creation 
(Reimer, 1970). 

 

In order to gain an understanding of methods used to teach musical literacy to adults 

in the context of choral rehearsals, the third chapter beg with a discussion of the most 

frequently used pitch systems according to McClung (2001) and Demorest (2003), 

namely moveable do/relative solfa and the numbers system.  Relative solfa focuses 

on establishing tonality and the consistency of pitch relationships, so that solfa is 

attributed according to the tonal centre – i.e. the tonic is always do, the supertonic re and so on. The fact that we can sing (appy Birthday , for example, in a myriad of 
tonalities is testament to how we hear melodic patterns as a whole, as opposed to the 

individual tones, which corresponds to one of the rules of Gestalt psychology 

(Krumhansl, 1990). This is also relevant in relation to how chromatic alterations can 

be approached in a relative solfa pitch system. The Gestalt rule of Prägnanz is 

achieved when non-singular elements are normalised (Krumhansl, 1990). The most 

frequent criticism of moveable do is that it becomes rather unwieldy in situations 

that are not strictly major or minor (Demorest, 2003). However, the ability to normalise  and stabilise  non-singular elements through the use of chromatic 

alterations and/or temporary modulations may prove the efficiency of moveable do 

in these contexts.  The benefits of the numbers system are similar to the benefits of 

relative solfa; primarily the fact that it is the interval relationships that are taught and 
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they remain the same regardless of key. Another benefit is related to the teaching of 

harmony, as it may be easier to explain the relationship between scales and chords 

(Demorest, 2003). However, numbers are more difficult to sing tha solfa syllables, 

and neither do they allow for chromatic alterations.  

 

Relative solfa is then addressed in the context of teaching and learning music from a 

cognitive perspective. The information-processing model of perception and memory 

is described, as our ability to recall depends in part on our familiarity with the material and how it was stored. Based on Miller s  and Peterson and Peterson s  research, efficient chunking  of new information requires the information to 
be organised and meaningfully practied to ensure the information is stored in the 

long-term memory. This correlates with DeBellis (1995) and Swanwick (1994), 

presenting information in small, manageable segments which are gradually 

augmented in order to promote this sequence of cognitive function.  Chapter Three 

also include the assessment of sight-singing programmes for choirs that are currently 

in use, based on reviews conducted by Demorest (2003) and Sanders (2015), to see 

which would be mst suitable for use in the context of a communitarian choir 

rehearsal. This assessment found that there is a lack of programmes that combine pedagogy and performance, as few programmes contain real  music and very often 
focus on reading and writing, not on reading and singing.  

 

Part Two of the thesis focuse on the development and implementation of this 

particular project, beginning with a description of the communitarian choir Voz Nua in Chapter Four, with an overview of the singers  levels of formal music education. 

The role of the conductor s also discussed, with a particular focus on the pedagogical 

aspects of conducting a communitarian choir. Some historical views of the composer 

re presented, focusing on the 19th century in Europe, which may influence limit performers  creativity and hence the achievement of their desired artistic outcomes 

(Dalagna, 2016), due to the focus on accurately reproducing the score. A comparison 

s made between reading the score versus learning by rote and Raymond Williams  

(1981) distinction between the literate area and the oral area. Those in the literate 

area may have a greater involvement in the creative and artistic processes relating to 
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choral performance, whereas those in the oral area, learning by rote, base their interpretation on their memorization of the conductor s interpretation. Chapter Four 

conclude with a literature review of the main challenges involved in composing for 

choir.  

 

Chapter Five comprise an overview of the Kodály Concept, beginning with Zoltán 

Kodály and an explanation of the most fundamental aspects relating to the Kodály 

Concept, namely sound before sightrelative solfa and rhythmic mnemonics, before 

addressing some criticisms of the Kodály Concept.  

 

Based on the research presented in Chapters Two and Three, relating to musical 

literacy and teaching methods and resources, a comparison s then drawn between the 

Kodály Concept and learning functional musical literacy skills according to the 

information-processing model of perception and memory. An overview of the 

concepts and methods to be adopted for the purposes of the musical literacy 

programme for choirs s presented, and finally the six composers that participated in 

this project, providing correlated repertoire for each stage of the programme, re 

introduced.  

 

Chapter Six is devoted to the literacy programme. The chapter is divided in three 

parts, each corresponding to a phase of the literacy programme, progressing from 

pentatonic music to diatonic and finally music with chromatic alterations/less stable 

tonal centres. The correlated repertoire for each stage was analysed, and a teaching 

and learning guide provided for each stage. The teaching and learning guides for the 

first two phases contain activities that present the musical phenomena that the 

singers need to learn in order to read the repertoire for that phase. As the third phase does not present any new  phenomena, activities to prepare the repertoire and 
suggested rehearsal techniques are provided.  

 

As a means of assessing the project and gaining an understanding of some different 

perspectives regarding the project, Chapter Seven contains the analyses of the 
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interviews and focus groups conducted with the composers and the singers, 

respectively.  

 

During the planning stages of this project, it became increasingly clear that, instead of focusing on the research products  namely the lesson plans and the accompanying 

repertoire that comprise the literacy programme what was, in fact, most important in 

this project was the process itself and the people involved. Instead of evaluating my 

lesson plans in accordance with criteria based on educational literature, or assessing 

the pieces composed through the imposition of artistic criteria according to Western 

music norms, I felt that it was more important to focus on accompanying the process 

itself, mapping the development of musical literacy skills amongst the participating singers, learning about the composers  experiences in participating in this project and 
understanding the various artistic processes involved during the project. The 

analyses of the data produced does not seek universal truths or solutions, but rather 

aims to understand the various constructions of realities held by the participants, to 

reach the most comprehensive consensus for a particular issue, with specific 

participants, at a given time.  

 

Focus groups and interviews that were expected to generate information in relation 

to the literacy programme actually produced a wide range of data, which apart from 

details about the literacy programmed also revealed hierarchical relationships within 

the choir and in relation to performance practice.   

 

Comparing the data produced through the composers  interviews and the data 
produced through the focus groups with the singers, we can trace a gradual shift in 

opinions in some cases, and a crystallisation of opinions in others. There is not, 

however, an answer , or any definitive, general conclusion. This situation is not 
unexpected, as from the beginning the aim of this research was to understand  and 
not to explain , in accordance with Titon , and this understanding is of 
constructions (Lincoln and Guba, 1989) realities in a specific context at a given time.  
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The analyses of the composers  interviews over the three phases of the project show 
an increase in their awareness of the difficulties of choral performance, which is also 

evident through the substantial increase in references to teaching and learning. The 

creative domain, initially the domain of the composers, was expanded to include the 

performers. At first, the creative domain was dominated by references to using 

poetry, seeking to write using their own voice  and was exclusively centred on the 
composer and his/her creative process. Later, however, the composers mentioned 

the singers in the creative domain, how their writing was now also inspired by the 

singers, what they would enjoy singing, what they would consider a feasible 

challenge. Whereas singers without musical literacy skills were initially compared to 

children, we see an increasing empathy with the singers throughout the interviews. 

This is also reflected in the music itself – I had to ask a number of the composers to 

revise their first piece, either because it was considered too difficult for beginning 

readers, or because the composers had not adhered to the guidelines, problems 

which diminished in the second and third phases. The performance domain was, at 

first, the domain of the conductor and the singers. The composers were concerned 

about the quality of the performance, but viewed the conductor as responsible for the 

performance – a good-quality conductor means a good quality choir, and similarly a 

conductor of a lesser standard would have a choir of a lesser standard. The singers 

and their experience, skills or objectives did not feature in this equation, whereas the 

composers, having delivered the score, were not involved in this stage of the process. 

However, these opinions shifted, with the composers revealing their hopes of 

communicating with the singers and with the audience, and that the singers should 

enjoy performing their music.  

 

The performance domain featured references to performing the music accurately in 

the first interviews, whereas the final interviews contained references to the space  
between the score and the performance, an awareness of the individuality of choirs 

and the singularity of a particular performance, dependent on the space and its 

acoustics, the singers and the balance of their voices. The singular aspect of each 

performance also implies that information in the score may need to be altered 
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accordingly, which according to the composers, is the role of the conductor and the 

singers.  

 

One of the most striking aspects of the data produced through the focus groups with 

the singers were the deep-rooted hierarchies present throughout. The first hierarchy 

is within the choir itself. There are bengalinhas, those that enjoy high levels of musical 

literacy and are considered qualified to contribute towards the interpretation of a 

given piece alongside the conductor; the singers in general, who do not have such 

high levels of musical literacy but have choral singing experience, either through 

singing with Voz Nua or with another choir; and finally the new  singers who are not 
bengalinhas and do not have the experience that the other singers enjoy. Musical 

literacy and experience are the main factors separating these groups.  

 

The first interviews seemed to display an acceptance of this hierarchy. The singers 

acknowledged the help given by the bengalinhas, but were also clear that the 

bengalinhas should perform at a lower level than they are capable so  adapt to the 

group, while always supporting the other singers. Despite their participation in the 

literacy programme, the singers made no reference to aiming towards the 

bengalinhas  standards, instead maintaining that in order for the choir to improve, 

bengalinhas were required. This constructed reality correlates with my previous 

research, where singers in non-professional choirs did not propose that they 

themselves should develop their musical skills, but that the choir should acquire 

more skilled singers (Hiney, 2015). The bengalinhas, on the other hand, feel that all 

the singers should be independent, and that the other singers should not rely on them 

for any more than the very initial stage of the learning process.  

 

The second hierarchical relationship involves the performance process. The 

composer creates the score, the conductor and the singers interpret the score. The 

conductor, although viewed as responsible for decisionmaking, is also responsible for 

following the score and ensuring that no-one deviates from the score. The composer 

as commanding the performance. This relationship contrasts the views of the 
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composers, in their references to the space between the score and the performance, 

and their understanding of the singularity of the performance.  

 

Although these hierarchical relationships remained present throughout, the 

performance domain showed significant changes in relation to the individual singers 

contribution. )n the first focus group, the singers were considered machines , and for the performance to function , their role was to follow the conductor. The second and 

third focus groups showed a marked increase in references to individual 

contributions to a performance, with the singers describing how the text and 

historical context of a particular work will influence their interpretation, and the 

sharing and exchange involved in creating a performance. Most significantly, perhaps, are references to giving of myself  and the description of a choir s sound as a mass, 
but a mass comprised of individual voices.  

 

References to the literacy programme showed some resistance (resistance towards a new  system , but overall, the singers described how the literacy programme has 
helped develop their aural skills and that they now have the ability to look at a score 

and hear the sounds.  The singers referred to being able to learn new repertoire more 

quickly as a result. Throughout the interviews, the singers maintained that a relative 

solfa system is better for beginners than traditional fixed solfa teaching. 

 

During the literacy programme, it became increasingly clear that the majority of the 

singers could name some notes using a fixed solfa system, but had not learned to 

equate the sound with the symbol and were not entirely comfortable with that 

system. It was difficult to introduce a new system of relative solfa when the singers 

were already confused about the workings of fixed solfa. Singers with a high level of 

musical literacy understood the logic of relative solfa and hence had fewer problems 

adapting to relative solfa. Singers with little or no previous musical education had the 

least difficulty with relative solfa, and learned quickly. There was a certain amount of resistance to this new  method among singers with prior knowledge of the fixed do 

system. I frequently explained that those who prefer using a fixed do system could, of 
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course, continue to do so, but for those who had no previous musical education, it was 

important to introduce a system to help them understand the score.   

 

Other singers were adamant that they would not be able to learn the music without 

recordings, claiming that they were incapable of reading, and asked me repeatedly to 

provide recordings of each individual part so they could learn their part. I refused, 

instead offering to help the singers in   

 

The resistance to this programme, particularly in the initial stages, was disappointing. 

I realised that the resistance was not, as I had initially thought, merely to the use of 

relative solfa in a fixed do environment, but was equally concerned with a reluctance 

to change our rehearsal strategy, from rote-learning to score-reading. Some singers 

wished to continue learning by rote, explaining that the were unable to learn how to 

read.   

 

As described in the introduction and reiterated in the conclusion, this research sought 

to understand the processes involved in developing and implementing a musical 

literacy programme, not to formally assess whether the programme should be 

deemed successful.  

 

However, despite the difficulties in adapting to new systems of nomenclatures and 

rehearsal processes (i.e. reading as opposed to learning by rote), the singers 

responded very well to the interval training, particularly exercises such as singing 

from hand-signs and from stick notation. The greatest difficulty was singing with staff 

notation in relative solfa in tonalities close to C major (Bb, B, Db, D), as they were 

most likely to confuse fixed and relative solfa in these cases. The rhythmic exercises 

were also very useful, as they provided the singers with tools to understand and 

break down more complex patterns, to the extent that we rarely have problems with 

rhythm when reading new music. 

 

Through their participation in the musical literacy programme, the singers have 

developed their musical literacy skills, in relation to the ability to inner-hear musical 
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notation and various intervals, such as developing the skill of pitching notes using a 

tuning fork. Instead of being reliant on me, their conductor, to teach them new 

repertoire, the singers have the skills and the confidence to sight-sing the music. 

Furthermore, the singers have much more independence in relation to both reading 

repertoirerecognising their own mistakes, a greater awareness of intonation and 

asking questions about accidentals, for example. Although I cannot say that all of the 

singers are now fluent sight-readers, with the ability to sight-read any choral music 

without difficulty, I firmly believe that overall, the project has been successful in promoting the singers  functional musical literacy skills. In the focus groups, the 

singers reported that the preparatory exercises served to simplify the music, 

facilitating their sight-reading, giving concrete examples of how and where using 

relative solfa helped them to understand more complex music – i.e. music with non-

traditional harmony. The literacy programme has, in fact, contributed to more 

efficient and productive rehearsals. The singers can learn new repertoire at a faster 

pace, allowing more time to work on other aspects of our performance. The time that 

would have been dedicated to rote-learning is instead dedicated to interpreting the 

repertoire, which has also become a considerably more collaborative process as the singers  functional musical literacy skills develop.  

 

Participating in this literacy programme as conductor and researcher has also taught 

me a great deal about working with communitarian choirs. Learning about the 

hierarchical relationships described by the singers has, for example, made me very 

careful in how I recommend we interpret our repertoire, consciously giving the 

singers space to suggest alternatives and to offer their opinions. The question of 

musical literacy and experience, which added another tier to the hierarchy 

(bengalinhas and those supported by the bengalinhas), is being addressed through 

frequent sight-reading and preparatory exercises for all new repertoire, bridging the 

difference in musical literacy between these groups of singers. Above all, in order to 

challenge these hierarchical relationships, it is important to recognise the individual 

contribution of each singer, of each voice as they come together as one, a truly 

communitarian concept of joining together to create a common good, something 

which can be shared.   
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 )s there anything more demonstrative of social solidarity than a choir? Many people 

unite to do something that cannot be done by a single person alone however talented he or she may be  Kodály, : . 
 

Limitations  

 

This was a small-scale study, which focused on the participants  experiences of 
engaging in the musical literacy programme. The main limitation was the physical 

distance between the participants, as the programme was developed in Aveiro, 

Portugal, although the composers were based in various other cities in Portugal, 

France, the United Kingdom and Ireland. This meant that it was not possible for the 

singers and the composers to meet and interact, which would have allowed for 

another strand to this research, such as focus group sessions with the singers and the 

composers participating, for example. 

   

Another limitation of this research is that the reasons for the perceived resistance to 

learning w not explored, which could be a topic for future research.  

 

Future research  

 

The data produced, particularly through the focus groups, reveal hierarchical 

relationships. The hierarchical relationship between the composer, the score, the 

conductor and the performers is of particular interest, particularly as this hierarchy is 

most rigid among the singers.  The score and the composer are considered to command  the performance, whereas data produced during the composers  
interviews showed greater flexibility, with references to the space between the score 

and the performance. This opens a possibility for future research, for further 

exploration of these hierarchies, particularly in the context of other group music 

making activities, such as orchestras or chamber music groups.   
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Similarly, future research could explore artistic and creative processes in groups, 

particularly groups that are conducted. Given that desired artistic outcomes (Dalagna, 

2016) are personal objectives, how do individual musicians realise these objectives in 

a group context, especially when the performance is guided by a conductor?  

 

There is an important question that has not been addressed in the context of this 

research, which is resistance to the literacy programme. I had anticipated resistance 

to the use of relative solfa in a fixed-do environment, but I had not expected 

resistance to learning itself, regardless of the method employed. This resistance 

affected a small minority, but raises some questions for future studies, focusing on 

understanding this lack of motivation to learn.  

 

Future implementations of this literacy programme could explore a variety of issues 

that  not possible to address within the scope of this thesis, such as including 

activities to develop skills other than musical literacy (i.e. audience listening, 

composing, improvising, musical analysis).  

 

Future implementations may also include workshops with the participating 

composers, in order  the singers and the composers to interact, or for the composers 

to attend the weekly rehearsals and participate in the musical literacy programme.   

 

The programme could be implemented in other contexts, both nationally and 

internationally, in order to establish comparisons between learning styles and 

preferences. A longitudinal design could track the progress of individual singers over 

a longer period, focusing on their artistic development, whereas control of the group 

through selecting only singers who correspond to certain criteria (i.e. no previous 

access to musical education) to participate would allow the assessment of the impact 

of the literacy programme on teaching and learning. 
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song of praise 
 
 

Sheena Phillips 

 

SATB a cappella 

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 

This pentatonic song of praise is sung to the sy llables lu, le and lo – reminiscent of the 

syllables of the word alleluia (which derives from the Hebrew for ‘praise the Lord’) 
but without being explicitly  religious.  The song could just as well be a secular 

expression of joy, reverence or love.   
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songs of sorrow 
 
 

Sheena Phillips 

 

SATB a cappella 

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 

This diatonic lament is dedicated to the people of Aleppo , a once great city that is 

tragically being destroyed.  The piece is modelled partly – and very loosely – on 

traditional Syrian singing (which often uses the rather doleful sequence la so fa mi – 

though with a rather sharp fa).  Because of the tonal centre on E, there is a Phry gian 

flavour to piece.  The piece also uses aleatoric elements that are repeated by  the 

singers independently, and a vocal tremolo in echo of Syrian ornamentation.    
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Notes 

 

X denotes no time signature (note that sometimes one or two parts continue with a time 

signature, while the other parts sing freely ). 

 

Straight lines between notes indicate a glissando (for example at bar 16 – 17). 

 

The straight line just before the second note on page 1 indicates a short glide into the note  

(not a long scoop). 

 

Box and line notation: repeat the material in the box for the duration of the line.  

 

Independence:  the instruction ‘independently’ means that each singer sings in their own 

time.  You do not need to sing in exactly the same tempo as those around you.  You might 

hold the notes for different amounts of time and take more – or less – time between phrases. 

Finally, you do not need to start together either – although you could. 

 

Rest in brackets: a rest of indeterminate length (could be several seconds, or just long e nough 

for a breath – the singer chooses). 

 

 

Pronunciation 

 

a, e, i  ~ as in IPA  

 

o ~ as in English ‘hot’   (IPA: ɔ) 
 

So at letter A there is essentially  a series of soft “oy”s (to rhyme with “boy”)   
 

j ~ y as in ‘yarn’ (IPA: j) 

 

 

Tremolo 

 

To get a sound somewhat like traditional Sy rian ululation, think of the tremolos as a sort of 

pitched vocal fry.  If you can’t get that to work, then just pulse on the note or repeat the ‘o’ 
sound as fast as you can. 

 

 

Traditional Syrian singing 

 

There are several sound clips at the following web site that will give you a flavour of 

traditional Syrian song: 

 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/y oussef-tage-six-traditional-syrian-songs-1940/ 
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song of spring 
 
 

Sheena Phillips 

 

SATB a cappella 

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 

This piece is a collage of ( imaginary) bird-calls, built around the first verse of the 

medieval song In Vernali Tempore (In Springtime), which is found in the 16
th

 century 

collection Piae Cantiones.  The bird motifs are all taken from the song, and the piece 

gradually builds in intensity from a dusky beginning to a joyous dawn chorus.    

 

For the final chord, each singer repeats a sy llable of their choice (ri / pi / di) in their 

own time (quavers or semiquavers or something in between).  
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